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OVER $500.00 IN
PRIZES WAITING
ON CANDIDATES

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, July 24, 1941

COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

New Series No, 982

Scout Pow Wow Held
Here Last Week Is
Termed as Success

NEW INSTRUCIORS
SIGNED Tg., TEACH

The Scout Pow Wow, held here
YERS
last Friday and Saturday on the FUTURE
college camps and Baptist Picnic
Grounds, was declared a success
Murray State College has signed
by Roy a-Manchester, scout ex- a new contract for flight ihstrueexSudlow,
field
Paul
knd
ecutive
tors with the Knapp Flying Serecutive of the Four Rivers Coun- vice of Clarksville, Tenn. This
cil.
concern now is instructing a simiHighlights of the two-day meet lar CPT in that city affiliated with
was the Water Safety and Swim AustinPeay College. Franklin N.
period at the college pool and Knapp and his brother. Thomas P.
the council fire ceremony which Knapp, head the Knapp Flying
was held Friday evening at eight. service and have several well
o'clock at the camp ground.
trained instructsee under them.
Approtimately 125. Scouts regisDr. Charles lire of Murray
tered for the 2-day camp and enjoyed various phases of the game State College heads the course in
Pilot Training at the
Civilian
of Scouting.
John Daniel Lovett. Gene Finr- college here which gives a .7,2-hour
child and Garnett Hood Jones of course • of grdund work, consisting
the Murray trodp were anions of Navigation Meterology, Civil Air
dime receiving awards for ac- Regalations. Aireraft Maintenance
complishments of outstandiog merit and Operation.
After the _ground' work about
dUriNt the camp session.'
35 hours of flying are necessary to
secure Private Pilots license „which
will be credited the stu,dent as
semester hours of completed work.
Any student complying with the
requirements pr any graduate undif-the ate *.or 36,. Is eligible for
the -ctitirse, Dr. Hire- spit.,. Three
ships and tinee iniittur-taira- will ba
at the local airport at all times
fully equipped t care for the prithe
of
meeting
At the regular
mary 'course and by spring the
Rotary Club held Thursday, July school an dits instructors- hqpe to
17, at the National Hotel, H. I. have the secondary course under
president. way.
was elected
Fenton
George Baker had previously been
Franklin Knapp has about 15
elected but was forced to decline
years' .flying experience behind
beeituse 'of extra work having rehaving spent many years in
cently been placed on his office him,
Government 'weather service
that demanded his entire attention. the
brother who, with him runs
The program was under the di- and his
many years _aloft
rection of the Vocation Guidance the school, heti

Billy Marberry Is

Funeral Services

Recovering at Clinic For Mrs. Fair Held
Friends of Mr. Billy Marberry
will be glad to know he is rapidKeys-Houston
ly recovering at
Cilnic Hospital where he was taken
late Tuesday aftoknoon after having suffered a slight stroke on the
Court House steps.
It was thoutht for a short time
that Mr. Marberry was in a serious
his
condition but reports from
beftide state that he will be reshortly.

Wednesday
funeral tervices were held at
3:31!) Wednesday afternoon at Martins Chapel for Mrs. Fannie Brown
Fair, age 79. who died at her home
o , South Sixth street Tuesday,
J : 22.
rs. Fair" thud :after an illness
of five days. Mrs. Fair ha da
w e circle of friends wno admired
tier for her active and useful life.
She is survived by her daughter,
Mrs. Martha Jane Pool of this city;
one son, J. B. Fair: one stepdaughteg, Mrs. Gertie Edmonds, of the
coOnty; two step-sons, Robert and
Other near relatives
Alphaeus.
grandchildren. tars.
are three
Fair was a ,member of dreeñ
Plains Church of Christ.
Elder Bennet and Rev. H. L.
conducted the services.
allbearers were Tom Fairs ConFord, Cletus McLean, Claude
ler, Jesse Wallis and Luther
ertson.

s'es •

A dependable newspaper, dedicated four
square to the best interests of Calloway
County.

Vol. LXI; No.30

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

MASS MEETING
AT COURT HOUSE
NEXT TUESDAY

HEADS REVIVAL I

COUNTY IS READY
FOR NATION-WIDE
ALUMINUM DRIVE

•

•

Local Campaign to '
Continue Through

All retailers and their clerks,
bankers and other persons interested in the Supplementary Cot-ton Stamp Program, are urgently
requested to attend an important
mats meeting to be held at the
Emergency
Court House, Murray, at_2:30
The. Nationwide
The Ledger'•& Times will disdrive for "Scrap Aluminum" is
Tuesday, July 29.
tribute several hundred dollar's in
now underway ip Calloway CounForeman H. Graham. chairman
prizes and cash commissions in the
ty. The drive in Murray started
of-the Calloway County stamp comnext few weeks to the ones in
Wednesday when local Scouts made
mittees will preside. Jno. T. CochCalloway and other territory who
ss
a house-t0-house tlinvasi' with eir.
ran, county agent, Miss Rachel
are willing ti, devote a part of
culars describing the drive and
demonstration
home
Rowland,
'their spare time in securing subtelling the housewives that today
agent, and A. P. Stengel, at01scriptions among their friends and
(Thursday) and Friday they would
surplus marketing
representative,
The daily schedule for the Methacquaintances, both new and-rerepirn for the scrap aluminum.
administration, will speak. e
newals.
odist Youth Caravan which starts
'The drive is being made under .
meeting; •Mr.'
the.
announciag
In
conand
27,
July
afternoon,
Sunday
The work is easy aAd will pay
the' direction of Dr. A. D. Butteras far as poss.that
stated
Grah,am
2,
August
Friday,
through
tinues
you more for your spare time than
worth, : chairman of the county
ible not only- merchants but their
•
is as follows:
you can hope to make at most
etieve. and Commander of Americlerks should attend this importgroups
4:00-4!45-Interest
entire
your
devoting
else
anything
Can Legion, Post No. 73. He is
ant' discussion. of- how merchants
4:45-8:00-Informal social hour
time. Everyone who remains in
being ably assisted by the local
may participate in the benefits of
8:00 7:00-Picnic supper
Miller. Evangelist post of American Legion. Jno. T.
P
James
Rev.
• the campaign is assured a prize or
the Supplementary Cotton Stamp of the Church of Christ of Phila7:00-7:45--Class period
a cash commission.
Program soon to be launched in delphia, Pa_ wilt start- a meeting at Cochran and all departments of'
'7:45-8:15-Open forum_
— Heading the list of prizes
the county *genes . office, Murrair •
this area.
8:15-9:00--Worship
Grove, on ,Woman's Cskub, Rotary Club, Liens
nnm,
Williams Chapel, Isyrvi
Then there are three
$300.0(7.
eligibe
to
recreation
order
be
in
-Mass
will
9:00-10:00
that
said
He
.ces
Se
27.
July
Sunday,
other cash prizes that any
Business Min's Club, r'
. 10:00-Taps.
and 8:00 Club. Young
ble to accept cotton stamps for conducted at 2:30 p.
should be proud to receive. bps'
Scout lirkop No. 45 of -.Murray,
Those who have not 'yet. regredemption. from the Goverrnent, p. m. daily for one week. The puba 20 per cent cash commission
Hazel Scout Troop, rural schools.
istered may do so 'Sundayaftermerchants most first complel a lic, is cordially invited to attend
every non prize winner. .
and their `teachers and, in tact,
noon at 330 at the church. The
**retailer's statement" form which and hear this splendid young mart.
All
For
Equal Chanceevery person or group of persone classes given for credit are schedwill be available and fully ex- Rev. Miller is the son of Mr. and
the city and county.
Candidates. regardless of
.
in order that
Riley Miller,. of Hazel, and is available in
meeting.
Mrs.
the
after-eupper
at
•
uled
plained
they reside, have an equal chance
week
this
a committee met
Early
studeot.,
otherwise
former
a
are
or
who
work
those
Mr. Grahern added that approxwith all at each prize. There is
at the County Agent's Office where
unable to attend 'in-the esiternoon :1Edward Bering Hitchcoek, iour- imately $9.000 worth of cotton
no required number of dollars that
detailed - plans were made for the
may get the most beenfit at night. nalist, foreign torreingolent, and stamps' will be evadable for disanyone mint turn In to be eligible
drive. Scontinaster Ralph Wear
of the Metho- former 'personal aide and official tribution to cotton farmers of Calpeople.
young
All
for any prize. All the prizes are
and Assistant Scoutmaster Everett
dist and other -churches are urged biographer to Dr. Edward Benes, loway Courtly and any merchant
are
'Mtn
Week
awarded on
Jones of the Macro* troop were
to attend.
delivered a lecture .in chapel at unprepared to accept these stamps
tameable in two ways.
assigned the task est canvassing
manner.
prescribed
Tuesday
the
ix
in
trade
College
State
Murray
It costs nothing to enter and win
.,
Idurray?'"tbe Murray
the Cita
•
morning, July ._22, on -"European would be at a distinct disadvantage.
nanied.to assist
the very largest prize. You have
Woman's
- *Chief of Polk* Prer
"The simplest way for merchants
Affairs".
that
time
the
but
invested
nothing
in canvassing the outlying' parts
the .program",
Ask, Motorists to Cooperate
• _Scheduhisisto_apeak_SoteLditgitat to fully understand
-41sivutesand. have.assuranee „that
district and
lificerey-Magisterial
Grithinte--"is to "titteild- Thls
I, Hitchcock changed dates- with
you must win one of the prizes B. Austite arranged an interesting
the following set-up was formuPlans aro: under way to give
of Police Burman Parker'
they
Chief
how
learn
painfully
will
was
They
meeting.
Kingins
B.
Carl
the Continental Ensemble which
or'be paid a 20 per cent cash com- program. Dr. A. D. Butterworth Murray the biggest air show in
to-eover the county at large.
spectfully requests. Murray and was unable to, appear Tuesday as may get their share of this addi- injured at the Clarksville Bottom lated
mission for every dollar turned in 'spoke and used as his theme it, history Sunday afternoon, Aug- Callowsy
motorists to cooperate
what goods may levee on tile Coldwater road. Tues- The communities with its chairmen
business:
tional
Price
Prof.
.
booked.
- Can you really think of anything "Rotarians' Pert in
Vocational ust 4, at the local airport when the in relieving traffic congestion on previously
be exchanged fur stamps, the rules day night, around 8 o'clock when and committees are as follows:
-. more liberal where you Stand to Guidance". Dr. ButterwsPh potrits Knapp Brothers willbring expert the streets of Murray and especs Doyle, head of the fine arts de- and regulations they must .comply
KIRKSEY-Hugh Gingles, chair.
the Oldsmobile he was driving toviolinists
the
of.
one
said
partment,
your
for
week
a
254100
to
up
earn
ed out work being done by other gliders from Chicago and such hilly around the Court Square. by
with in making cotton stamp sales wards Murray, coming east, was man, Devoe Reid. hire. Harmon
spare time during - the next few clubs and offered* timely sugges- stunts as parachute jumping, acro- ceasing to .park in traffic lanes or in the ensemble cut his finer on a and how to redeem the stamps for
V. Stark, C'V. Mao.
forced off the highway ,down into Ross. Mrs.
weeks? Sane' may hesitate about lions that should be undertaken by batic flying, stunt flying, comic more commonly called -"double 'taror blade, making it impossible cash".
the levee by a car traveling west ning, Johnnie Walker. Mildred
for the organizatioo to give the
ehteririg,"Teiling that they can't the local club. Plans are underway flying Stunts and many other spec- parking."
aggressive merchandising with lights undimmed and going at Donne Jell. Walston and 011ie 'Dd.
"By
•
scheduled program.
devote their entire time. This .is fur a great amount'of work to be
•
,
cuter things will be performed
well..
After tracing the growth of Nazi methods pushing the sale of cotton a high rate of speed.
a spare time. proposition and you dorm in thie fieldelq_ the corning in the air. Full details for this - The police chief stated tnat every
to Keyscarried
wrie
Kingins
Mr.
to
only
those
COLDWATERe•Dewet
-not
the
,to
stamps
courtesy
waFise--4xtended
Hitchcock
using
philosophies.
Fascist'
little
End
,can devote as much or as
huge show will be announced later.
year
,..art, Mrs. ,Sherwood
motoring -public, however 4t is prophesied the ultimate defeat of stamps-but to every famiii in the Houston 'Clinic where it- wee-distime as you .desire. fls.sat so
On July 31 the club will hear One thing certain, stated the Knapp
covered that he had lost a tooth, Tommie-Cochrius, and teacher
much a question of t1'IIbthi the "Religious Caravan" being Brothers, Murray will certainly be quite evident. emeciatly since the Ritter in the present World War. community-retail merchants will
hi
ulder,
:io
sh
left
nese4d
t
nbu
i
dloeie
itiured
water schettl.___
placing'. of "stop lights" lb the city
characterized both .dictateirs make a substilsitial contribution to- a
- way'. we*tmiM
rougtrt here tsysthe -Ttrr Metho- slr emisofousr-ahise-dd-,sievent.
prier.
problem-ot
the
"ekThat
solving
-double'
business""acini.Germany. and 'Russia as "gang- ward
"BACKLISEURMIS1e-19109'.. have to devote.
dist Church at the regular 'Rotary
ing is becoming a nuisance and
", of whom the German leader depressing cotton attrablon and will affect hint seriously- and he Chairman. Miss Autie Guise,
We all have our circle of friends hour
ed
nowise-he_Asespacitat
in-.
will.
goods
cotton
of
under-consuMption
mterrOlentminatect.
RinIf
dangerous.
Riley, Howard Busmen,
ther
was the more
and acquaintances who will assist
permanently.
people'
non Coleman.-and -teacher at jig*.
"sia can hold out until the Sep- by a large Part
, of our
us when perhaps they would not
reporter
Mr. Kingins assured a
usburg school,- ---tember rains -come, he thought
assist anyone else, therefore, you
of the Ledger 1Se Times that he
there was a chance of paving the
Edmonds,
W.
BLAK-Eb*-13.
can sell subscriptions that no one
soon
very
out
be
to
attempt
would
way for I German debacle. In his
'
else can get.
and that attending physicians told chairman. Lee Burcheft, China
opinion; Russia is likely to endure
Graham.
.T. K.
T.
Bennett,
J
was.
not
condition,
his
that
him
This carripalgh l will be conducted
Murray
Gerthrough a long struggle with
Tonight's games in the
serious and had no permanent in- Thweatt. Homer G. Radford.
in a fair and impartial manner to
Softball League will more than
many in the same _manner that
Mrs. Lula termer announced
DEXTER-Clint Skaggs, chairjuries and with a week of good
everyone Concerned from start to
likely determine first half winners day that the firm name of Farmer China is withstanding the Japanese
care and rest would return him to man, Max -Walston, M. T. Tarry,
finish. Every precaution has been
when Rexall will meet the vastly & Hart would be changed in the aggression
per
•selling
100
cent
Dick Walston.'teacher of DexMerchints
Mrs.
of
health
interest
vigorous
ti
usual
his
safeguard the
taken
,Factors that would inevitably
-improved NYA club in an all-im- future to Farmer & Gibbs.
At press time no one had been ter school, and teacher of Brooks
all candidates. Come in today and American, grown, processed, and portant game.,:- Wallis Drug and
who has been bring defeatist° Hitler. according to
Gibbi,
Mrs..
Evelyn
- ufactured cotton„products in
' money,
able to ascertain, the owner and Chapel school.
have this Hons.
-eh* the curtain at 8 employed by the former firm for the speaker, are: the spreading out
It is expected that a large delelloway County wiT shortly-be in TVA-will-sr
plan explained to you fully. This
PALESTINE - Murray Rose,
over the in- of German forces over too Wide gation of Calloway County farmers dfiver of the other car an
taken
has
o'clock.
sometime,
Kingins says he has no idea who chairman:- Eulis__Goodwin. Mrs.
will not place you under any oh- line for increased business from
territory: Russia's wearing down
terest of Mrs. Den Hart.
the
holding
is
outfit
-Retain
The
the
attend
will
+leaders
Supthe
in
farm
and
what mcxlel Clarence
gallons. as you are the sole i-udge farmers participating
McDaniel. teacher of
Farmer & -Gibbs is locateril ..at of her opponents; the forthcoming Annual Field Day to be held at the driver was or even
plementary Cotton Program of the top rung with 5 wins and two
car it was.
.as to the merits
Palestine school. and Willie. Wells.
3 wins 113 South Fourth Street on the winter and a breathing Brien for the Western Kentucky Experiment
with
second
NYA-is
losses;
Agriaulture.
of
DepartmentS.
U.
inflicted
was
damage
serious
No
Candidate* -Wanted
FAXON-H. H. Magpie, chairEast tide of the square and spec- the English; coordinated efforts- of Substation at. Princeton, Ky., on
..this_out,_F. IL,Graham, andjs tomes; Willis l,ug has three
to XIngins''Car.
man: C. L. Dyer, kitten Walston,
"•"-!--- (*Unwire/sees are wanted teem-enTian deflafrand TVA IS ializes in smart reary-to-weer, mil- England and Anterior rid -finally, Thursday. July 31. This is.sua. anindustry,
cotton
the
of
chairman
0. B. Geurin,
served by The
for women ! and most important, dissatisfaction
-.try section that
farmers of
5
that all' mer- resting -on the bottom with 2 YAM linery and acccssors
nual meeting to which,within the Germim populace.
!select* & 'Times. This campaign is committee, added
and misses.
-mt. JrA,OUt.
POTTBRTOWNfamil- and.4 losses.
Western Kentucky are invited to
'Thoroughly
be
should
chants
Secparticular
any
to
not restricted
land. chairman; Jack Colson, Telinspect the soil, crop;-pasture and
regulations
4_ Resell downs the improved
The more candidates enter- iar with the rules and
tion
lus 'Hutchens, Bud Turner, Mrs.
tm,..tritit experiments_ which are
.go_v_e_rning the operation of the Oro- NYA's
will hold top place for
'Trs the easier a will he for
J.' A. Outland,
being conducted at1 die substation
You see it is just gram before accepting or redeem- the first halP. However, if they
one to wen
and
limestone
Steele,
both
of
PINE
BLIIFF-Cullie
soils
on
Cotton
will
Stamps.
ing
NYA's
the
tin.
tonigEt's
hilse
like this: Say there were two men
orgin. The program
sandstone
"All retail merchants handling go into a tie with Rexall and a
FRANKFORT, Ky., July 23-A chairman: Shelton Canady, Mrs.
running for an office in Calloway
will start at 10:00 a. m. and the candidate mast 'file pre-election Tom Steele, Goyim Thurmond,
cotton products in Calloway previously postpqned game will
County. One would • need neore new
morning will •be devoted to group and post-election **pendent/re
have registered with, have to be Played to .decide the
NEW
CONCORD-Joe
Morita
•
than fifty per cent °fettle votes to County who
comeveryone,
has
to
call.
come
'The
kitterivorth.
b.
A
Dr.
from
of the soil, crop and bush meets regardless of whether he Kornery.. chairman: Erin
tows
acknowledgment
received
Montfirst half champs.
win While if There were IQ runs and
of local Legion Post Ni) and every* must hear it. Our frbit seperiments on limestorie
mander
AdministraMarketing
Surplus
the
Wilson. L. E. Stubspent any money on his campaign, gomery. Q.
fling for the same office. one could
County chairmaa of the Boy Scouts, Future Farmers, 4-H soils, for men. and a special proand
73
the
in
part
take
to
eligible
tion',are
Assistant Attorney General Guy H. blefield.' •
win with a little over ten per cent
drive for scrap alumninum, today Club - mentliers--mhools, Home- gramepo
. n plants, landscape plan- Herdman...iaid Tuesday.
and benefit from this adatt
man; W. H.gkqYEECenter
of the votes. Do you.get the idea? Program
appeal to makers, Parent-Teachers Associ- ning and living in the country for
following
the
made
said.
he
ditional
business.”
Herdman- said the law prescribed
chairOtis
Eldridge.
This is worthy of ariloneb seers
STONE
RoColinLions,
ation,
Womege...Club.
Legion members of Calloway
Mr Graham said that "After the
,
filing of pre-eleetion statements 15 man; W. it Perry. H. A. Miller,
bus consideration. Here you have
tarians, end Business Men's Clubs
ty:
Cotton.
the
accepts
Atter lunch the enttre attend- days before the August 2 primary Mrs. S. L. Hargis. Lamar Hendon.
opportunity staring you in the merchant
.
all
may
function.
manner
prescribed
the
"An urgent. request foi" ecilip
ance of both men and women will but added that the state Court of
face, to make your spare time the Stamps in
HAZEL-Rudy Hendon. chairfor 100 per cent American Cottorf
aluminum has been made by our
"F. H. LaGuardia, our eational assemble on the spacious and shady Appeals had held the Thtfie was
most valuable perhaps you have
Getting a recipe- "to make foods
Rudy Hendon. W. E. Dick,
on
Stamp
them
pastes
products,
he
T.
Jimmy
Commander.
'extends
Department
civilian defense director,
at the experimental farm not mandatory and, the reports man;
lawn
ever spepl.....Tbie too, without any,
ap'make"
to
used
mother
supplied by the Surplus like
Norris.- and J. J. Greenleaf Our this call to every home in cam na- to hear a headrest by Professor Might be filed anytime before the Carmen Parks, Paul Daiiy, Charlie
Investment whatever.
job.
easy
an
such
isn't
paerntly
Denham,
Ethel Mae Paschall.'
Marketing Administration. He then
tion. It is a volunteer service in George Roberts. heed of the agron- primary or election.
slide Civilian Defense Director.
It does not place you under any
Or at least it requires a bit of
cards
these
on
SOUTH
statement
a
PLEASANT GROVEsighs
Agrino
of
are
and
paid
College
salaries
no
whteh
department,
omy
American
out
find
to
of
.. obligation whatever
"As Commander
his store has accepted. the doing This is clear from the fact
Make Erwin, chairman: Mrs. Erure, University of Kentucky.
and _local sacrifices made. Only the useless
Legion' Past ..11.0,
the plans of this unusual campaign that
anew
to
recipes
standardising
that
Govthe
with
dance
insoi
in
mine Hayes. Mrs. Stark Erwin,
stamps
county. chairman.0111w drive for pieces of aluminum, and that which Following Professor Roberts' adIf not convenient for you to call
regulations, for toe of more home-grown foods
rules and
Harrel Broach, Mrs. Dennis Boyd.
replacement. dress inspution tours of the poulwithout
given
be
May
urge
to
Wish
Fs
•
aluminum,
scrap
it the office personally, write a ernment
Kenthe
of
forwards them to the Surplus will be one of the tasks
has been requested. If we bring try flocks. the dairy herd, pastures
CalloTAYLOR'S'STORE-Eurie Xuyin
Legionnaire
every
that
card today and a .representative and
nafor
Committee
Nutrition
Administration fie re- tucky
Bro. Perry B. Cotham, a very kendall. chairman; Audrey Reaves,
way County Rive their utmost sup- all this together it will be smelted and the fruit experiments on the
will gladly call at your coevenience Marketing
of Fred, Humphreys. JIM Taylor, Ed
Church
the
of
minister
He should receive a tional defense.
demption.
able
will
we
that
so
farm
planes
the
of
intomade
portion
and'
sandstone
port at this time. It is,a National
and expain.
This over-all state "food for de- Emergency and one that must be may see what was useless materials be conducted.
Christ of Oklahoma City, Okla.. Morton. Mrs J. D. Rogers.
States Government check
^,
In this issue of The Ledger & United
a week in payment of his fense" committee has announced a met with action. What we do now may become a force in the prowithin
sand formerly of Calloway County,
nomination
a
find
will
you
Times
S. J. Lowry, superintendent of
LYNN- GROVE-P':-C. Crouch,
by
rails
to
ocl
a series of meetings- at
desi
program
large
_
as a group may prevent some of tection of the happiness, and free- the 'substation farm, has announced will begin
*blank. which when filled out with
beginning July 27 at chairman; Mr. Scarbrough, Harold
misuses one-third the health of the,,,, 3%
who
Any merchant
and terror that .some dom, and liberties we now hive. that there will be plenty of shade Friendship,
anguish
the
your name and addrees. will credDouglae.
W. C.' Caldwell. Dr. C.
Mr.. Graham, million people of Kentucky. _startsuffered in the past. These are the things we cherish and ice water free. and ,that lilnch It a. m.
it You with 10.000 votes to start stamps", cautioned
H. Jones. Mrs. Hansford Doran,
fish of you have
More
as
posithings
unfortunate
such
the
in
with
be
"will
ing
are
These
endure.
see
to
wish
and
Memories of 1917 and 1918 are yet
with. Turn to this --today and
will be served on the grounds
Swann. Mrs. -.Bryan
Mrs.- Ruh
made a false claim and game,,big home gardens, use vivid in the -.minds of many, and the things• for which our tethers
tnake the start that '.70111 Will al- tion of having
at a minimum cost for those wilt
Murdock, Mrs. Commodore 'Jones.
Treasury. of foods giving the "vitamin calStates
United
the
against
anciAledthroughhave
fought,
bled
asked
been
now
froze
of.
the task we have
ways be proud
not' bring basket lunches.
Roberts,
Cakes
This is a serious Federal Violation endar IA through- Gt." iandyint to do in the collection of strap out the past. and. if need be their
--ALT410-4-.Mra.
The campaign office located at
Te.
however, can be easily' the part of *dentine nutriflon 'can aluminum is small compared' to sons would do .again.
chairman; Mrs. 'Jeff Edwards, P.
the Ledger & Times office, Will which.
This year As in the past, accouls.
simply adhering to the play in health, ete.
T. Edmonda„Kenton Woodall, Rayand Ine to County Agent Jno, T. Coch"Our present all-is so
that of our first World War. Unbe open each evening until six avoided by
The main thing is
mond Story. Ray Boston.
Frequently shea Ith problems have less the present demand for alumi- worthy that none of us could re- ran. and Miss Rachel Rowland,
o'clock to receive nominations and regutalions.
SALES OF ,212LE 22
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PROBLEMS -

Richard M. Sandefur
Is New Assistant

Mrs. Homer Cole of St. Louis
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ClifMI FARM
hioN‘
ford Hill on Sunday, July 20, in has been in the hospital, but is doSOLVED
very well at this time.
ing
Mr.
honor of Mr. Hill's birthday.
Hill was the recipient of many
Mrs. Robert Aubucharn of Floristeinber 1940 another calf was COUnty Agent
This is another in a series
Revival To Open at Baptist
nice and useful.gtfts. At the noon sant. Mo. is here visiting her
'
of "Solving Farm Problems.
.. .
was grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
- Church on July 27
dropped that sold for $40.. This
bountiful dinner
hour a
r
Scruggs
This one is from W. B.
'
The ,revival meeting _begins at
spread on the lawn.
July •20,-another gait was brought ... Richard M. Sandefur .joined the
Plans for a public-spirited coMyers.
of Route 3, Hazel.
n Extension Service force in Callcfictsotie
ws
ornpretri
n r.Serugg
toveM
e
and fhre
socr_
the Hazel Baptist Church Sunttiupr p
S. D. A. CHURCH.
Truette Hawley of the U. S. operative effort to increase the
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Sabbath. School officers:
day; July 27, at 11 o'clock
way County last _week as assistant ..
-Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Navy is in Hazel this week for a consumption of fresh peaches dur7 1 have lived in this same house
_continue
than from the first [MC.; - IC/1d Still county agent in-soil conservation....
and wAl
throughout the Will Miller. superintendent; Mrs. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Henry West, few days' visit with his parents.,„ing the period August 7-15, were
and tilled this same soil for 41
sell
to
gcod
a
cow
'has
beet
he
week with services in the morn- Frank' Howard and Mrs. A. E. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill. Evans- Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hawley and announced today by James F. HudHe was assigned to this position
years but in 1935 I really started
Ing_and evening. The pastor, Rev. Roane, assistant superintendents:- ville, Ind., Mr. and MA. Toy Pas- family.
that no doubt will bring a good by the College of Agriculture. Unidleston, area supervisor of the_eur.
to learn a new way to farm, stated
a
to
continued
profit
and
price
• chall, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Paschall,
J..E. Skinner, will preach Sunday K. E. Roane Jr.. secretary. •
U.
plus
marketing
administration,
Wright
Crabbtree
versity of Kentucky, to • fill tffe
Mrs. Myrtle
W. B. Scruggs who resides on
—morning at 11 o'clock arid-the RevSabbath School convenes at 10 Mrs. Charles
Eaker Jr., Mrs. and little daughter end Mrs. Laura S. Department. of Agriculure.
out farmer who dares look ahead and vaearsey caused by the resignation
mile
a
about
3
Route
Hazel
•
erend Mr. *Winchester of Halls. a. m. Saturday._
was one who lielleved • he was of Cyrus D. Allen; Mr. Sandefur,
Nashville,
He stated that the McCracken -Of
Daisy' Hill, Mrs. Johnnie Hum- Crabbtree Taylor of
Tenn.. wil larrive Sunday afternoon
neVer too old to. change his tactics, a graduate of College of Agricul:
Church services at 11:00 a. m. phreys, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Hum- Tenn., are visiting in the home of County Peach Growers Association
three
reared
has
Scruggs
Mr.
Look around you at men of this tare. University of Kentucky, has
Pastor. S. A. Ruskjer. Murray.
phreys. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Orr. their parents, Rev.,and Mrs., A. M. and the Graves County Peach
boys and two girls and from the stripe who are willing and eager
Pastor holds services first and Mr and Mrs. Milburn Orr. Mr. Hawley.
at
County.servd'
as assistant county agent
Growers Association are among the
you
talks
he
which
in
manner
gay
to tell ypu their story. Let them Williamstown, Ky.,- Grant
third Saturdays k.,f each month.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson were cooperating growers' organizations.
and Mrs: Manton Underwood. Mrs.
only help all of us by telling you how
not
had
think
he
would
that
years.
two
past
of
.week-end
guests
relatives Independent producers and Food
during the
Genora -Hamilett. Mr. and Mrs. the
his
solved his farm problem but
they were abet to accoMplish bet.Hazel Society of Christian Service Clifford Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Jack near Paris.
Trades Industry are also cssoperatMr. Sandefur began work in ad.
ter crops pnd increased revenueHolds July Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Walker and ing with the United States Depart- problems of life as• well.
Wilkerson,
Halton
Humphreys,
loway County Wednesday. Jay' 9.
The Woman's Society of Chris- _Mrs. Mollie Hill. Mr. and Mrs. family of Memphis were in Hazel ment of Agriculture in this effort
"1 want to tell you how I solved with different method,.. and ideas. The major portion' of his time will
tian Service held the July meetmk Claude- Anderson. Mrs. Joshie Hill, a few days last week visiting rela- to increase the home-consumption my farm problems," he said, "and
phosphate
be devoted to TVA
in the home of Mrs. Lowry Reins,„ Charles; Reed Miles, Louisville, Mr tives.
of fresh peaches and make the best in doing it I want to use one field
demonstration work, and assisting'
—
began
recently.
1932
In
MIXT] P. Turnbow is in Memphis possible use of our abundant peach as an illustration.
and Mrs., Jack Younger. Paris.
id-the -soil erosion work.
The meeting Was- called to order Tenn.„ Joyce Mae Hill, Mayfield, this week on business.
the use of lime and phosphates on
crop.
by Mrs. Herron. president; Mrs. Nellie Jo Hill. Catvin Orr West,
dimomlort of POISON Will,
year. it was
that
during
Cal
that
land
Mrs. Charles George is,in Mem"Fresh -peaches'ite,siet&A.ate one
ECZEMA, Prickly Rent. Rosborn. ItchHopkins County farmers found
Helen. Dick gavethe devotional: Delpha Paschall, St. Louis, Mo., phis. Tenn.. visiting her daughter,
pounds' of
or Mosoo,to Nteo.
of the most popular fruits on the 6.6 acres, produced 750
Ise Skim. CA
regs raised in sanitary quarters
Mrs. Claude Anderson, Mrs. W11- Mary Rachel West. Dorris Younger. Mrs. Williams, who is ill.
this
1940
In
acre.'
per
tobacco
Meals or Pretty lie.. Tired Sy..aly
"This
'said.
he
American
market."
were healthier and made-better
lam Osburn. Mrs. Alice Jenes, Mrs. Jeff and Glenn Eaker. Sonny
135,0
Feet. A tooling. "eth:n g lotion Get
Mrs. Bettie James and Libbie year's crep is believed to be the same 66 acres produced
SUPPLIES
Ii awyobtre :Ale or by matt. titutte
growth than these in worm-inT. S. Herron and Mrs. Lowry Rains Younger, Shirley Ann Hill. Evans- spent Sunday in Crossland as the
nnd
acre
per
tobacco,
of
pounds
years.
Ala.
Many
•finest-and largest in
leo. Florence.
Lobo
•
ested. pens.
presented the program the theme ville, Ind.. Joe Donald Underwood, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Caton
cents cASer
910
Fresh peaches are one of the im- brought in dollars and
of which was "Investing Our Bobbie and Judith Younger, Mary James and family.
listed as $1100. Leirme Jell you how I ac- es.
foods
portant
protective
BUILDING & FARM
Heritage for Coopeeative .Work in Evelyn Orr. Pat Dale Orr. "Billy
Mrs. Julia Bray was in Paris a
Item- by the Sec- complished this.
Methodism." After the' business Dan Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Huddle few days last week visiting rela- a "Blue Stamp
HARDWARE
"I used a rotation idea -in thig
VOTE FO
of
It is the aim
retary
Agriculture.
session, the hostess served delight- Humphreys. Miss Anna Hill. Ma- tives.
Admin- manner: In 1935 I platned wheatl
the
Marketing
of
Surplus
•
ful iced refreshments to 15 mem- relle Orr, Romonia Cecil, EvansMrs. 0. L. Peeler and children of istration to aid the growers. coA- o nthis 6 acres'arel it brought in'
Tbeis and One visitor.
ville. Ind., Mrs. Maude Orr, Henry Nashnile. whet have been in Hazel sumers end industry of America by about 12 bushels to an acre. In •
James Orr and Jerry' Humphreys. visiting her - parents. Mr. and Mrs. encouraging increased ,consutnption 1936 I used it as a pasture laud.'
Honored
Is
-Hitt
Clifford
t
Mea
Est '1897 Murray Ky.
In 1937 I planted lespedeza 'and,
H. I: -Neely, returned home last of- these needed commodities."
Candidate I tit' With Birthday Dinner
_
saved it for hay: in 1938 and '1939
Large crowds have been id,11.4 .1.
ergailt - uSeet it ft,.
and dougfrk.s,
c
1940 it was .-planted in tottaeen 11r
- -- — .
Grove Baptist Church this week Barbara and Ann of Shreveport,
.e.
yielding the 1350 per acre. I only.
c
thi
sptita
Sevei al conversions and additions La., who have been visiting in the
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home of her brother, 0. B. Turnused the TVA formula and found,
•
have been noted.
,
that I not only increased my money
The North Fork • Baptist revival bow and Mrs„ Turnbow for the past
Admissions
ioifaimpry, August 2, 1941
so
iana is
op
meeting begin.' Sunday with. Bro., six weeks. left Tuesday morning Memorial Hospital during the past crop 'viein outmy
up that it is fit for any kind 'of
for their home.
inillelt-tlitieles-aidl Influence of all Calloway Ciewity.eitIsessa
Nelson helping Bro. Paschall.
•
s crop. _
Mrs. Owen Brandon. Miss Eve week'
•
'
Nelson , .Shroat. Murray; Ja .
lid,rii.''Dena Orr visited in -the Perry. Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and
•
AnotPer field of 7 acres of g
D.
E.
Murray;
Cunningham,
Floyd
Orr
Morgaa
of
horn*
hiles-and Mn.
which 4 was limed and 3 phosMiss Pearl Thompson spent a few
Water Valley: Mrs. Thad phatea. sines. July 1 has had 20
Sunday.. -.
days in Paducah this week' as the 'Williams.
B. Adains,. Dres- head of cows and calves pasturing
John Charlton of the West Side guests of relatives and friends. Imes, AImo;
Baby Boy Evitts, Fur- on it and is still as good as when
has been on the sick list for the
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore, Mr. den. -Tenn;
year, Tenn.: Howard Ferguson, they started grazing. This field is
past few days. .
and Mrs. John Latimer and family
_
Mrs. Mary Russell Williams of attended the Latimer reunion at Joliet, Ill.; Ray Runsfelt, Murray; sown in lespedez; - and red top."
Holland. Murray: R. L. according to htt-:'$cruges.
Bruce
•I take thisi method of thaikking my many friends," Murray was id Hazel visiting Camden, Temr,..-last Sunday.
Dunn, Calvert City; Baby Girl,
friends Tuesday.
Mrs. Earl Dunn and baby, of
Mr. Scruggs' herd .is mps„tly
-.. •
and adjacent ,counties for the nice'
in,
Mrs. Bun Crawford of Lynn Louisville, are in Hazel as the Imes, Almo; Elvis Jones, Hardin; beef cattle with the customary
patronage am receiving•now. I will at all times
Grove was in Hazel Tuesday to guests of her father, Charlie Dunn. E. 0. Kidd, Benton; Phillip Ervin, mik .cattle for self consumption
Murray: Mrs. Geo. Gistlin. Mur- and an interesting story concernvisit friends.
give you the very best service in my power.
Charlene. little daughter of Mr:'
Mrs. Beatrice Charlton and chil- and Mrs. Charles Wilson, Is on the ray; , Geraldine Rogers. Lipwai, ing one cow was erlated during
-like to -remark on rePorta going
In-eonclueien
Idaho: Gobel McClain. Mayfield: the interview as follows:
dren spent one day last week in sick list this week.
_the-rnanata that-the boy raised in _Smith Brink-ley
Mrs. Lomen Coleman, Murray: Mrs.
Itotrat-VT
Mrs. D. B.
In April,' 1940. he bought a beef
Ramona, little •daughter of Mr.
you,. if
won't carry same''!saY
Owens. ./tielialer11„. Tenn •
Marshall
Turnhout,- -itir -rate for Itte sum"
and.Mes. A. S. Cecil of Evangedle.'
South Brinkley there shore aint no cows in Texas!
Mrs. Lula Huts& and daughter,. ts here Venting her grandmother Mrs. E. W. Wallace. Benton; Baby $83. Shortly after that date he
Girl
Wallace, Benton: Everard sold the calf for $60 and in Sep.
Geneva. were dinner guests of and other relatives.
Hicks, Hazel,
Mr. and Mrs Rex Davenport last
Bro. and Mrs. W. C. Moore. 'pitsPatients discharged during the
Tuesdiy
tor of the Finley Methodist Church
Mrs. Minnie Beale and Miss Lula of Union City,- Tenn.. spent Tuft- past week:
Very respectfully yours.
•
Mrs. W. C_ Pilgrim. Benton; Jas.
Clayton Beale of Murray were in day, and Wednesday in Hazel as
Pine fares will be sold- at COURT
Hazel Satufday afternoon a few the -kuests of his parents, Bro. and Floyd Cunningham, Murray: Mrs.
HOUSE DOOR, Paris, Tenn- AugMrs.
Camden,
Frazier.
Tom
Tenn:
of
guests
the
hours as
friends.
1111.s. Algie Moore.
Coyle Jones, Murray: Eidene Cran- ust 11. at I p. m. to highest and
Mr.. and Mts. Herman Wiliford
T.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
and
C.
Mr.
EXCHANGE
FARMINGTON
TELEPHONE:
dall. Battle Creek, Mich.: Cale best bidder. W. H. 'Finney 640 sere
and 'daughter and son-in-law. of Mrs. W: B. Sowell of
Union...CRY.
Texas. were in Hazel Saturday Tenn., spent last Sunday with their Langston. Murray; Olga Clang, term on PARIS-MAYFIELD HIGHntierrnon visiting relatives and parents, Bro. and Mrs. Algie Moore. Cleveland, 0.; Mn. H. G. Brandon. Dexter: A. -Ik Adams. Dres- WAY. in Henry County,/ Tenn.,
fr
Mouzon Moore returned home with
H. L'Ilieely and sop, Sal-6 Boyd. them atter spending several weeks den. Tenn.; LAX.Williams. Water miles from Kentucky-Tennessee
Valley, Jerry Harris. Lavelaceville. lige. RICH SOIL GOODwere 'Milan visitors
train- My.
W. H-:•Estes. Benton: Ray' Runifelt, TWO-STORY DWELLING, 4 te
-Murray; Sue C.arolyn Ramage. Pa- ant bosses, big isew stock inert toGraham Denham of Murray was
CLEANING
GRAVEYARD
HICKS
dwell; Nelson Eddy Shroise Murs bacco barn, fine we4L An ideal
in 'Hazel Friday ,visiting friends.
ray, R. L Dunn, Calvert Cuy;.
stork farm Ask tenant on farm to
. J. M. Marshall. cashier of Dees
inof
meeting
a
be
will
There
show you this property any day.
0
Kidd. Benton.
Bank. left Sunday for a few days'
•111••
visit in eastern Kentucky and terested persons at -Hicks 'Grave
yard Saturday morning,. July 21.
Northern Ohio.
Cale Langston'sr was carried to for. the purpose of cleaning the
is an annual
the Mason hospital last- Saturday yard and graves. This
event and ell who can are urged
for treatment.
Bro. Sam Bruce Jones is doing to attend..
nicely ,after -Undergoing an operato read the classifieds.
tion recently.
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•and is/ill preach Sunday evening
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tALLOWAY COUNTY'S
ROAD ALLOTMENT

ors.
t of
m.

Calloway's road -olLotnietia_. .from the 'State
_
Highway, Department-has-Um practice*" nil for
1940 and 1941 because we have no contact. Cal111Wav has had less than any other county in the
district. We have allooated to our rural htetwar
program $16,500, but this is because the law, setting aside $2.0.00.000. said it had to be divided'be'5 tween• the. counties' of the state. Our supervisor
lacked $1750 spending. this amount and it was returned td the general road fund -this-Vero.. and
$750 last year, We lost this amount. What is the
matter with this department? Not a single road
started-has been completed, and there is a lack of
surface bridges. What excuse has Mr. Curd, our
shiser•VigOr. for this neglect—with the best weather
in hisOrs_for wtrIt?
- We can not blame the central office for not
giving us more money, if we can not use it.
We have, for the ensuiog year. ;1400,•and
have spent 14000. leaving $12.506 iii the pot.
Shall we sit Idly by and allow much of this to be
__turned back, with se much need for rural work in
St •
Calloway rQUIltrt '
Will we not pretest the neglect of the State
Highway Deflartment in not giving us a reasonable portion Of that iiiiniiy7-Shall we allow thif
Rural Highway Department of the countz to turn
back such a large percentage of that money?
There is no excuse for such negligence.
The Fiscal Court should take hold of this
• matter and save the loss. If Mr, Curd cannot do
the job, they should demand a change in the supervision.
I take no pleasure in publishing these-fiats.
but they are public records and show-the sad
plight tot Or Represen-Wrie and SuperVisor---Etaking care of his duty.
-Being a Tith-didattr,-T cut only brit:it tetstora
these facts by paying for the printing.

'.
s.
• fhis is My final preselection statement to the good v.ople of Call°.
coteity who have beer 'so kind to me throughout this campaign.
ii only a repetition of the things that -I have told you in nty
•Ipabahle 'way in yppr-most hospitable homes. .
,.....‘ __
t
ave condUcled this, my first, political campaign in the way I
would meet the approval 0$ every than, woman and child in
big
the
tY• It has been a pleasure td‘ engage in this contest with my
,
opponents. _who have- in turn conducted the campaign in a gentlemanly manner.
. ., •
It frairoany WON( has engaged
With years of service In the
•
me in most trying circumstances. Despite the- thousands of people
with whom I have attempted to deal fairly and - squarely` in patrol
- swot . tleive tried TO-tevet-beet-to-be-e-r•preige.Minisevessel coerteous
- Jion of old Calloway county. For the last twe months, ',have enjoyed
'the quiet of !lour homes, the personal joy of private conversation upon
on entirely different mission than that. which demanded of me as a
state patrolman. The sharp contrast, has brought happiness to me
that I am .a Son of the Good. Earth of Calloway county,. For two
•
• months I have attempt,ed 'to per1ona4ly contact every one of- you and 7
.nty fatth-in the fairness, in the honesty.,in -the eherecter, in the faith
of Calloway county has been strengthened.. You have been good to me.
•
•
--of-You-hare Oven me svorde-cit ancouregement. .•

;, ,)h

p

----turn will give you the
Should you give to me your vote. I ia.
yesterday.•todey.
Best that
can in way of apprecisetom Not
but timer Tian It'ankful IC yin', my own- Callaway county people for
the kenneling you have shown trie.
Sincerely,

Well, yeu can save by-making purchases of
merchandiv no'as the advance continues to-co:he.,
We have the coolest pIiice. to trade. Come in
Nvvery-ttrife ou are in town.
'.1

N -.- _O.--TURNER
-T

TO THE CITIZENS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
May I at this time take the opportunity 'of thanking
ne'Vrborn it has been My Plessursrto see,
each and everv -oisnd for the
mid to talk with, for the courtesy ehowyt
oreouragement vait 1tilve .4-yen me. To ilm•••• whom T have
not seen myna,- not he :Me to'nee. owing to lack of time.I want vou to know thot imre•lv en-wan+ your heiti and
Yottli""
I. vote. MT-One will try harder than I to make von-:
ood.officifj if fleeted.-:
Tn past
MA.* of'rot:"
know In?
want fo nay this: That
voisr'Ty Cornm;ssioner hut T
tried to he fair grid honest with every taxnavec
tUe county. I have had many in ask me about _the_
hlanket„taise that.the state nnts on the comity assessment".
Vour TRX eTflYnisfticIllfr can be of great help in keepingthese blanbVer isestoff
_ - • -My-.recofltNL 193A to.. 1997„_inc1usive. _showw-,Huot _
we only hsd nrje_15 blanket ratse or eget estate through
ort1# one•fifth ea much raisethe -from rears. whteh
through_lhe mitt yoar term as .we TeeeiVed"in the followfug two Yt'am-fhrtirn 193g assessment We reeeived a
blanket raise. on real estate. and oif the 1939 assessment
we received a laq blanket raise on real estate, which
amount:1_10 a 25'; raise in two Years.
•
pnoked to a blanket raise of our
ohave always beenI promise You, if elected;.! will do
The DeMocratre primary is nearing AS conclusion. county artaessment and
tia.:from receiving a blanket
.keen
to
:power
my
'in
all
Its final outcome will mark the fine:trial:administrative,
raise. The time -is drawing near when you, the voters of
four
next
the
for
County
ot,Calloway
and moral welfare ,
Calloway County, will fro to the polls and -cast your vote.
years,.
want to ask you to give me al careful consideration.
I
In the final two weeks of my campaign, I look hack realize that.inany of.you have.not thought somuch about
face
to
face
mteting
of
joy.
upon the hard work and,the
:
the election, owing to the critical Conditions of,wotid at
the people of Calloway County. I have already received fairs. Many of you .are thinking of your boys anti-'your
a kindly reward for my efforts, however I would _grate- bloaters that are in carting:. or the OAPS thablire waiting
futly uppreciate-a-final-storp-of-sppreva4-epett-fivy 18 to be called to the defense of our country, I want to say
Point Rrogram on Saturday, AugtTt 2, 1941.
to every father and,_ mother, and to every sister-and
As in the evening of day,'-! look forward to the re- brother, of the boys -that ari.- reestered that I want you
wards of honest, sober, and just-efforts. ram most thank- at all times to feel that you have a friend in me. I knolv
ful, more than these printed* words conld ever convey, :what it means to be a soldier, and I-know what war
of the spontaneous response of the people of -Calloway_ means to a soldier. I gave my very best while I was servgive: My best if you
ing my country, just as
Program.
County.to an 18
„-Point
Commiaaioner on August 2.
see
fit-te-elaet--ine-4rour_Tax..
'
I thank you,for all the_kindnesses all ofjouhjkire
'
- Respectfully "yours,
bestowed upon- me.

Claude Anderson

Respect-flaky-9"U
kit SCOT+
'

•
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Ste
fun

WALTER F. MILLER
Manager. Sander No. 1
find "Generals" will
gf‘e you the same- good ser%lee our organization gives!

CROSS SPANN, JR.
If you don't thank well trade,
.-just.,COMe in and give us a
•
chance!
Used. cars that are right!

411P I .

IA 0

•

ILLIAMS
It.1NKIL
Bookkeeper

HERMAN JONES..
&wok* Dept. Manager
General( We feet- will carry
out. the "Pryor tradition" of
Service Plus!

IL I.. PRYOR
Introducing Our Organisation
"AT YOUR SERVICE!"

It will he a pleasure for me
to -bill" you for a set of these'
fine General Tifis!

"A

sir.
Aat
in
is t
out
the,
'ter
anc
One.
tro;.
. Di)
AU

-TIME" MYERS
Meehanic _A Gremlins

I IL- WEL-LLCMS

I'll make your old bus rid
a "1942" model—we'll ti
no matter what's wrong
it!

Fioor Man Say,' -I'm not posl.
mg as Mac West. but I do wish
you'd c-orrre up a n d see me ,
sometime!'"

•

TO

of C
rout
is d
evei

WE ARE SMASHING EVERY ARGUMENT
•

g/PRiCE vs WIRY

tha
hat.
• ped
whi

cow
eve!
For
gral

mat
•••

• ces
e()

C
aI

in I.
distributor
To acquaint everyone with our appointment as
buying
tire
great
this
offer
of the famous General Tire we
_ Opportunity.
Come in and see how much you save.

- taw
T-M ‘'N'T'Vt

ROW7'TT

Remember we have just the rype of TIRE to fit
your needs—and every tire top quality. Only
General gives you this guarantee—not an ounce

%eat

.11ea
natt
groc
air

MINIMUM AMOUNT YOU SAVE PER TIRE

than you expect to pay for ordinary tires.

GET RID OF THE BLOWOUTS IN YOUR OLD TIRES
the' Rush League"
s not hi rug_ ':•BuI-h.

Trade in yoft, doubtful tree b•lore tia•T blow. Drive in today or tomorrow: Learn
how much you can save. Your quotation will bo given inneolay without die
slightest obligation to you.

EASY

Payments on our convenient Credit Plan reduced to matat
TERMS our drastic trade-in sal* coin reductions.

STATION NO. 2

end
not
w

$2.35 to $3.65

4.75/19.... .
5.25/18
5z50/17
—140/16
_625/16
150/16
7.00/16

will
7 -Ad(
tint .27

-

,inging praises for
I'm
! You will, too, when
General,
you .me 'em and use 'cm!

2%
1
20% to 33/

of reclaimed rabber in carcass or tread. Even
at full price Generals are the cheapest to own
because of their matchless mileage and safeity.
During this sale you can buy Generals for less

STATION NO. 2:

_
. of t

DWIC.IFF.STONE
Servile Mast

• "'

feu
Cle
"tint
eve

„

Pei
Au
enj
ter

-

___
'VW MOW • __•
.„
W;•!ve got the "Owl" 'station,
out here- -"wide awoke". service till 11.p. m. every day
,
' • and Stniday, too!

A NE1V CUSTOMER IS WORT/-AT IZAST NMI*•IBI
can give, the
Without that feature of quality leadership which only General
of the assurbecause
only
it
Trade-in Sale would not pay us. We can afford
with us" for
"roU
will
sale
ance that car owners who taloa advantage of this

years. Our ono big object is new custosnors by the hundred.

•

ha
th4

Of!

1.
12.
•

TEXACO

,,SALES and SERVICE

•

STATION NO. 1

206 E. MAIN ST., MURRAY, PHONE 21

USED CARS_
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BAPTIST CHURCH

Come To

HAY0FEVER
Chiropractic offers one of the most effective methods of
relieving Hay Fever.

A Look At The Record,and,A
Promise For the Future

Preaching by the pastor at the
Shnday, July 27, 1941
"Canavan Sunday" for the morning hour upon the subject
Ttlik
Methodist Churches in and near IF THE CHURCHES FAIL IN
Muicay---and we ,are inviting the THEIR GREAT WORK." ObservWALTER F. BAKER
young people-of all detiOntirietkina "anee o1-the Liiii"S"upper at the
Bank of Murray Building
•Phone 122-4
ao share the good things that thane eveninl 'tour, Every membr is
FIRST-CHRISTIAN CHURCH
urged to attend all_ the services o
erlft.lics shall
•'..-.01tartes Thompooss
the church, especially urged are
•
Miss Emily Hastings, a para..
Fellow Citizens and
they to attend the observance of
•
speak at the Methodist
Tenn„
SUNDAY SERVICES
eyerY'memalso
Supper,
the
Lo,rd's
Voters of Calloway
Bible School 11:30 a. m. - W. B. church in Murray at the morning ber and friend is urged to rememMoser, superintendent. Four fine worship hour, 10:50 o'clock. Mr. ber with a Love Offering or a
County:
speak
adult classes, three young peoples James Allen Knight will
Self-Denial Offering for the Boys
classes and four children's depart- at the Methodist Church at Hazel, In Camp. Sunday is the day set
When I announced my
ments extend a warm invitation to Miss Eleanor Peck will .speak at all wabr the Southern Baptist ,Concandidacy for Sheriff I
South Pleasant Grove, Mr: Jack vention for gifts to the Home Misattend Sunday.
Morning Worship 10:50 a. an. E. Inman goes to Kirksey, and Miss sion Board's work in supplying the
stated that I expected to
B. Motley, poster of First Chris- Sue McCormack goes to Lynn very best equipment, workers and
make the racistrictly upon`
tian Church, Corpus Christi,,Teg„ Grove.- All members of the care- literature for. our boys while in
my record And qualificaformer paste* of this church. *whb van..-will participate in the even- camp. Let every one do his and
tions. I have not departed
is visiting friends here, has been ing service at Murray. Our first her best for this very deserving
invited to deliver the- morning ser- service of the Caravan program work. Envelopes will be at the
from that plan of camwill be at the Methodist Church
mon.
staign- and I expect to
church especially prepared for this
afterSunday
3:30
The
m.
p.
at
7:30
in
Murray
Evening Worship
effering. You will receive an enclose the final hours of
pastor will bring the fourth of a noon. During the week, through velope as you enter the church fot
solicitations for votes in
series of sermons on "Bible Mis- Friday night, the programs start the'Morning preaching service.
at four o'clock in the afternoon,
steadfast adherence to mY
takes":
Church School with- classes for
with a picnic supper at the church
WEDNESDAY
policy of ntaking the race
ages, under the direction of
all
PIPS:5es
art.C.I
Praynr„Srxvice.
.7Egfie.-01, 6.30, foldillectd..11.Y
eomputunt--- -apiettualiy-rce----ti$011 -my.e....meritaAvith
AIT
recreation.
directed
of
of
prayer,
med- period
nesday. .A period
minded teachers and officers "The
no consideration whatever
itation and Bible Study you cannot are invited. A class for adults classes repair form the departmentof any demerits or shortwill be taughlt at the lesson hours.
afford to miss.
respective
their
to
,
program
al
A war.m welcome is extended to The picnic supper-. will. be furn- rooms for the study of the Bible
comings of persons who
„eiti Tees. OM_ invited ished, by the. "scholars" who are
lesson for the - day. The Superin-t, might oppose -me.td Make this your church home. present. Four clafses for young tendent, with all his helpers, ask
Students at the college are urged people will be taught, dealing with for and de;erve the toUted support
The high character and
to take adVantage of student mem: the problems that concern young of all the members,. in their ettirts
nly conduct. of
araVan
C
•
...gentleMa
the
of
work
The
life.
bershiiifferOcl by this church.
Sunday
the fine citizens who are
Will close on Friday night, .Aug- in building a greater
ust 1, with a consecration sefvice. School.
my opponents in.this- race
CIRRUS, OF. CHRIST
Unit insets -eve
Trainin
n r
•th
we
p
se'
a
un
)
united in sponsoring
Lord's day: -Bible study at 9:45 Murray have
and we 'hope thOught out and prepared by cora- c nut my desires in waging
a. rn., worship at 10:46 a. m. and this caravan week
petept Bible students. It is truly
for their cooperation.
0 p. m: Young people meet at
•
4111 a Bible. program that covers a difIlible_School
Piign
19)44-4ton
Vo..
m.
The
p,
• 010
- ---. - a• •high
-----......:- .
--taut truth AZ doXtrine Of _thes
;Wednesday: Ladies'.-filib-elessAr-beeitt - et- -tire effort* •on Monday", Bible week by week-this is as in- ,
that
however,
believe,
weekI
preyer --meeting at August • 4, continulng one
It 3:00 p.
Training
dicated. by its. name the
All- children are invited to join camp pf the church for bett
it is only fair to invite the
- T:30
m•
-.- The 41-•---e,v, h is having, a with us in this school,,
church work and better liv,ing and. .; ..'attention of voters to the
pastor
Jenkins.
The
Mack
day"
Sunday.
J.
corning
"home
serving at home and beyond. Thel,,
record- of Service upon
will be services. in the 11401,41i1
leaders of this vital work deserve
which J base my claim for
HARDIN CIRCUIT
and afternoon with dinner "off th
the support of all church mom"being- elected y,our
a
'
-ground". The wilier will talk at
•
.
pastor
lents,
M.
T.
W.
bers in -every way possible. '•
the morning service,
All our church schools will fuse, Mid-week meeting _every Wed. ..
Sheriff.
C. I... Francis, minister,
at tht -retutar -hem% A class for nesday, evening conducted by vari- k
very one, and a welcome to all. 0113 groups,of members is - grow•
1.- LET'S LOOK AT THE RECORD— --,-,
OAK GROVE CHURCH
The pastor will preach at Unio
\in interest. attendance and
Ridge at II a. in., liut there will power. There is a distinct blessing
t a x -monay collected by me as
\
C. C. Clemens, pastor
Of the iseVekalAUnd.reci thousand dollars
1
There will be a change in the be no night 'services, as the PP' for every one who attends this
held
I turned over to the..proper authorities every cent for which I was
beriff„
regular .service. The . pastor will tor will leave. Sunday afternoon midzweek service.
.
he
-where
Tenn.,
Sandy,
settlement.
for,
Big
at
27,
preach -Sunday night. July
The church and pastor Cordially
No delay or confusion or d iubt was everattached to any
a 7- or- instead of Saturday night, wilt be in revival' servicea_. next invite every ope to-all the- serV1
vrith other officers of the county in maintaining law and order
cooperated-I
• '-duly 26. Please remember this wectk.
of this church Whenever,itja.
I
Out- revival services at Palestine lot
I-4A enntigh efficient deputies to be in position to iiitswer any and all,calla
A hearty welcome
o atteti
.
e
.
cern the first safia
Each member It's urged to
awaits one and -or.
o law enforcement on any- and all orrasions.
preient and Invifekerneone to come August with the Rev. M. L. Davis
Sam P. Martin; pastor
the Lown and
of
citizens
good
the
of
help
and
ent
encouragem
the•
With
preaching.
of Paducah doing tffe
and -be with dk Sunday Eight.
CELIA HART CRAWFORD
to
county we were able to indict and Iorce every road house in Calloway County
ansaSEY CIRCl'IT
a road
not
is
there
and
date
this
until
closed
remained
R. F. Blankenship. pastor
quit business. They have
TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
use operating under permit in Calloway County.
_
Laying
Blow. Comer
whiskey ih CalI conducted a vigorous program of stamping out moonshine
Saturday at 10 a. m. has been
--. - • When,) first announced as a candidate for the office
I submit to you the open record that 'I caught and detUt41
and
set for, laying the cornerstone for 1
County'
1?way
This 1
of County,eotart Clerk, I intended to see every voter in the
the new brick churth.
more moonshine 'stills in Calloway County thaii any other Sheriff in the
easier by
church is a gift by Mr. Luther Carcounty before the Auguit-primary but,. since election day
. It is only fair and just to acknowtedge that this was made
of the county:
4,
__,
•
fitArl aild fdt1211y.
by my' worthy predecessors in office,
work
this
for
laid
tion
to
•
fine•founda
impossible
be
ery
V
will
it
Mg.-that
find
near;
is draWing
canner
11,;,ular services at it.—
good work has bean
next Sunday: Church School it I* ',Ott it is gratifying-to me es a. private citizen to note that the
ns.
every home and. te,tee.evett persoti as • were my
a. pt., preaching service at Ia
., .
suecemor..
My,
by
on
elied
lAii
_
---74-41.1440144-661-4114i114-411iii-0*poctuagtiolsaigaiaidalifit▪ .-t- •
.,ee Itindnesflialltle -to
- --------- - r adrniffiswmetive-rfutries- -of-iny-o-ffte
lw-:=-` C-ampgrou
'-'ad
tlfii nomyour vote. inflemice,in* belpsLi _Otbat_I 014
-come within the clutches of
to
as.
Next Sunday: chureh -Sehe•61- 1A-..-4 litleg=witte had been- waywerd or unfortunate
ination-.
—
2 p. in., preaching service at 3
-the law: There is not a prisoner or culprit of the days of my term otiffica that
language
P m.
can recall any unkind or inconsiderate treatment at my hands-or harsh

- CHURCH

ii

— Mrs. Celia Hart Crawford
States She Will Not Make
Sympathy Appeal

'
faithful,

-

_

I

4

4
,
4

•

•

A. HALE F
-7141( JUDGE

I want, also, to thank My*any friends for your

couragement in this race and .1. beg of you to put 'forth‘
every,kind effort in rn,y behalfuntillhe campaign is over.
For this -favor- and-your loyal assistance, I shall ever he
-2.

grateful.
With the exception of a very few instances, you will
agree with me that it has not been the'custom to endorse,
a' County Court -Clerk. You have shciwn a willingness and
•
a generouS spirit • by passing this office around so that
profits
the
sharing
of
Opportunity
the
have
might
many

,

I promise, if I am elected Clerk of Calloway County
Court, I will exert every effort to give you the kind of
service thatyou will ap-preciate when you have business
in that office. By man.y..41.ears experience as a teacher in

from my lips.
Space will not permit-a- continuance of a review of my four years as Sher.
iff. However, in this connection I would like to submit for your sincere, reasonAble examination in your own mind as a voter, some basis for my being entitled-to
election for another term as Sheriff, or "ENDORSEMENT", as so -Many call it.
When I made tbe'campaign for 'Sheriff before, I thought I knew about
,what the salary would-be. I made my plans to that effect. I made some obligations on the basis of what the Sheriff's office had been paying my predecessors.
(was disappointed. For, soon after beink sworn into office, the Legislature of
Re.otucky passed certain legislation which cut $3000 off of mY four year term.
that time this legislation has been adjusted. Isn't it only,fair and just that I
_ Sin
4*--eiNten-en opportunity to gain back some Of the losses of.the othei term?
,
shottl4
Please recall that I kept up the duties of the office just the same and kept every
deputy necessary for law enforcement. Just one more word about endorsement of
a Sheriff in this county: Graves County, Marshall Counts, Trigg County, all-adshould Calloway be an injoining tvutititi,. have endorsed their Sheriff. W h
ception? Incidentally; the Sheriff of Henry County is serving his third:terrn,--and
ihe Sheriff of Ot4wart.county is serving his fourth term. This is mentioned, not to
suggest .t_t I would- expect a third term, but to point out that endorsement of
a Sheriff is not a violation of custom in county government in this part of t it e

-

.
Aq;e1
11 .1

•

r

CAPABLE HANDS
MOLD TEE.REINS!

this county, I know that I am- acquitinted with your
with
lems and am qualified to serve you and cooperate
•
•
you.

DIXIE'S wheels of.defense are
turning at

tedtpo never before

equalled. To the numerobs factorieX,—Mililary bases, and the

country.
Now, if Task

..

_

i

-

You for: your _Tote and confidence—if I ask you to consider
my pain record—you as citizens are.„fet entitled. to SOME DEFINITE PROMISES
i end- •
FOR j'HE FUTURE FROM YOUR SHERIFF:
public at large, quick., tlr ,
•
able telephone set-% icc was never
I promise you faithfully that I will keep.a sufficient number of gotitUdaputies in my-office to serve the needs of_the office.
more important than now.
. I promise you that I, will live in Murray and that I will he available to
Providing and safeguarding
—. any citizen night- or- day.
this service in these fast changI promise to cooperate with every good tivic movement that is carried on
:
ing times is a tremendous task. if
conittLy And tQ _promote raped fox law and
Brif of nrent,,i„,
Southern
I promise to keep out of entaniling commitnients in State a n d National
•
big organization with thousands
•
ISOlitial.
of highly trained_ietcphone vet.
I promise courtesy and kindiess to every one—rich or p001', saint or sintrans who !lase met a t14;111.13ner, freeman or culprit or prisoner.
.
,red many emergencies.
.
te
'
.-_,„ • I promise to use ever, ounce of my energy to prevent a s I o t machine, a
About 10,000 new seleithe
i... • - --Y'Fid-touse, a liquor dive, or house of ill repute in any part of CallowaCounty.
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have,„YO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
•
§ince my opponent andher immediate family
through this,
In this, my last appeal through the papers, I am askhad this office and -the 'benefits therefrom
•
period of prosperity,•I, believe that you voters will say on nix you to give me your vote and influenee in my race for
. ing this of you, I am nals- ayvour. County Jidge. lask
August 2 that it is fair-and right.that someone- else should
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`LetLIA HART CRAWFORD
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• You

ROD

C. A:. HALE

elected by the vote of the God-fearing, law-abiding majority of ,voters in this
toiiiityi---1 have no compromise Vvith•lawlessness, and I had rather go down in

I
.
.
4.
So "Mr Moonshiner, Mr. Lawbreaker, if you want to cooperate with DieJheriff•in 'making Calloway County a clean place to live, and keeping it that
way, I solicit your vote- and ypur cooperation. If you do not feel this way, aboht
it, and I am elected Sheriff—with the backing of the best people o the county
-who voted for all candidates,,I'LL RE AFTER YOU!
,
and all, please look at my record,.. ease read
In closink, may I say to one
'

my Troznises. Then vote for the
,
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for _service,

EXPEC'r5 TO-SELL LIQUOR, TO OPERATE A ROAD MOUSE OR STILL. OR
FE A LITTLE UNDERWORLD I N CALLOWAY,
WHO EXPECTS TO PR52.140,
Y.Imay not expect any obligation-from me for their vote! If I cannot be

4:cy Gemtry

the South.
"This army of to)al telephonc
Judge.
men and women is working in
,
- I have tried to see and talk with each individual dur- - hamiony to t. pand and to safeing this campaign but should I fail to see you in person, guard the lines of telephone COM,take. this as an appeal for your support on the municationthroughouttnesoud,
please,
second day of August. You ,will find •my narne No. 2 uoder Counti Judge.
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Lawn Party .1t
Elizabeth Christine Johnston 14 nd
Mrs. Houston's
.11arrifd Sunday .
Robert Andrew
• _Batts A recent lawn party at the home
In a beautifttly solernnized eeresd
•
of Mrs. E. B. Houston was enjoyed
felony, the maIrriage of Miss Elizabeth Christine Johnston, daughter,Shower Complimenti by a large number of' alto .Miigrgy
Woodmen Circle Grove 126. Mrs.
of Mr. and 'Mrs. Joseph 'Clinton
Recent Bride
Lois Waterfield and Mrs. HousJohnston it 3turray. Ky., to Robert

Ruby. Mercer
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Sulphur Spring
Society Meets

THUREDA

• oyic

01 Stunk '66 Vomen
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THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1941,

Mr. and Mri

Wesley-Crawford Wedding Solemnized
in Lexington

The following account from the
The Women's Society for ChrisMiss Dorothy Suge Wells of Logan,
Lexington Herald-Leader of Suntian Service of Sulphur Spring
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scene
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"America". sting by the entire
Tarry and Miss Beth Sexton were
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Oklahoma.
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A
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--Purpose
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World". The topic for the
at this week-end
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Hymnprogram woe
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song.
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study,
claim";
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Those present were Mn.
ginia Darnell,.fa Lanib, -Modena
Bread of Life", sung by.the --group "Grant us thy salvation." Mrs.
The bride was becomingly at- leen Patterson are spending a week
of silver. festooned with ivy. On ter, Durham, Mrs. Hugh McElrath. Garrison. Velma Buchanan. Lila
benediction. Mrs- Portar.McCuiathn. Rome Elkins; prayer. thanking God tired in white mousseline de soie vacationing in Kentucky and the
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of
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the
Christ,
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for salvation through Jesus
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Mesdames C. P. McCulston, China",
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meet
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day. July 28. Music of the first
and Miss Katherine Bon- Beale. Mies Sallie Burks. Miss Sue
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part is by Johann Strauss, Sr.. of the second Monday in August at Japan," Mise.•"plus Hale; prayer. ton.
nett and children, of Fulton,' are
L'nien City. who was at- Upchureh. Miss Katie Tarry. Miss
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the second part, by Johann Strauss, the home of the Misses Erin and 'the Baptists in Japan rha}, he
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tired in a
•
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times an that they may be able "Lohengrin" for the entrance of
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Green River Is
Scene of Battalion
New Battlefield

Fla„ formerly a Murray boy, is cepted a position with the govern- Mrs. Ed Filbeck, and Ma. Filbeek.
visiting here, with old friends this ment as Junior Clerk Stenographer Jimmie Bergman has been the
guest of his aunt for several weeks.
week.
at Fort Knox.
_
By
be joined about the first
Mr& Franklin SheUrnan and chilMr. and Mrs: Otto Swann lefti They will
JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAIPPLZ
who
Bergman
of
Mr.
by
August
days vacation
• 4,
Mr. and Mr& Rardiman Nix and dreg. of Louisville, and Mrs. Lewis July 20 for a several
will accompany them home.
Jackson and daughter, Sue. of Pa- trip through the Eastern states.
-•
__daughter, Bettie Ann, and Miss Jes- ducah. were week-end guests
Dick Denham of Evansville, Ind.,
*orris Wilson and Misses Audrey
of
Pine 'Bluff was ori :. of the early
MAMMOTH CA.VE. July 23-The
gie Nix spent last week-irt White- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Shipley. .
landings and cromings on theliTen- rugged bluffs, of the Green River,
and Fay•Moody.-oL Detroit, are Viii... was the_ weeksend guest of Miss
With Mr._a4.4...Meg: Robburg,
Mr. and Mrs. &nee Maddox and ithig their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nancy Whitnei,
hundred twenty-eight rtu- nessee River. It is also .vne that once the site of sharp engagements
One
ert Bentley.
daughter, Jackie Ann, of Louis- A. J. Wilson, of Hymen.
Miss Frances Sledd left Saturday dents from Calloway County .are has retained its popularity. Much between farceijr.of the North and
Mrs. Effie Crawford, la'Benton, vile. are spending this week with • Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop spent morning for Prattsville, Ala., where now attending the summer session of the freight coming to Murray South, last' week-end again beis spending this week with her his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mad- Sunday with his sister. Mrs. Dave sbe is the guest of her grandpa- at Murray State College, a survey in an early-day - wa,s hauled from came a battlefield. This time,
of the registration records re- there. The freight wagons re- however. there Was no bloodshed.
siger. Mrs. Thomas Hughes, and dos.
PdcEwen. in Sacramento. Ky.
-rents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Hinton.
quired from a day and ,a half to for it was only a simulated battle
vested today.
r. Hughes.
Miss Corinne Henry, daughter of
Mrs. Robert Bergman of Cincintwo days to make a round- trip.
Bell has returned to
Boyd. of Winterhaven, Mr. and Mrs. P. 0. Henry, has ac- natl. 0., is the guest of tier sister, - Miss Sue
rummer sessidn this' year As a - boy / knew -.every- loot- of. 1..Mared by Ute. 16th Engineers .betThe
her home in Detroit after spending has been divided into two 5-weeks'
talion of the 1st Armored division
several weeks with her aunt, Mrs. sessions--the first. June 16 to July that road. Traveled, it day and on field maneuvers.
Sally Johnson, and other relatives. 18: the second. July 22 to August 22. night. There were two fine springs 'Problem assigned to the army
by the road aide at which we nearMiss Jane Helugin spent the
The fall semester will open of- ly always stopped. One was at engineers was to remain bivouweek-end with friends in Mem- ficially with registration Monday. Pottertown and the other at the vacked under sheltering trees in
September 22. In its 18 years of D. C. MeNult place. I suspect Mammoth Cave National Park dur1.-- phis.
ing the day, then send out adMiss Madge Patterson is spending existence. Murray has granted both are still there and still furn- vance units as soon as night came
Approximately 70 ishing a cooling draught for the
degrees
, this week with Mr. and Mrs. G. R. 15132seniors.expect to revive the bach- weary traveler. 'Bat melarn travel to effect & 'crossing of the Green
Marshall of Johnson City, Tenn.
elor degree- at the completion of is so fast that I doubt if they are River. Under complete blackout
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Crawford. their work in August or October,
even known to the moderns who conditions, the engineers tested
attended
Crawford,
Gene and Ben
making a total of over 140 degrees go that way. And, by the way. out for the-lint time their new
the marriage of Fred Frawford and granted during the school year.
there is still plenty travel on that pontoon bridge and ferry equip.
Miss Mildred Geraldine Wesley
road. Picnics, ball games, barbe- ment.
proalways
County
"Calloway
Huge aluminum boats, hauled to
which was an interestilawarnII Id vides a large number of 'students cues, public gatherings of various
•
. tIle_raYer edge, became the founda---,July 10 in Lexington.
for Murray State and their scholas- kinds are stall held there.
Miss Carrie Allison, accompanied tic record proves them to be high
The first night I ever camped tion for steel beams over which
by Mrs. Poe Maddox, of Hunting- ranking in quality as well as out by myself was on the Pine trucks, winches and cranes were
toe. Tenn., left Wednesday on a -number." an official of the college Bluff road. in Wild Cat creek bot- hauled across the river. Nearly
tom. I was only 13-yczn. old and 500 men Made the crossing on the*
motor trip to California and points stated this week.
Calloway Countians enrolled this none too brave. Memories of Wild'- site at the old Mammoth Cave ferof interest in the West.
cat'Mid Panther stories filled, me ry, the entire- construction and
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharborough summer are as follows:
Miller, Mayme but` did not thrill me that night. crossing tieing effected in complete
Brown
Reba
and Miss Jacqueline Sharborough,
.
Morgan. James L,oman Nel- My wagon was loaded with barrels darkness.
accompanied by their guests. Mrs. Estelle
Mary Claire Oliver, Mildred which were placed lengthwise by •Tinder the command Major T. H.
son,
-W. E. Smith and Miss Eugenia McOliver, Gardie. Dale Frarrish, Imo- the sac of each other leaving a Stanle the advance units --were to
Laughlin. of New Orleans, left gene Parks, Ethel Mae Paschall, small depression between them. I iiiitil
4 htictgehead on rrialiariWednesday to spend several days Julia Frances Curd Pinkly, Lucille spread a whit over them, used a ani `e eVated points across the
in New - Orleans. Mr. and Mrs. Pollard, Louise Putnam. LI d bundle of fodder for a pillow and Green River.
Meanwhile, their
C. Club
9 No. 2 s)3c
AVONDALE
Sharborough and Jacqueline will T. Ftatterree. James Edwardwent to sleep. But_pretty soon I rear 'was protected by machine:
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return Sunday and will be acaam- den. Lee Redden. J_ N. Reed, W. felt "scimething pulling at the fod- gun units distributed over a wide
are
pa.nied by Miss Marion Sharborough P. RusseiiisMts. Christine - Wiggins der. About .harif awake I juiiiped area covering • all possible
Eliza Jones. up and found a loose.harse ste.alIng proaches to the site of.the pontoon
_
who has been visiting in that city.. Redden,' _Elizabeth
John Key is singing this week at Robbie Lee Jones, Hazel Jones, my pillow. I slept very little that ferry. Theoretically this engineerCOUNTRY
night; but have never forgotten my ing unit Wuuld have been followed
Jolley Springs Baptist Church near Paul Lemons.
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I by large units ui infantry and- arIvan B. Lamb. Dallas M. Lan- first night's camping alone.
Dresden. Tenn., for a revival meets.
caster, Billy Liptord. Edward Goy camped many, nights thereafter. tillery.
ing. The Rev. Tom Shelton is de- Isravins, Clyde Gordon Lynn, Lo- When we were ready to start on o
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but the preaching.
.
vine Lamb. Anna Doris Lancaster. trip we --always storied, even " Read the "classified column.
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ry. She has been spending the sum- Gingles. 'Virginia Grant, --Robert Sometimes we found an old out- Plain fruit jar Os.
Ole
Herndon, house 'in which to camp. I demer with her son, James Dale, and Hendon, Robert Irven
lie
Joel Preston Holland, Oliver Hood, scribed one 'of these nights in a Ball or Kerr, Vs.
with
in
and
family
relaChicago
or
.', MUSTARD
Saccharine. package
Standard sliced
Tass Hopson, Dan Crisp Hutson. former communication.
tives in Gulfport. Miss., while tier Opal Rogers Hale. Dorothy. Nell
• _ •
. 10c
Quart
'VINEGAR
McCormack% spices
2 No. 2 cans
PINEAPPLE
other daughter, Miss Dorothy Dale Jones. James Billie -.Ponce permed
Oxydol es-2 bars Livia Reagrille
.. 'was working on her M. A. degree Jones. Harlan K. Inglis, Marjorie
14
.11/
3 lac pkgd OXydor
1-1b. cans 18c
Country Club
Club 9Cc
at -Duke University. Miss Dale will Shroat Huie, Mary Vizabeth. HopItt
PORK
BEANS
Helen
"Refion.
siicin-Tor-1
visit' before re- son, -Julret
liriave
bottles AL,J
Diudol and enNam& on ,
joining to Cadiz where she teaches idisegaret Ifileo,--,Aain Lou Herron,
-211e3 28-oz. cans'
Write
contest.
emy
.
Hays:
Lou
Martha
In the city school.'
'ME Sun-Democrat Junior tenCraw4-L12. CAN
Joeepkint
Culver.
LuAllee
Pie/aka:140k
Kreys
Dr and Mrs. C. & Chadwick and
nis tournament being held this
2Ie
LIFEBUOY SOAP;•3 bars'
Virginia Week in Paducah has several Mur- Strip Bacon, streaked
ifs
1-lb. can 20c
.Cr SPRY
slaughters, el' Nashville, are ford, Margaret Nell Cole.
Carraway. Vir- ray entrants, Hilda Farley was Oleo. Lily 2 lbs. for
Belle
Rehda
Clark.
RINSO, small box Bow Lugo boo 22C155
visiting her parents, the Rev. and
ginia Ray Cable. Ralph Crouch, eliminated Wednesday by Donnie Longhorn cheese
Assr
Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins.
Rudell Coursey, Hewlett Cooper,
Heinz Ketchup, large 14-oz. bot 20c
lee
White Rock Salad Styli,
Friends of Mrs J I. Fox will be Nannie Burkeen. Modest -Brandon. Hamilton of Mayfield. Lubie Veal Veal ('hops. lb.
25c
glad to know she is much improv- Martha Lou Barber, Lloyd LaVerne Jr. is slated to meet today . the Luncheon loaf. lb.
Heinz Soups, 2 pint cans
TUNA FISH
2 7-oz. cans
winner of , the Nagel-Patterson 1 Bacon, sliced, rind on
His
ed at her home following an opera- Bury. Donald Brumbaugh. Neal
match and Young Veal is the dark Bacon, sliced, endless
31Ie
Broach.
several
ago_
tion
weeks
Fred
Charles
Brooks.
Armour's Star
horse of the tourney. Gene GrhrlFacial 26c
's
a
,
)
4uri,
Woodb
Guy Billington, .Geneva ham. also of 'Murray. plays today. We also have mutton, pork, bulb.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Cunning- Eldred
5'--oz. can
POTTED MEAT
AP
Watson Arnett. meeting Bill Pippin one of the veal, dressed fryers. smoked tonirak;
ham. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cunning- Adams. William
ham and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Mary loah Williamson. Prentice seeded players' in the tournament. all cuts of branded beef, sliced bans.
Parker Harrell, Mr. and Mrs. For- • Lassiter.
Maud
8
4c
1
/
Williams,
Mae
FOREQUARTER
Kittie
rat Coleman and children, FranTry Ledger & Times printing,
White.
Mary Frances
ces,
James and Charles. Mr. and Woodall,
POUND
CUTS
Mrs Jess Cunningham. Mr. and Frances Taylor Watson. Sara lane
Mrs. 011ie Hale and children. Bitty Washburn, Claude C. Wilson, Joe
and Linda and Mr. Jim Cunning- Paul Williams. Ralph White. A.
ham .altinded a birthday dinner B. Waters. Joe'Marshall Ward.
POUND
Ferriday In ihonor .Of Mrs. - Baturla Wary' Ficirrnee Thurman. Bessie
Noel at the home of her son Hazele Geneva_ Thurman. Marie Wallen
Noel, near Clanton, Ky. Mrs. Noel' Taylor, Charles 0 Whae. Jessie
is the sister of Mrs. Parker Harrell Frances Williams, Myrtha lewd'
piece
the
by
-AT PUBLIC AUCTION
or
Sliced
WILL OFFER JEOR
U. S. Govt.
and Johnnie, Jhn and Jess Cun- Dorart-'a-Louise Swann, Frantes
POUND
Sledd.
Inspected
ningham., .
Jana , Shultz., Kathlyn ShemMiss yherna Rhea, only daughter
Elizabeth Scar:
of Mr. and Mrs. George Rhea of well, Dorothy
door to
Murray. Route 6,, who underwent brough. Robert James Stubblefield,
Whole or Half Sieb
HICKORY
a major operation at the Clinic Linus Leon Spiceland. Eugene
SMOKED
Hospital Tuesday, July 8, was Able 'Smith. R. C. Stewart, Fred Shultz.
to be removed to her home by Jr., •Mayme Evelyn Ryan. Shelby
- all my household and kitchen furniture—dressers,
•
Miss Rumph, Ophelia Payne Russell,
ambulance last Saturday.
beds, tables, odstove, heater, etc., and many other
Cured
Sugar
Brand
Eatmore
Rhea is convalescing rapidly but Mary Evelyn- Russell. Margaret
useful articles.
Treys
Pound
It will be seVeral weeks before she Rumph. Frances.W.'Shelton.
BACON SQUARES
2 pounds
will be able to elave her room. L Rogers, Rebecca Jane Robertson,
TERMS OF THIS SALE WILL BE CASH
Elizabeth Roberts. Mary
Her many *friends wish her a Mary
Country Club
Yearling
Rains
Robertson
and
recovery.
speedy
complete
Pound
ROLL BUTTER
Pseud
LAMB CHOPS

128 CALLOWAYANS
ARE ENROLLED AT
MURRAY STATE

Locui

Some Early History

Ky.,

K 110

GUARANTEED FOODS

BRAND
'
NEST

MATCHES6Bxs.1

10c I

CORN

83

FLOUR

23c

ORANGE JUICE

25c
25c

ICED TEA

.
2/

3
hi 2

CLOCK BREAD

Swann's Grocery

COFFEE

-CATSUP .Cioztrz.y,

W1211114

I

23c

25`

MILK '
161
3.'

Locals In-Tennis —a—,
ourney

3

auSCO

53

25c
4

SO

•

MUTTON ROAST.

cliuck-cuTs

BEEF ROAST

23`

15c
Pm.; 23C -

LARGE.BOLOGNA

BACON

25c
23`
19c FILLETS

OLEO

VEAL STEAK
Chuck cuts

1IC
MARGARIN, Wondernut
Premium coupon in each carton A

r: 12'
37c
19c r25c
25c

Red Perch
Pound

KAMM-BUTTERpounds
Bulk
LARGE 360 SIZE

CAL1FORNLA LEMONS
25c —ONIONS

DOZEN

ORANGES, California
Dozen
200-220 size

LARGE

BANANAS
LETTUCE large

heads

JAIIINGS

Mason
3 dozen

all
4,

YELLOW

6°

POUND

5c
1Qc CELERY
Mason 19c
10c JAR TOPS
55c
PINTS
65c
QUARTS
89c
HALF GALLONS
Michigan
Stalk

e.

DOZIEN

p()1E1_11

Mason Jars
PA-PER NAPKINS
80 count
Country Club
CORN FLAKES

Box

2 large boxes

DOZEN

Sc CRACKERS
15c
Gerber's
BABY FOODS ?

2-lh

•••

SATURDAY,JULY 26_
at the Nix Building, next
H. I. Neely, Hazel, Kentucky

J. P. PHELPS

• ALVIN H. KOPPERIM
- FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY

COAL CONDITIONS Al PRESENT

.5.

25c Advance Auguit 1 On All Standard Coal
ider- a-hit:law in Jill:Ydeliver0nd deliver
.
o
titke-rairWe will
in !August—this will aftVe you any advance.

•
•
I !Wall continue Staking diligent efforts to visit every home in

Se

Pound

SALE

lit.

•PL!..AlIE

Calloway reunlyinedio personally
seg.-Tech &titer' during_ my present
Affire of County
daniPaign Tor.thettorney, 1. fealize that I have
probably overlooked an occasional
home or individual, and I wish to
assure any and all persons'that any •
omission of that nature has be4a:
purely an oversight and unintentional on my part. I beg your indulgence under all
the circumstances, and hereby solitit the support
of each and every_ citizen of Calloway County in
my efforts to secure only the opportunity you
cherish for your own gon#0— the opportunity of
establishing myself in my,chosen cowman-it? and-profession. My appreciation will be reflected in
•
•
my earnest effort* to serve you well.
This is my final. appeal, as I do: not care -to •
take atlirantage-crt the lastjpsue befbre election
aenae of fair,'
day, and I trait that' my opponents' ,

•

READ THE FOLLOWING-CLOSELY:

-aii-rro
:
We havelliught different kinds and sizes zri
'
meet the demand for different kinds of heating plants

Special Kiwi accd_Siia for Grates
Easy to Kindle

N&Clinkers

Special Kind and Size far Circulating Healers
Special Kind and Si.. for Furnaces
Special Kind and Size for Cooking and Hot Water Stoves
We have a ,coal 1n.6x3 Egg ilsiet is next to Jellico in heat, extra low
In ash, no clinkers. We guarantee this coal not to cause any stringy
soot, even though you have 1bl-re fetpes with elbows. -Wili, not form
• soot on your furnace flues. This coal costs 50c more _ per ton than
.
standard coal.
We have an 8..x4 block coal that kindles easy. Is low iri ash and above
the average in heat No tanxerr
We know we have what you want if you will tell us what you want
.
to burn it in.

104

WE KNOW ITS TIME TO BUY! Don't get mislead on law grade
HEAT '
suet that is Peddled out at what Seems to be a"low
- _ price. The.
•Ivill..cost you more; it, just.hasn't the quality
-9-With foi N.gd -You Will Get Them!
Truail4

haa
-

• Respectfully,

ALVIN H. KOPP ERUD

Can

FRANK POOL—COAL COMPANY
MURRAY, KY.

' TELEPHONE-3
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Jobs Increased by Gulf And West CoitsrFledgfing Flyers to
Is Center of Cade,t 'Spend 30 Weeks
Defense Work
'Training'
. .
. In California
!mpact of-the National- &fens..
Aviamoat Army

Sock and Buskin to:
tit-lye "The Imaginary
Invalid", August 8 -

[

ass'
.f.ed Ads-

BRING YOUR SELLING AND

BUYING PROBLEMS TI1-111E,_

WITH A LONG RECORD OF

QUICK SALES

SUCCESSES —

PHONE 55

Sock 'and Buskin Dramatic Club
1c PER WORD. Terms, cash 'INIMINSIWillier each insertion. Minimum charge. 25c. An additional acProgram in the first six months of . Roel-loias why ,
of Murray State College constantly
classgled ads not paid for before 10 a. m. of day of issue
.
.
f
-lifiliam0
Ohio. fal_dttngst
charge of 10c will riewcounting
Caglets-Lront_
P-i
0
ril
increased
refieeted--,4n
iii
enIn
Obio.
s Yeltr--strives for something new
HMI rio-ou-..-Ters Iron;
_ Kentucky and Wiest Viradala train
Inclub
the
and
summer
This
Piaci:111PM- activite_of the Kul
tertainment.
solloY Skies- Of Tegat ,Kentileity. West Virginia
lucky Unemplorrient Cantrierisar
by prewere revealed teday
ana who last week began train.; will give something new
tton's 20 local offices. -according to • and California
the old-blialliere's "The Imsenting
For
Headquariers,
Area
CorpsFifth
at
rewill
probably
California
in
,/
.
in
Wohert B. Hensley. acting execul
aginary Invalid."
.
Fort Hayes. Ohio.
main on the west coast for their
tlee director.
1-Wfitcomedies
the
of
one
is
This
Youtits. from all- over the nation entire 30-week course, it was reTO CHICAGO on or about
-• Through'June actic4avossion-te,„
the 1600's and has been re- FOR SALE to settle estate: 5 room FOR SALE OR RENT: One 7 room FOR RENT: New 4 room furnished GOING
2 passengers.
these centers because vealed today M Fifth Corps Area ten
like new. $2.000, $500 house, located near college. Furnrage apartment. hot water, bath. July 30. Can take Jimmie
e
bungalow
flees made 21.451 job- iSlacetnenta I are sent
Sock
.
success.
howling
with
vised
Jones
Headquarters. Fort Hayes. Columdown. Also 7 room house, good ace heated. Good condition. Will
Mrs. Wilburn Farris, 513 So, share expenses. See
all increase Of 27 per Cent over the ilheY are -mass suitable for training
'Lc
Buskin will present it in I:CM- condition,
and
Murray.
store,
Kroger
at
lip
sell.
or
$4,900.
house,
court
497.
rent
near
phone
St.,
-Ohio:
4th
bus.
disclosed.
PtirPng.es•
was
,
It
.
year
-last
of
corresponding period
tume and in the style actini which Phone 299.
ltp One 12 room house, furnace heated.
04
give
idala
Form-j
makes
---Were
.
jobs-filled.
15.571
*Ken
Sent to .civilian
.A.ving was typical of that day.
Facing college campus_ In good FOR, RENT-Furnished
garage UNEXPECTED CHANGE Route i
vailable fine Rawleigh
-Job placements in June - alone • these reasons for the training of schools ..at Ontario. Oxnard slid
.OR SALE: Farm at Bargain! 170 shape Will rent or sell.
apartment, furnace heat, also turnMoliere felt that a good medi- F
Good business se•
'
•-• •
totaled 3.733 an 18 per cent increase '
Santa Maria. Calif.. as part of the cine for any sickness was a big acres 2 miles north of college cam- One 10 room house, facing college ighed efficiency apartment. See Trigg County. district
for several
in this,
rent.
For
cured
campus.
.ClIver Jun,,, 1940.
registered at the offices can obtain Fifth Corps Area's July class, the laugh. Therefore. Sock and Bus' pus, well improved: Known as the 30
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, 711 W. Main years. Exceptional opportunity for
front
mile
one
land
farm
acres
Bennett,
Marion
•-a-.Crur 'National Defense, program ,full InformationntioUt-thelso-081001r7 future pilots are expected to spend kin has selected this play because C. W. Drinkard home place. Price court house square. All lendt gqod St. Phone -157-W.
See
tic right man.
Ilsley.. Ky.. or write Rawleigh's,
With its attendant problem of re- tunnies and thus save thentselree their second and third len - Weeks it is fun and it is believed the reduced from $10.000 to 18,7513 for tillable soil, located in bottom. I
Ilin
schools
Freeport.
KYG-181-201A,
cl oiling workers for key. industries !time. iaipense and often avoid dis- at bask and advanced
of •quick sale. See 1. D. Hamilton. will sell cheap.
RENT: A 3 room apartment Dept.
July 24-31, Aug 7-14
Basic audience will enjoy an evening
linois.
R. E. BROACH, Murray Col- FOR
their quest for California and Aa-izona.
Ms focused attehtion upon the job appointment in
bath.
and
entrance
private
In Murray, phone 440.1, or see Mr. See
with
out-of-doors.
the
in
laughs
good
ltc
ti-c lege.
placement function of the Corn- suitable employment. especially schools on the west coast include -case of inclement- -weather,the play Drinkard at the farm.
See Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 N. 5th LEAVING FOR DETROIT July 31,
tic want 3 or 4 passengers. Leave
.officea," Hensley pointed when the positions are located con- those at Moffet field. Bakersfield. will be given in the collem
coupe.
-rub1931
good
SALE:
FOR
-Cali.
Mafeed.
•
and
building
Ontario..
beautiful
A
MLA!
frorn-their-basses.
I:bite:tee
FOR,
text. ---,--Oar-torirt--afftees -and 11151a5-4nderabie
ber. runs good, is good. $50. WO
—Priday. August 8. jii---0114
word' at Wallis- Dru Store flit
forium.
Phoenix.
'and
Highley
P.
See
H.
Mrs.
located.
and
well
forma.
lot,
this
presenting
ltp
are
By
este MOVIES:readily Scant points-- which
Vaughn, Five Points.
-In order that • the . increasing
later than Saturday night, July 26,
Wear, 200 N. 5th St, phone 73, tic
Agiogable to every resident of the !demands may • be met, our offices Ariz. Advanced schools are , locoupon at the box office .of the or write E. D. Miller, Box 222,
ltp
- where pUj
Hazel, Ky.
* -s•
FOR SALE-Good art new UN Varsity Theatre next Thursaay or
*ate ..ire • logical center!" bath lbvo found II _necessary to Apalkat cated At Phoenix. -Arit
ace of radio. •-•
SALE. 6 room modern home. and 1939 Chevrolet and 'Ford Friday. Mrs, Wells Overby. 518,
be recruitment 'of workers by est- so- app- skilled-•with---experi- suit. ,atteek - and observation
sing
-2-peirches. lot 85x140, garage. Very cars. All models and prices. W. -South 6th Street. will receive two
in
train
oYers and for workers_ to V reg- 'ence in shipbuilding. aircraft, Metal sonnet
reasonable. 500 No. 6th St., Mur- C. Butterworth Used Car Lot, next free passes to see "Billy the Kid",
Stockton: Mather
their skills.• •
:working and electrical equIpert4nt planes, and a
U
ray, Phone 5111. Jim Bucy.
to Gilbert Funeral
Federal Government_ and iniamdgetUritit ...4114iN'eer --- not- at field, - Medvine and Lemoore.
_ S. 5th compliments of the Ledger
_ Home,
bornand
transport
Vutiliing
this
presenting
Calif..--where
By
tic -Timet
St.. Murray.
MOVIES:
FREE
.the _present utilizing .the makimum• of
industneo are
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
llies of the publiFirinplOymenr:their -abitittles., to visit the nearest- liai.dment tow-engine training•is of-1 •
• Ledger & Times Is author- "coupon at the. box office of the
box office of the
girl's
One
bicycle,
SALE:
in FOR RENT: 6 room- house, close in. coupOn at the Saturday or Sunoffices by listing their openirigs !local office so that a. record may feted.
ized .to announce the following Varsity Theatre Tuesdhy or Wed- FOR
•
Capitol Theatre
or
good
419-J
condition.
401
Call
Apply to Reubie Wear, 208 No. 5th day. W. S. Russell, Brandon. Ky.,
'qualifitations for & great vs.
-secured of their etperience." - Inalskalf4.- the cadets are 'Pena- 'candidates, subject to the actipn nehday. A. F Yancey, College Ad- - W. 16th Street.
ltp
Si,
Ing their first ten weeks within of the Democratic primary, Satur- dition. will receive two free passes
.Qualibed _workers Hensley said.
.
•
will receive two free passes to
compllReturns",
to ,see "Topper
FAR SALE: 1934 Chevrolet cope
u
but a few miles of the nation's day; August 2. ism
,see "In Old Cheyenne", compligbod
fh
shape
sell
S
Will
cheap.
1.51key
1
Times,
the.,.
Si
nrpt_qf
ments of- the Ledger-As
L KEY;'1312 W. Main.
ltp
cbmkree- JUDGE --!-%
"?St
glawmor.
little
REDUCED SUMMER
HELM'S
scart
R.
J.
them
routing
schedules•
trainirig
SALE: Peaches, grapes and
'WANTED: Roomers and boarders,
PRICES: Heavies $6_45 up. Official- FOR
C. A. HALE
damsons. See .1e.L. Williams. No, stseasetiNtri 1941 WRECKER No. 15th St. beyond Duvall Drug
out. of ,,bed at .5-30 a In.. tucking
ly pullorum tested, Government 8th Street. - ' •
GARLAND NEALE
ltp SERVICE. New equipment. 24- Store Reasonable rates. Mrs. M.
in by 9 p m.• keep them too
approved. Our champion hen laid
ltp
GRAHAM DENHAM
dependable Wrecker G Thomas.
Maly for partying except on*week
175 ooints past 181 days. Hatching FOR SALE: Gladiolas. Prices right. hour. fad,
Day WANT 3 passengers to Detroitreasonable.
Charges
Service.
14E HA% E IT - W WILL GET IT
Mrs.
L.
See
R.
Williams.
No.
'6th
all Aar. Helpful bulletins. Helml
COUNTY COniT CLERK
Street.
- OR IT CANT BE * HAD
.ltp phone 9'7. Night phone 424 - leaving Saturciax_911 532-J• lip
Aistior. Cadet scholarships,. payHatchery. Paducah, Ky.
Porter Motor. Co., Chevrolet Sales
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
Ifig $106 monthly plui lodging and
Two
FOR
or
store
SALE:
restauCRAWFORD
HART
CELIA
FOR SALE: Ripe tomatoes for can- rant counters. and 6 stools. See and Service.
equipmer.t and .,,leading to $245
' LURIE THURM9ND
ning or making juice Green to- them at Zol Swors, in East Hazel,
intibtrily salaries as second. lieuJULY HEATH
matoes for making catsup. liter
tf STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
Kentucky
tenants plus a $500 yearly bonus.
reaoaoahle _Call__A-G- Outland.
--Plain garments in lots
-Cleaners.
ATTORNBY
-COUNTY
are avaTh'ble thfotigh
I tC
Co.. Railroad Ave.. 4
of two or more 30c each; single
PIANOS
NAT RYAN HUGHES
Cruiting offices. Applicants must •
We have a good stock of both new garments 35c cash every day
GOATS FOR' SALE: 2 doe kids. and used pianbs New pianos $180
be single men at least 20 years
D UD
HPTER
KO
• • '"
AILL
R. HIL
.VIN
AL
milk stock Reset Donohoq. Route up. used pianos $25 up McLaughlin Phone 234, South Side Square tic
old and not .yet
Are Now Ready At •
J 24-31 2tp & Smiley, "The Home of the :Bald7, Bentoo, Ky
win , 618 Broadway, Pedueah•
--- TAX
u. D. CRASS
Ky.
July 31-3tp
:Fifth •Carps Area youths so far
Services Wani
CLALTDE ANDERSON
Irons their•hannes_ First when the
SPECIAL: Had you ever thought
the -money you pay for rent Is In ibispi,
we. Ellen Johnson
30000 pilots a -Year- program startCITY JUDGE
HELP 1A'AZITED- Responsible bust- forever one' l'U sell you cheap a
. IS NOW CHANGED TO..;
ed there were magiy_air bas.v and
e
ETHAN ER VAN
high nice, bu Ming tot between town Dear mother, you are not forgaurtwoman.
young
wants
nem
Near Burnett's Chapel
epis already established
School education in general sci- and-the conSge, on monthly pay- ten, though on earth you are no
---P F. WATERFIELD
Church
7rnents. -Tarrraff-tarturyam -a
.-snn--nr memory
ence, ability to "W
COLEMA
H.•
5
nucleous for -the training. Randdress Just like rent Fred McClure So, with us. es you always were bewriting. stating age, etc
MURRELL
HUB
ltp fore- Helen and Sisters.
Box 191, care of Ledger & Times, 14th Street
dolph and Kelly Fields in Texas
, a
ltp
•
Murray. icy.
were well knoton before the exSHERIFF
viestern states ,
pansion.*
ANTELE:,1perlesseed SartIslady
L., ROBERTSON-with New -exico and Arieuna
for store In Paris, Term Reply In
CHARLIE ADAMS
lip
hare, plenty of • room for more
of Ledger ,& Timea
care
PA1TERSON
WINSMLL B.
•
large. -Level -fields
113 No. 4th Street
East Side, of Square
CARL B.'KINGINS
.
Another. reason for Me centraliLost
zation -of training in western states
JAILER-is the climate.- The dry, warm
w
PKENTIS W. rIART
417sasaa. ..iioirthera•
auneopher.
1.0i1'-Rubber 'pillow belmfing
NONY 'I'. WEST
from
mistake
by
California. Piny
to bassinet-Aiken
tRolli -LAMB
.
KeyslIouston Clinic. Please remakea_it possible /de trainees
--JOHN B... HUIPHIENS
Igrn Urt--14. Ditdzyi at Clinic.
to
go aloft
CHART ft G. JONES
That Is an importaiil factor in Ibe
JIM MeDANIEL
Reitly-TeeWeir
Mliftheere _ Accessories
rammed 30-week cadet schedUle.
,EDII.C."RICKMAN
Rain and toe always a hazard AO
Boone Colinty. firmer; used 1.. Win, H. "JAKE- DUNN
unknoord
is
almost
are
iirrnen.
452.000 pounds of 'phosphate and
iet
MAGIVIlitr
•:-..ese states.
11.000 tens of agricultural limeIn last .week's papers, a statement was made
-init. January 1-July I.._1941
.7 W. ST1MBLEFIELD
concerning my residence of thirty year( in the
Murray District
State of Arkansay. when with the slightestbit of
W. H. BROACH
At 1111Lsrlon County community
investigation. Mr. Kopperucl, von 'couldhave easiE L HOUSDEN
meeonas. hog home gardens and
ly- ascertained that I was born•in Murray, CalloIrak
CECIL HOLLAND
poultry.
of
ryger production
'Wagesbere District
way County. Kentucky. (in the flOth day of Sepand dairy. productswere planned.
• R. L. ELLISON
----1906. After I attained school age. I went
tember.
•
s••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••
ww7wAiirm
,
W C ROBINSON
conducted by Miss Eunice Curr,
kindergarten
a
to
Swann District
now deceased, and throughout my early schooling
W JONIS
in Murray. which the records will reveal. I receivRriakfey District
B w "HARVEY" DIXON
ed instruction uniliir Miss Erie. Keys. Mrs. Numa
'
_TO THOSE WHIO - MAY
OPAL NOUSDEN
,
Wear. Mias Lula Hollehd and many other fine-netive Calkiway- CounO. J. 'Ott" BAZZELL
•
WANT SAW,DUST-tians,, I belit.ve e4reilen will admit that'a Feral edueation-ronner -be Lther117 District
el.--ARENCE McDANIEL
had in Callowav -County, or in West Kentucky. and for that reason
T_can furniah some lend -oak
4id attend, the Universitv of Arkansas, where T received my degree of
dust at a special pnee• if
REPRZSENTATTVE
Bachelor ref Laws' and Bachelor of Arts the 10th day of - June, 1930. •
' bopght before August I;
•
T 0 TURNER
_ _
Strortte after, I returhed to-the home of my parents-and grandearents,
PINK G. CURD
BROACH mrTt
Vs,
-1103fg,--end --frpetteel-ac-4-fiee- RD* itear4141-4119- oracties of law -in
6egan
election
For Mayer *
own humble way. Now mind you, Mr. KopperucL I 'didn't LEAVE
GEORGE WIRT\
HOME. I returned to it, because there was nolhing that I knew
M
- •.
to -see
•••••••••10
PARVIN N. BLALOCK
••••••
••
•••••
••••
••
••••••••••••••••=1
to prevent me from chi-Tying on my.profeeston among my dear
ito
- •
and cherished people. •
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lqrs. Evelyn Gibbs Has Taken Over
Ilt-e-1iitest of:Mrs.pan •Hart,

GREETINGS FROM
A HOSPITAL BED

GE.RGE

LIGON'S
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A Word to the Citizens of Calloway County:

When I
the campaign for
;
as your-Sheriff
fully i•lannecl
-every person and to visit --evexY
home in the county.
- •
I have- worked 'diligently toward thia end and'have had
tire pleasure of being in a large percentage of your homes.
On Tuesday night I was the victim of an automobile acci- dent. My physician advises me that 1 will not be able tp

able to be among you much before election day. My:big.
••••••gest-446-now-is-to-rec,c‘veF-my-Unalthr----.....--.
. .
-- - TocInv. as I lie ih b1 with rrtyplans for.a personally con:
-chictod active-campaiiin,all sUddenly and unexpectedly
brotkg;ht to ajokit. I-realize as never before how one must
•-,,, , ---tiepend upon his friends.

ANA:.-.....

1

It has now been eleven years since that humble beginning aria I
have stuck strictly to the practice of law and have not deviated from
one nrofessiOn to another. Neither did I come in to Calloway County
in a boom era full of Government projects, but I started when this lit! tie community was Calloway County as my forefathers knew it and'
•
. had helped to make it. Since then I have contributed Lip my smaH way
tiits-weir:1re. tan yetrely
-

•
tolt4."•;%.1-

ss-rnuett-t---

SAVItics

So yeti aea._Mt.jopperud. that since I am only thirty-four Yeses
andlase _pracfieeti law-in Murray_fee the past. alexen...y.ears. that
I could not have possibly spent thirty years anywhere except in my.
native county'of Calloway and state of Kentucky. I will be a little fairer to you than you were to me, for the reason thst,the records are
—
-opett to backup any statement that I have made in this column, when
'
you took noethe slightest interest in seeing whether your :statements ••
were true or-false. Unfortunately for you, those statemeuta were falv.

I A m P5S
•

th'-r

• .*

After a narrolk- esca-pe from death itiself I thank God that •
I am ablr and conscious! to- send to you-these greelEinie
from_nry

Buy United ,States Defense Savings
-•
Bonds and Stamps. This ia_the American".way_to__provide the billions so
urgently needed.for national defense
. . . Help your country.to help you!

Motesher:Foderal Deposit

Insurance Corporation

I.:WANT TO BE YOUR SHERIFF!
-7

It ist a-matter of-publid Ithciwiedge thaeI'vas irr favor of maga a siries
of speeches, not for the' ream,* that I felt like the good people pt Calloway
County" wonted to her my voice, or that mr powers el speech a r e so -overWhelming. tut 'for the simple reason that there has been a whispetirti cant:
naign concluded against me. which I could- not-combat other Min in that way.
have - never made the statement that I have not been guilty of committing
the errors associated with early manhood, for the reason that I have made
many mistakes, but not as recently as the people have been_led to believe. In
give me the priv-rtther words, I simply ask the voters of Calloway County
ilege of proving -to them that My moral code,-is adequate and that ake mis-,horte-Wrillit -retakes of the past have been rectifteCand that in the tettire
an op-portunity, for that is the Chrispeated. Every young man ii entitled
tian was', and I -urge the people of thie good county to give me my chance to
prove, to them that I can and will be .st-conselentious,'God-fearing„official.

to

.

to

ARL B. KINGI\ITS-

Sag
But
et,
sup
otho
- No
law
who
pat:

T1

In conclusion, I wish to staeeltlat I have never-in my eampaign been guilty of. besmitching the charactet of either of my opponents for 1 believe both
law word: but if you the people
to be gentlemen in every RenRP
who,grill decide this race -Will consider carefully the facts and circumstances
surrounding each candidate. I cannot help but believe that you will give me
your consideration, your vote 'end your. influence,,and I humbly beseech you
,.to do that vefir thing.
,
•
a.

Bank of Murray

•

-

.

lt4

I still-want, to l-;e your Sheriff, '
I m going..to-try tó get well
as fast as can.-I have'been assUred -by-my -physician
' that rny condition is not of a seriOtrs or permanent-na-•
fure. and
a week or so of care-and rest will put me
again- in-vigorous health. I trust I can be up by election
" day., but for the time being Heavenly case with you,!my
en olk. and the -14oters of the-county whd have sñifl
• i•
tried before
As a_ public officer.. .
.

•

,
7
See -44
143 W. Main Street

ere
tilt
TM

•

Respectfully submitted
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"Bicitriougti to take care of you-- small
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FARM SECTION

•

SECTION TWO

For
Dis:ersifiedFaraing

THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1941

Calloway Countir
-^

available to low income farm families, ineligible for credit elsewhere,
purchase of livestock;
for the
workstock, seed, fertilizer, and
with
accordance
equipment, in
carefully planned operation of the
farm and home. About 87 farm
A rnillion-bushel peqch crop,. the
families in Calloway County have largest and best crop since 1931,
prothis
by
already been helped
is being haryested Jig Kentucky,
says a statement from the State
Louis H. Villines, County RR gram.
This service of debt adjustment' ollege of Agriculture and Home
Supervisor of Calloway County
who is setting up a Farm Security committeemen are available to all Economics. The'Rd Bird and
office in Murray has announced farmers, as well as FSA borrowers. June Elbertas already have been
will assist picked, and other varieties are
that eight Calloway County citizens The committeemen
have been on committees to advise creditors and farm debtors to ripening. The harvesting _of the
and assist in the operation of the reach an amicable adjustment of big crop Will continue throUgh July
rthe debts based on the ability to pay. and August.
programs of
rehabilitation
W . W . Magill of the horticulture
United States Department of Ag- This service has been used . by a
number of farmers in Calloway department-'et-the college says the
riculture.
County.
commercial crop in the Henderson
Louis H. Villines. Calloway CounMr. Villines said AM* tenure district will be at. least 300.000
ty supervisor, for Farm Security
the arrangements is of the most press- bushels. This district included the
-Administration,
announced
Union, Hop'
_appointments made by Earl May- ing needs in the rural rehabilita- ounties of Renderson,
He be-,
hew FSA State Director at Lex- tion of low income families. Farm pains, Webster and Daviess.
Security Administration provides lietes an equal *Mount of peaches
— —
ington.
•
lease forms for long term leases will be picked in the Paducah disThe members appointed by Mr. to encourage conservation and bet- trict, which includes McCracken,
Mayhew are C. L. Dyer, promi- ter living on farms. This service Graves. Ballard. Hickman, Fulton.
nent farmer of Faxon community: is also available to all farmers in Carlisle,' Livingston and Trigg
Rudy Hendon, prominent farmer the county; ai well as to FSA 'bor- counties.
of New Providence Community; rowers.
In the Dowling Green district
Murray Ross, prominent farmer of
Farm Security Administration, Mr. Magill puts the commercial
Rico community; 0. V. Tidwell,
of ,peaches at .100,000
production
well-known -farmer of Kirksey whose local office is on the third
This district includes
bushels.
community; Harrel A. Broach, floor of the courthouse, is the Warren, Allen: Monroe,' Simpson,
prominent termer of Lynn Drove agency of- the-U, s. Department of
and Caldwell
Barren. Christian
community; Jno. T. Cochran; coun- Agriculture which essists'the low
counties. Jefferson, Bullitt
ty agent: John Walston, instrector income farm families to take •full
Oldham, Trimble and Nelson counKirksey advantage of the other services of
agriculture,
vocational
Louisville
the
ties, comprising
sir
high school; Rachel Rowland. home the national agricultural program,
Such as soil improvement, diversi- district, should have a commercial
demonstration agent.
crop of about 80.000 bushels, acMS. Villines said - theft L. Dyer fied farming, and increased pro- cording to Mr. Magill. For the
and Rudy Hendon will sirve on duction for home use, Mr. Villines
Northern Kentucky counties of
the subcommittee for the Tenant said. It enables the disadvantCampbell, Kenton, Gallatin, BrackPurchase Prograne r: L. Dyer, aged farmers to make use of the en and Grant he estimates a propractices de0. V. Tidwell, and Harrel A. improvedbyfarming
the Extension Service duction of 50.000 bushels; and for
. :Broach will serve on subcoellnittee veloped
the Eastern Kentucky eotintiesi of
/or the rural rehabilitation pro- asid State Agricultural Experithent
Johnson, Pike, Pulaski, Fleming,
Murray Station.
Rudy Hendon,
gram.
Hdrlan, and Perry, he puts the
- ---Ross. and 0. V. Tidwell will serve
production at 40,000 bushels. Some
on subconunittee for the farm debt
commercial peaches are produced
ICE CREAM SUPPER ,
adjustment and tenuree improvein other counties, while • home orment work. Jno. T Cochran, John
chards from which few or no
There will or an ice cream supWalston arid Miss Rachel Rowland
-.old will add to the
are members at large to advise on per at Russell's Chapel School._ Reaches are
the various phases of assistance to 'house Friday night. Auguet-4,-/r_t_ttaettv_m_ --mr,-imoli_ Pointed initEveryone invited. ProCeeds will
low income families.
'loans are go for the benefit of the school.
TEA rehabilitation
•
College Lifts
--WWLW
•

Million Bushels of
Peaches; BestCrop
Since 1931

CALLOWAYANS A
NAMED TO ASSIST
IN FSA PROGRAM

Foods
- Ireiluired per Person

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
• Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Prices
c CLEANED'
DRESSES
and
, _MATS
PRESS9
. 47:130ATS-J--/- -..-. : ...
' - Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

Call 141

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

Now

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

_coy MODEL

Cleaners
Murray, Ky,

719 W. Poplar St.

'In Its program'to encourage families to produce more of their food
requirements on their farms, the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics says each
member of a family requires the
following foods in a year.
Thirty. dozens eggs: 91 giOlons
of milk for each child; 45 gallons
L
of milk for each adult; 26 pounds
of butter, 31 pounds of cottage
p•ese; 140 pounds ..,,pf meats,. bacon, salt pork ,and lard: 45 - quart*
of canned and 15 quarts of raw
berries, cherries. Tossata thisharb.
and grapes: one bushel of apples,
411 quarts of canned Vegetables. 00
pounds of fresh vegetables: 3i
bushels of potatoes; 5 pounds of
dried vegetables; 15 pounds of
sorghum, honey and jellies, and 138
pounds of flour and cereals.
All this can be produced on the
farm, the statement says, and
should be worth, at present prices.
4132.02 For family production and
savings, multiply $132.02 by the
number of persons in the.-family.

OUR DEMOCRACY---bymat
va.
milionimemmusiattnis

'

THEY MAKE
THINGS GROW_

and
Montana
One thousand
Idaho oewes will be delivered at
Hopkinsville at a cost of $11 each.
A total of 40.072 pounds of wool
from 173 farms in Christian County sold for $17,517, and the average net return was $43.71 a cwt.
Seed was harvested from 13
acres of crimson clover on the
farm of James C. Stone in Madison CountY. This is said to be
the first crimson clover seed harvested in Madison County in 10
years.
Small Bros. in Martin County received $110 from strawberries picked from a tenth of an acre. They
also had 30 gallons for home use,
from,the same patch. One of the
brothers was the county 4-H club
strawberry champion in 1939.
Mrs. Robert Quillen, Bell County, reports a net profit of $339.16
from her, chickens for the first
five months of the year. Her gross
income Iiias $602.99. Site had 350
hens at the --beginning':of-the year,
and 290-et-the end of May.
,W. G. Parish of Lyon County
cut a good crop of hay from alfalfa
sowed last fall. He plowed the
ground in the spring,. applied three
tons of limestone to the acre.
disked the land at ferquenfliffitervals until late August, wherr he
applied phosphate and ilbeded

THIS IS A
MONTH OF
HARD,HOT
WORK FOR.
FARMERS'
BOYS.

_So many things enter into the foiming of our
—fti,dgateiiU, that Vam *die nothing I-could-iiity
would Sarre to aid you any in selecting the person'
give our vet& I am very much• • .
Muto
a,11 Hood, and Wolltdn't
—
ed in iliffoi
raea fair witnese any way. My platform and prom-114411lave been written over a perio,d of years of • ;serving you, and I couldn't change that record if
wanted to. Frankly,.I wish I- could erase some
of that -which has been written, and be permitted
to re-write it in t14.licht of after-acquired knowledge.

Calloway County Rural Grade Schools
Om Monday With Enrollment of 756

Prase:460as

A pes las%
:

•••••

The NEWEST is Not ALWAYS the BEST
•

•

it is My hopeth-atlhavEsb hvati as to JilfyLyouvating tni Me, and f am

grateful to you for so charitably pearling over my errors. "Thank you" is a
trite expression, but it means a lot when it is spoken sincerely, and I DO s
THANK YOU.
SINCERELY,
•

—Hoinemakert
lM'Lean
Enjoy Outdoor Meal

There will be no services at
Martin's
Chapel
next
Sunday
night. The Sulphur Springs revival begins next Sunday morning
at 9:45 and will continde through
Saturday, August 2. Services will
be held each- day at 11 a, m. and
7:45 p. m. Rev. J. T. Bagby of
Marne Wallace Memorial Church,
Paducah. will be the preacher.
Bro. Bagby is one . of our best
preachers and a very helpfol
friend.
Revival _services are being held
at New Hope this week and will
close Sunday at 11:10.
Church School at each church at
10 a. m.

Members of homemakers' chibil
in McLean County attended "alt
outdoor meal demonstration in'a
grove of i:Logwood, elm, gum and
beech trees at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. L. T. Wilhite near Glenville.
The cooking was done on a furnace that had been made from old
brick and sheet iron at a cost of
50 cents.
The menu included fried tountry
ham, salad, radishes, onions with
ham gravy, pickles; bread, fruit
juices said homemade cookies, iced
tea and coffee. After the meal
the women rested. in barrel stave
hammocks or in swings among the
trees.
•

ALL WORK AND _
NO PLAY—
_

-r

You won't have to worry about
having "no play" if you acquire
the Murray' Beauty habit early.
Look your best, not just on
special occasions, but EVERY
day in the week. Easy to do
with our lowprices . . . start
year beauty habits with us this
weak!
•

FOR
PHONE NO
AN ArponiTinENT!

MURRAY
BEAUTY SHOP

-••_•

NAME MAE LONG. Prop,'

SOO Maple

Phone 281

FELLOW
CITIZENS OF
CALLOWAY
COUNTY:
SPveral weeks ago I announced to yOu my desire
to bt electul to the office
pf Jailer o f Calloway
Needy-4MbRkE/-6114urged me-to run. No
assure-a-Nil coulii
Nobody told me I'
make the best Jailer that
could be found in the
county. My entering this
race is my own idea and'
is a result of my own
initial desire.

I

However, I did tell my
friends that I wanted to
be Jailer and they encouraged me at the very
beginning. I want to thank
them and every one ..ho
bas- spoken a word of encoUritgement or kindness
to me as I have travelled
over this county. Regard.
less of the results of' this
election I shall always remember with the greatest
of pleasure MS; .contacts
'
with the good people of
our community.
. •
have made an effort to see..synry-ona.-1 have tried my best .to ask Xou
In the simplest way I know bow to Supiiiirt me, and have t aken as little of your

time'w-possible.
Sit for a long time, it has been my personal
• I have tried to assure
ambition to have this high honor, and I pledged to you that this sincere desire
te=serve-ft-thtif office-wilt keep inn ut-ali times determined -66-make.good and •
•
keep. faith with those who bestow ,their confidence upon me.
- -1-haws-cever-been-ln:.the limeliai of public Iffe_Qa_thja.mgpunt I On sure
that I have missed the pleasure of many happy .acquaintittces-ti ti d personal
lriend' I hivt had to work to make a. living. I have tried to stay reasonably
have no
close to homeand look after the necessities of iife_for my ,family.
political Machine to work for Me. I have Po money with which to perfect an - ,
organization. I haft no appPal to make to the sympatisy of any one, I am able
a
mike
can
I
condition.
physical
good
in
am
work:1
hard
do
to
and
to work
living by thessweat of my brow and enjoy living among my friends and neighbors whether or not I am elected to apy public offic-e. I deserve no special
medillor-havWramliy or for any-service I have rendered to my
•
community.
I am juse'lrying to. assure you, in the simplest and plainest way I know,, ,
that I have tried to be a normal, average-citizen, clean and upright in my perof the of-.
sonal'life; that I consider the honor of -being Jailer and -theIsalary
will thank
fice as better than anything I -have yet attained; and that
_
.
from the bottom of my heart if you give me just one chance to serve you.
'
fowl,
*et
as t,, ...hat I :.:1! fsk. •vql
• I ik•.-e
that the-efforts of public officers are oftentimes dependent upon-circumstaileell
,,—
which they have not foresee-1'11n their campaigns.
I just want to honestly, simpli; plainly, and sincerely promise 'you I'll do
my very best to do the right thing at all times and I'll WORK AT'THE JOB ,
.
till the very last day of my term.
•
Fellow ,voters, ifdyou know nib iihd believe in me. I am grateful fdr ypur
confidence and frien ship. If you `have naer know me personalI7irli
mately, please take a chance on voting this time for

g

_The office of County Attorney is one of the most important to every one.
Sony have said to me, "I don't need a County Attorney, I never get in court."
But, if a County Atttfrney earns the salary you pay him out of your owp pocket, he is more than a prosecuting officer. Your tax dollar is spent under his
supervision and guidance as to legality. The law requires him to advise every
other officer of the county on all legal matters affecting their official duties.
No lawyer is quite good enough, because the best lawyers do not know 'all the
law, but heshould be the best lawyer obtainable—honest, fair, and fearless—
who knows the county and its problems, and approaches those problems sympathetically.

H. L. Lax, Pastor

Re sowed •wild oets and prayed ler Saw fathara

SON OF A GARDENER,IMMORTAL ADMIRAL .
ATHAR _Ce_nig..A.MFACAN WY.

t;:ade, Cutton.
County '"ritreri
Below is a list of schools and
schools opened' Monday morning
with an enrollment of 756 pupils number of pupils enrolled in each
recorded to date, according to fig- school:
ures released by T. C. Arnett.
Backusburg, 29; Brooks Chapel.
county school superintendea Two 20; Chestnut Grove, 17:- Center
schools are closed because of the Ridge, 16; Cherry. 25: 'Edge Hill,
physical. plants having been sold 213. Beath. 28, Independence 36;
Uo tfif-,rVA Is they left within *Kiris"Rldge, 30; Landon, 16; Macethe area to be flooded by the donia. 15; New
Providerteo,--19;
Kentucky Dam- reserenic.1e; Russell chapel, St'
A total of 18 busses are Wog Spring Creek, IL -Shady Hill. 30:
operated this term to transport the Thompson:18: Utterback 18; Woodpupils to the various schools. A lawn, 30; Dexter, 51: Outland, 46;
total of 85 teachers are being em- Potertown, 58: Vancleave. 4.3, Coldployed in the County grade system. water, 06. Pleasant Hill tool/. -7;
Several changes have been made Pine Bluff colt, 12
at the last minute because of resigMr
nations. Mr. Arnett stated.
Alimony is a man's Cash surrenand Mrs. Charles Baugh resigned der value.
at Almo and will teach in fhe
Sedalia schools. Guy Lovins was
promoted to principal at Mtn° and
Miss Charlotte Owen was placed
on the faculty. Estelle McDougal
He's the kind of man who picks of Vancleve was transferred to
Almo as an addition to the faculhis friends—to pieces.
ity there. Miss Geoeve Adams was
placed oil the faculty at Vancleve
and bliss Jane 131alock has been
added to the Woodlawn school
Otho Winchester resigned at Kicks
Ridge 'to work in Federal Defense
and Warne Atiart is the replace- Accurately -autt-Carshilli
ment. Murelle Blalock has. reCompbunded'ef Purest
signed at Coldwater and Mrs. Lois
Drugs
Arnold has been transferred to Mc'
'

Very soon now you will
• elect your Couly Attorney. I shafts Irish- sompf the pleasure of
campaigning, Calloway style, when it is over.
There is nothing that quite takes the place of.the
hearty, assuring hand clasp of a, faand to a candidate..
•
•

MURRAY CIRCUIT

Grbri- COB-My fernier* sold 53.550 pounds of broiler" for $10.710,
with a net ;wait of $5.742. Mrs.
W. L. Gentry raised 200 "roastersai si good -profit. She started them
last August, and sold them -in
early spring,. when they weighed
over five pounds each..

AtviONG THESE THINGS ARE PERSEVERANCE AND
HARDIHOOD,AS FOUND IN JOHN PAUL JONES,

THall Hood lakes Final Appi
-

RANDOM NEWS
FROM KENTUCKY
FARM LANDS

a

.

NEED A NEW
LEASE ON- LIFE?
If you're even a little bit bored with doing the same old things in the same old way, you need a change. So
come to Louisville and have yourself a time!
And whdlyetstre here,"take in" the Bluegrass Room
— Winer* you Can satisfy your craving
.
at use • .assivins
(or just listen) to marvelous_
dance
food,
delitiose
for
floor shows—all (cc
wooderfsil
two
see
music, and
couple!
dollars
pee
three
or
little as two
77*.t's the way co get a, new lease onlidAlthitAst
ik it?

BROWN

HOTEL
toaliville°J . .Carsten and linen
THE

-1SAROLD E. WATER,,Ifiseager
•

.

-

-

WILLIAM. H. (Jake) DUNN
,..FQR_JAILER

.

THANIt-YoU=AS LONG Ag I LIVE!
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Mille Mildred Dunn
Named Star Camper - at 4-H Camp

Around,- Paschall
School

__
11111ri' Paul Ntx"tlrall1117
Nownmakiers
' IdriP&M.-Caecia'nr
I heard that a amber it perThe 'Chem Moot is well an
moos
a
,n007-iit ,nail spent the week-end m New eweClub
ks wily. having been ta sessient sons were isiguirung as is what
. of iv.
te.ent
The Oak Grote revival meeting
=ay. n4ent, now wed, i core venting at tee
Illuniise
Nor Oct week arid repurting W'was ts-roag with -frown !yew" that
s
. re jal:wt.,. . , m,law!Montgomery s father. 3 W Montthat
, per cent attrelarice The groaned. her letters haw not .an apaearing eame to a cline Saturday night
idiss Mildred Dunn was selected
ti It)ntgntnerY--""
P
"
their temities. tenee -thently. mit u"'eir?
WM veto nice awe ail forming each meek in the Ledger & Tenni July it with greet result& Tturtemet
•
'• er p:-,y,.ec! in On Cbarlesas one of fifteen outstanding 4-H_
Palterms- -Fees-Diethaeris
he-,a- 4.4eri:--.4a0-r lava .r.-a.--anattpe-has-been -renewed
,
SWO. Sew tsa. Leese .at and not able to conversions arid 21 additiuo.s to the
nXierse plant
church
was
melted. Baptismal sermembers among the 175 attending
• manity Mese one is ethe -ta• nil*,
igiaseens-hy• eon tell at ....lice that write bewever,
suit maimed
were held near
Martins
Rainey- .The roe. of Duey Lang_jut Ukt_iume011it II mu:rested in the heelqi trading as lima old paper each Vbrei
Purchase District 4-14 Camp. July
Mr.
-Mrs
too teeny leidedit -sew- .......
Chapel Church Sunday afternoon
14-18, at Columbus State Park Miss
ea, get arkese ei. legeneeoe einser. Lintrins entelthelped theinbers of the eveettiai tieethuctiew *et Mage-TUrlinet Welitarr 4 Use coaLitea weak.
Marion Murdock recei ved honorMrs. Collins Key and daughter.
thing internamg pat oa thetWlathert, Lodnis....and McCluze- Pat v't
1-611iSiana
Perry. who hee hed a
Mirtarette OUtiar/I vinted
MNS.
itestria
were selected
mpore
.
cn
ation
abs
letarme
strewth it beam -am-, fts-1faintites with a bourtheus dinner, he set t1P la cteerr
back and unseat to Joan of Detroit, are visiting Mr
'bed on an. or her gerelits, Mr and lirs Ste yea- each in'
on
shich they killed the fattedpiece of that. -name we apen- for,
that hie 11011 Me week and attended Me get around for two weeks, is woe and Mrs Norton Foster '' and fam- was able to attend church again
b°`--4'3-°1
the
bt'
yam Yuma/ion accuracy. coin . _ cur notice itt. Mar y a
Sunday night at North Fork .
the basis of leadership. sportsmanlly.
-1 tepr we
sentennie.-Inth* ---1
reveal M ii
le net
n
campers.
all-round good
-t is altagettser Mad
green the Ash meth dehcsona. and diaghter not celf-goat knit,ng m•‘
The many relatives and friends ship and
Key Is very busily eye
sghes bees
Miss Glenda 'Sin Mike Mid
hlr& Math lberve=
, •atta Raerek" be Hart_
Others in camp from Calloway
tbil Mee present Were MI. and Mrs :, •
the mut wait I";Ver 10Vey
in measuring ground at prop% of Mrs Ruth Turnbow Hull were
i
reed
t
with her aunt. ethe
m
seek
last
Hurdle Kelso, Alfred
were
-- •
et thbe
Testinni Mr- end MrePeae-4---115te add atilkichi.
, - "-glad to moat her It.the revival at County
lie Short and family
onen we, lade et• a wrists.
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Leonard
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" at*" sud
far a haat MD '
It end Mee` 1111
---titat scam the bugs were Iivelerure Ur and Mrs Alyn McClure Werld
Misses Marelle Tarkington Mary Charles
Joe Marshall at Padre& and lees coat-nett to her bed Ger the gait OM Morris were In Pans iseeltay.
in the !Nark light. too, and ail mid baby &tighter. Mr. and Mrs area under deepotic
Catherine Morris and Inez Byars Meadows. Miss Rachel Rowland.
Mary Catherine. Martha
ereue Roe"' were is the hems four weeks and ahem but Mk Rama Sue and Witham B. Morris were church dinner guests of Miss home demonstration agent, and
Mr. Kane. • renovate ea OW 831"
those; piNietit were having a fthe Otis 1-nvula and children- Wilma
DYTUS improvement with pdiegra. rem
county agent
and of Mr Rogers' toter.
tithe and. wished you-and "tlitite- 3* and Gene. Mr. and Mrs. Lteue New Orleans
were the guests of Mrs D. B OM Wicker. Sunday -Golden Lock John T. Cochran.
Stubblefield
and
Stubbilefield,
land you could be tisere Games and Spintland. Mrs. Fannie Wisehart personal friend. is an old timer Treaty night Togettier. Orgy en?beak Healey was remeirte Byarilironday afternoon
.figver
arid
tee.
eenue
eon
the
redion_bent. the erowit Mason McClure. Bernice - 'Weather., in
- atude-D
Byars transacted business
ad a fish Ituiner at Pt_ Bond- his Same trent the bellwital lad
CC4.1
OUry D
Leone watched' with careful monad'•thie
erten:Med throughount vary stiort
Saturday Syls-erene is"Spend- week where he had been a paean at Lynn Grove Monday_
son
Wise-hart
Myrtis
MeChire.
James
usually
eatersurdid
and
DISTINCTIVE
' evening Molt neabertheleen got es
for several days. His many kthade
Indeed glad to hear that Mrs.
tam rig Lone episode from Huey's ing this week with is, and Mn
-hien • speedy maniere. Ellen Wyatt was able to walk over
.belne sunwisingle-latz itereine rt. MI the Rev Mr Ttirrian Taylor
wtst
Stuoblefteld
inacnine
broke
until
the
in
-Alt
,nalso
Mrs
Millar
M
Cancan
nerrespondent•
-- • Blogit. runn-"--Modes
Mrs Crane teen( and men Her- to visit with a nearby neighbar
Several from around .cheggin
Weal Mrs James Roy Cayce and up ,tIneugh its' own peed and
..ININW1ALdind -0.11 nice
nal &revisiting the forniers am"- recently after a prelonged-ter.ded the ferniest at 11/1111,
-.Manny.' all 4 HopkiniIP50- He knows the
Mao attended_
/Amu
averyoae reparalt -I alit ten la Detroit for Meth two nese
Wididsociy Bailors,
i•••1-.- a newspaper man
at
Oiertai Stubblidield v.& and Mr. Law itetcallt
Mr.
Difrie Ethel Paschall has recently
wedth
epent., S.
fr..i-ntries detail and
entesiutter -pommy. .11tie Mr.
-Pam & Pencil Sets Diamond Sets
at
Murray
Mr ail Ms. OamIll Spencer been emPloTed
WC sad Mrs Mart Iliddasay
• to
and -Mite Robert Young and. son_ tattl_Iiit. Lama Mance and _Maud. tella_i_t_leen and Suet _
Mrs. Claud Orr is visiting with
Silverware
Setwily night and Sunday
meat
lehdting
Nis
Barents.
Me
and
They
tadQppoiition
Weer
Ciereord
papers
_
Reber:. lpr and Mrs- attrt0C Taunt Rieke- -lit the oiesti a pew, skin and her niece. Mrs. - Rollin Jones and
Jnarar, Share Jit Puttine lime- Mrs. Cases McKinney.
and .nielin Janet
*Qua* with Ittatin-_11ary__Bnima
.
Mr
family
Jones
and
and
Court Square
attendSide
family
West
Revivals de being held at New
.)11theY!--Rtitti. ariti• Eer. Montgomery. Nance, - Who ',rill •Naniel--the .re= light en the machine that itnall5'. Rope and Lust Grove this week
Well. as Brown Eyes is not yet ing church services at Noah Forle.H1
ended
behind
bars
its
leaders
The
vacation
Mainder
of
the
_school
Mrt tirillrs Ivan Henderson. hilt'L
Mr and Mrs John Stone visited
So tar, both have had good CTOW4i1 very strong, her letter must be
asid..Nria Aire* Dick. Miss Jtallt- •penod in Weer Concord. nun Per opposition m New Orleans Is the an attessdanee fire.Wilson is to short-Brows Es es.
with Mr. and Mrs. Willie Everett
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Misers aterinen and Joe MoatWilma Jo Meneelleigaylog sever- e'riatifs-Pieityaine".
Glad to know Mrs Rulodph Key
day Right with Bro. J. I.
al days in Niue- Conceit at nit- In sun up withotit stealing a Gough. as assistant' veryorse ta for worship_
reader's eartzseart of the book. it
lene-iveneseuen-la
attend both the_ altm- -Ites. Walter Beaedict and chits at
-'*ethat
wouta be
-'1U7iiie noon andsoevening
services.
dran are vacationing in the home
nen-the wholtr'Lontrtattair as a
•
Pahner Cuban/Pet whnime asee5 of her parents. Mr and Mrs G. K
pattern for American Dictatorship in Camp Shelby•training
camp for Shelton
Mr. Benedict left Sunon
winen-watewell
tn. Wt. Mae time, was St heave last week day for his inounUian home entre
'
-ienTleee*
gh.
be is empanel&
lulled- and if his succesaora had - Ur. and Mrs
L T Ridings and
Henry Belatelp_la...111 1551ctuem.__
*
-13wir --greed- -with a
41.1.110,0
and Mr and NM Ilmet visiting .1
and MK'
bit- et Longs shrewdness.
ibs.ton and faintly spailt. 4111111. reiati vatsad.elm!
Sr neatly. does he drain' the pieat Pine Bluff.
Mr and /Da Perry Hendon and
.
liartt-tif-The "ICIngftith-- In tile playPam'haw been imihella -111•00 Mr and Min. Wilma Heath watt-Ms- -ye-2e tfentrithes- ot Louisiana, wort on the new
nom altillthalen- íA the beauleat Mr and Mrs Au. .hie Maims the prehibitionist and
ry Church Tuesday mieling. We C Heath triaday
the religious fanatics with the
hope bo,tieve it oumpleted so
Mrs. Susie Lassiter spent part
sinfie-lefil that he cajoled the easy
we Wily have a smooth flour over last week with Mr and Mrs EMUS
going French- of the south.end the.
irk to walk when we assemble Rouglee of liturri)n
• pliestire and graft- lovini
clatitniSTICre-Orlient, theat
eif
us who tune saw this Omani° ne
`AlVe are realli clearing our floors of all Summer Merchandise ... pe4es action _ran see vividbi those same
Is is object .
Come in anti-see fox yourialf what drastic iieict.eala
vend again played against their
erretts . backgiound.
Those who
we have made! The sacings-are years-.
never w.oiessed them, they are
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as teacher to
again for seven
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When a C
ita Laxative

f

Your -child eh
liquid laxative
the gentle way
a youngster's 11
given by the si
SYRUP OF
contains the is
client which ha
brother BLACK
so many users,
lief for so many
Perhaps that
,- gives•child su
when the famil
cate a laxative
SYRUP OF 1
comes in 2 size
sisals 25e; the
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Two Big Days Left Qur
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CLEARANCE SALE
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JIM McDANIEL
FORJAILER

p••••4611.1

derneme at his throne.
It
e ',pretty story, but one
that should
read by an /lateen
tan people So often we are prone
telnrate such characters till they
4 oecoree. a vicious thing and eridan-ger (Air Ameensp. tran-tif life.
a A.

-
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Unemployed Workers .

Checks for
'Month of Itine.
Receite

ean -Candy received
.-,bless benetlts during June. *cr.-wiling
- to, les- Faith Loigslpir
manager 'et the Paducah Whet*
ouch serves Callessuy .-Comity
outing the moot& lei claim weer
'.ied by residents of the eatintr:
it 0111 these were withal Miens and
Were
dolma. Ute'
-enplaned workers,
te drew
Unemployrr.ent In
received
appruxunate4y otie-lnilf their regular wage bp tor-Slit a week for
not more their-16 weeks. Benefit.-eneeks are tugged far two week

'

I have no public record 'of office, no promises that I
- cannot live .ux to, no .haVe I indulged
gossip con.
cerning my 'opponents. ,
.
•
, •-, •
'.
•
4,Inuit-that-4-san-theis-frieotti.-4464-oheil ionitinuer•
.bs atter this cianpaign, •

aur.t.
Our popular and beloved -Janie.
wife. of Robert Young, was given
a *untie shower Mreiday an•r•
rereor, in, herinr of an expected'vital,
from 01 hnin Stork, The Women's
Wirt;
Chrisean Service, of,
isaietelanie-insen- importantbee spensored the'eveat. a
scores of neighbors and friends attied or meth gifts - Nrs Wylie
Thtluruf***/**-*ifttrrilt
tO accommodate the visitors. and
Weed reftraFmenn t''• shout' 35

a citizen. of it's cowl,
m,y e;
- )aave .tny• home'near Hazel arid hyve reared rtiy .family
its .3,-aur friend and heighbor that I um making
multi
PILrjP1
irsche‘
- sorige
enl"lai
mid-ng-rc'irarn
poerns . took
opened
rare for Inter, and if elected, I shall tteat- each of Piz"
'
befil-€.
ILA
dIsetaYnd her tilts. Wm. WY114
Vnt_111 l'AU beautifully deene.a
fret,
titi-Le'rts
tillowar
of
rirtitity.
-7_ 9u al!
.•
• thi. Meuse in blue and -pink atter
rliave been

•
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- ,ertitie.primary elet

nYust 2.

Ai- trice-motholg.oner?
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Beautiful Crepes, Sheers, and Remhefts. These dresaes are real bargains
-Merry and gekyours!
_

Out they _go! All sizes- mil newaisi
styles! W must 141 them tligratain
of price.
them-you'll -want two!

36sinches wide.

Yard

79t69c
'59c _

79c quailty

69c quality

••••

BATISTE
1p to.19c valuers
Per

$1 quality

12
/
1
2e

BEMBERG'
SHEERS
A.butlIPE-Thleirr
'Alba
-Per-6
Yard.' ... "LW

Why not buy two or three pair while.t ou ca n •:-.aNc
-they are bound to go higher!

**•._

HATS -

ALL LADIES' HATS TO GO

L AURACE
N
OF .#,Le ,r

WIIITE SHOES'
TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:

OUT THEY GOt
$2.96 QUALITY SHOES.

I have w• orked awfully hard ill my effort to see every voter in the
County before the August primary I am not gime to be able to see all
of you and through this paper want to thank Mom voters eho have
entirwited'fswefn frry 'rate Mtflrier'esirthose who I hare not been able
to see in person to accept this is my lea for your support

.11

41.00

--.7-41.
-tnrinr

wAaM-

Mile tl

and

hayt
ose whc

4

is a pet
ence.

$4.98-

fut4re if You *let me mi SaturdslY: "gull 2'
make one more promise. IS elected *au made custodian of the
Court House 1 vell'see' that the lad.es' rest room is always kept dean
Military Thu- will be done by keeping a woman attendant to see
r the robin and to -keep it clear,
will pay ,that expense out of my
salary and it 114.11 not earn tilt taxpayers; at me amp sae added penny. 4
-.
Thank you, everybody for the Seeds of encouragement Wen me.
I have ever* reason to believe I am going to win this race, and if you
elect Me.I will do my very bett ty ioake you I good officer, deal justly
ang_ kindly with e'er,- man or boy tonsigned to my custody. and I will
Wok after owl take care of your pritperty.

imos W.LiediT SHOES

SALE PRICE-

$2.95

owe
friends wl
appeal an
and acqua
come to t
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We have a large selection:id wanted colors in
monotones or reverstble-thembinations. each
luxuriously bound in wide Celanese R a y on
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Satin. Full double bed size, 72x84 inches. Attractively boxed
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BLANKETS

33 1-3% wool, 20% eardp.4.1.4%

;$1.99

.,_
-of Ci
-

BUY.NOW:AND SAVE-.
-Eio
ntnorS Footloose
. "Slunikerestw-

=SALE --PRICE---.•

.te_gegry_way
4-be
Wet...e.mcsictstrip t_taft trielk se hardou awe Ilse an came once, and
fri nd of the people of t is county
tmoat,
e
men and boys who- were In my este were always treetatrwith
kindAess and consideration I pronese the seine kind of treatment in

led*

A c Rad beer, .lurod away.. and
Ws_aa_sernplete
.
e
• •
BMW-Your ye-respondent ,412161iag
r ra_ 'and on this
morning'. But
&dna we teem pee enedt• tee ef_
of
fees
welbitazin
Nose fer _News, which- coUld logicany be expected to run on--add on
nano-This Far-WW1* DIMMOMIS••:---r.--

respecffully a-sicinit for your rota in.the- Demo., tile 'dueller

BUSSES
S3.88

SPECIAL -PRICES
in our fantous 2 and 3
thread hosiery-

•
,
---"i
nopan
iag.•trio
gee
n:ti
'*-3
4x4l
,e
- As the campaign for.Jailer of Calloway County nears 7
*fa
leant.tatalie this iiiportunity to'therik the peo- "ut
p..)
',w
an.
4""gm
be. Itectly
4
pie of this county. rnea. women. and chit-dies, for the 1- , -isL,Jred Perms necr-Pt--o---nrrr--tprWeiftin--i to
inavtifld_wprds-nLencouragement-----and the courtesies 'irattlne unerneinement convene*"extended t'o. Me while making my'bid for this office.
I

DRESSES
$2.88
--siLtsErmit: ADMIRATION HOSE

0

Dane( Juini. the- Unemployment
-7oensetion - Commission
paid .
$234-1151-011 Ter "imOidita. -This
mearesente-a le per test-deerandrOUITIparerl to kithy when MO.730.94 %lots paid min according to

R. H.(ROB) LAMB

• One Lot of ;4.95 to $15.91rVala
MUMMER _

Our Entire Stock of $3.95
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Mitchell were business visitors at
TpdcWine Monday afternoon...
.
•
Mrs. Ada Weattierspoon oi'lFul: Macedonia school opened Mon- ton is spending a few days' with
her daughter, Mrs. Eimus MtcheiF
day, July 14, and we were all glad and Mr. Mitchell and children. .
. to see Miss Velda Gray Douglass
Mrs. Tip Williams and diti
egild
as teacher to be back with us ters, Mrs. Noah Maynard of
'
again for seven
C. WhIliamte near ProviKrtub,
* * *
* * * *
Jess Dick and Pete s'Valsehart dence, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wisewere at New ConeOrti Monday hart and sun and Jess Dick. of
KENTUCKIANS ABOUT KENTUCKY'--—TELLING
afternoon.
Macedonia shopped in Murray
Kentucky Bell, Miss Lucille and Tuesday afternoon.
Mre. Aylon McClure and daughH. Simmons, Miss Mary Mitchell. Mrs. Monnie - Mitchell, Harry ter were the guests of Mrs. Ruby
Dick
Tuesday.
.
'
Siedd. Clyde. Decey and Clifton
Mr. and Mrs. Rainey Loving
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Wisehart. and Mr. Jeff Stub,
blefield. Wednesday night.
Wavel Othorn, Who spent' a few
days in Detroit recently, returned
home Wednesday.
Your child should like this taaty
Dr. .Miller of Hazel was called
liquid laxative and you should like Friday morning to see Mrs. Elmits
the gentle way it usually wakes up Mitchell's
mother, Mrs.
Ada
a youngster's lazy intestines when Weatherspoon who is very feel)!
given by the simple directions.
at this writing.
Johnnie Simmons and son, E. II;
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
spent
Saturday with his daughtme
contains the same principal ingreMiss
Pernie -Mae Simrnoral bf
dient which has enabled its older
Murray.
brother BLACK-DRAUGHT to give
An.ice cream supper will be
so many users such satisfying re- held at Macedonia Schoolhonse
lief for so many years!
Saturday_alight... July 26. _gyeryPerhaps that's why it usually tine is 4ivited to tome.
Miss -Lucille Simmons was the
gives•ehild such refreshing relief
when the familiar symptoms indi- guest of Mrs. Monnie Mitchell Sat/urday at Toddville.
cate a laxative ia needed.
Kentucky Bell spent a while SatSYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT urday afternoon with. her cousin,
comes in 2 sizes. The introductory Bud Todd. at Toddvillei
size is 25c; the economy size is 50c.
Mrs. Monnie
,Kentucky

I
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Cedar Knob

Titierw

Raising of vetch has increased in
Perry County diving the past two
years, with prospects of its being
used the leading fall cover crop.
Daviess county farmers
THE MOVIES
Vitamin B-1 o ntheir tobacco plant
By SCREEN TEST
beds, with good results.
Better management of poultry
and better sanitation has been
Starting, our program Thursday
Wayne 'County, ,farmers last adopted by Jackson County farmand Friday, me bring to the thea- month bought several purebred. era as a way to large egg productre patrons Tyrone Powers, -Linda bulls to place as heads of herds. (ion,
Darnell and. Rita Harworthe
-the
title-picture. "Blood and Sand."
The stofillif a Spanish bull-fighter
and his love for two women. By
all means put ,this one on your
mud see list:
THOUgANDS OF OUR SOU-1 IF YOU HAVE MALARIA, OR
Saturday, returns the stars of
CONSTIPATION
"The Penalty"-Robert Sterling and THERN PEOPLE SUFFER WITH OCCASIONAL
Marsha Hunt, in the title picture MALARIA PROM YEAR TO CAUSING
BILIINORGANIC
YEAR,
SOMETIMES
CAUSING
Also
another
"I'll Wait -For You."
THAT LAZY. DRAGGY AND NO OUSNESS, MR. NASH SAYS,
chapter of "Jungle Girl."
ACCOUNT FEELING.
"TRY NASH'S C & L TONIC
From the Capitol of the United
MALARIA! FOR ONE" WEEK - IF NOT
NASH'S d &
States our Sunday and Monday
WILL REFUND
picture gets its setting in "Adven- CHILL TONIC AND LAXATIVE SATISFIED I
PROMPTLY. I
Washington," starring IS A PALLIATIVE FOR MA- YOUR MONEY
ture In
WANT ONE PENNY IF
Herbert Marshall, Virginia Bruce LARIA SYMPTOMS - USUALLY DON'T
lit MY MEDICINE DOES NOT SATand Gene Reynoldt. The story CHECKS THESE SYMPTOMS
YOU." WALLIS DRUG
DAYS - IN ISFY
about a United States Senator and FIVE TO SEVEN
IS GUARANTEED TO STORE IS AUTHORIZED TO
a Page boy in the Congress of the FACT IT SATISFACTION
OR GUARANTEE NASH'S C & L
United States. A good picture for GIVE
PROMPTLY REFUND- TONIC-PRICE - 50 CENTS. Use
_ MONEY
both young -and-old--to sae.
ad,
only Ms diverted.
ED.
Tuesday and Wednesday
turn to the screen one of the best
loved comedies in this, topper
series in the picture "Topper Returns", starring Charlet Ruggles
and Jean Blondell. Everyone who
PHONE 494-J
has seen - one 'or more of the TopRANK OF MURRAY BLDG.
per pictures will sie that Topper
Kentucky
Murray,
tope all Topper pictures in this
one.
• At the Capitol today and Friday
Wie present Eddy Eke Jr. In the
title - picture "Connfy Fair." Also
seteaed-shoft itibleets. 'Saturday
and Sunday returns Ray Rimers.
the singing cowboy in the picture
"In Old Cheyenne." Also starring
with Rogers is the one and only
George "Gabby" Hays. Also an-

Aill
mean Rolling Mill Holds Spotlight
As Fasiern Kentucky s No. 1 Industry

Seen At

*. *

other chapter of "Adventure
Captain Marvel".

of

IS MALARIA DRAGGING YOU DOWN?

-When a Child Needs

ita Laxative!

GHOLSON REALTY COMPANY
SALES AND RENTALS
Farina anci.Certy
FARM LOANS • CITY LOANS
- - ;Quick Service s

JOHN R. HUTCHENS

CANDIDATE FOR.
I

JAI

,

erneet Fleet et the American Melling Mill Needed en tier bank' el the OM*
Atm wawa* Meet feraear le ender eenstneeden.
Arse, saws al
riVre
--bereinall. known as 'Kentucky' from 4 to 8; purchased new dimsponsor.* by Ike ICsatuelty Pre. AsCity of Steel" and the city "Where inap soaking pit and mill cranes',
soriatiott which la 1941 would tell
ic,ntaeatso.
K..,tori,
K.,roeky
Coal Meets Iron.' It was given ne- installed two three-high hot reductball./ tell the world in 1945 —beatnik
tion-wide recognition as one of the ing mill; built new normalizing
vertenntal Year.)
country's greater steel producing and pickling . units; enlarged the
centers.
* * * ,*
sheet mill; enlarged the processing,
Several thousands more men shipping and jobbing mill, wareRAY MATCHER
were called upon to take their house building, arid built six main
kshland's billion dollar industry, places in the'bundreda
locker room buildings-and as many
.ha American Rolling Mill Company industrial and clerical of various refrigerating plants for cooling
occupations
,-.---aten 1. • has launched an $8,000,000 created' by- the new plant Ash- drinking water.
Nanstruction program, that a
sur- land's ..populasion jumped nearly
The addit:ons ar,d improvements
• lass everything in its cont in onus 1.130
per 'cent in
span of ten have made it possible for the local
Arearn of improvements since its years, Prom 14,729 the
in 1921 to 29.074 plant to produce any type of rolled
,cation here in 1922.
sheet.
in - 10.30. ,..
Already one of the -finest steel
Outetanding among .the. interAlong withthe industrial grow
-44sta-:-ets--44se ,
- nettetn.---.-$14000.000- iw-gly 7a
:giv;
c__ And _predesthi
plant organitations-ia the
7.311ler-Vr Thenestrazlien Will eon- fictds. expanded immi.nsely and Armco Employes Association that'
• - :than the Meat inam.i.,T„T'io handle
Ashland found its place amend was Munekd in 1923 to affised.the..
i , Ian
• jeerer vaunt of- prOltrica_on. Kentucky's leading cities,
net •to any member *he may
any other' mill operated by the
When
1111tPiCan -ittltififti . Mill C3MpanY• its finerArmco established one of through sickness or Injury, be rend.Incapable of performing hi/
operations
ered
-in
.
Ashland
whme main offices are in Middleneilriy reo dccades ago, many melt duty. gni also to Promote the gentown. Chi?,
...
..
of outstand;ng achievements - in the eral,welfare of its inembere and te
However, i greater portion.df the steel - - industry were transferred maintain close relationship between
-oat apPropriatibn. the coat beingetwere from other plants. They employe,' of the various departestistatt;d at 65.000000. will pour brought with them' two distinct meals.,.. Although cot ccmpulsory
jeto the erection -of- s giant blest qualities that have been upheld in all Artheo empToyes arc assecietice
furnace. mots:rout enough to turn high ectcrd through years pad wombats.
•
ma •handeeds .of tons of pig iron and -very probably
for years . to
In addition to personal service teMilt - tor Vire-lintot on:y the local conic. These ptincip:es
arse ID 'a tte inembe.g. the aesociation is di..Ient but in Other:. stet) _industries united iriarit of
cooperat.on be- rectly raspansible for, the many *O., if the natu.n ._ - '_
.• - •
tween plant officials and pient.ern- ctal a*recrea:ianal leatu.cs which ''
‘,,,The nage furneee will be • new ployes and ale a program of safety are not only. enjoyed by Armee
industry an itself, a, place of em- for the welfare of both wor.Umen employes but by the entirety of
ploy ent for- over one. hundred and the -Plant .
Eastars Kentucky. Southern 'Ohio
men. a ;met market ler more.time
The maintenance of both of Orme and nearby Wed Virginia. - A' camst quar-tilia, -"---sterutards In - the InCril. plant ...hat plata liatot-tiativithis
0,
.y: totte-eing 210' feet, this new been unparalleltdby any other steel the association since apoomred
its foundir.,
induetry willi;stand out as a produeme - Plade of its
would
-be
Lat.
tee
too
lengthy
to
rite, The
sentinel 0 Ar
d Armco's con- Ashland .Jelant for a :Amber of among tham easy be mentioned the
Muer proved
years has held the "Mon man" tro- Artr.co•baseball and football Lim.
--,,,
- AB Eastern Keniticky recently. r
tiitv , d
wehpaxtilaint
ich is awaip
it
da_rin
ma thueallyouto Of the • late twenties and ear!j
!men tied hiss served the
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The
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now
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the posscsatien,of the processing chi, and other artivithee. •ft Is nos the
All s.gElerP kerliuPhllietWare
nome' field for thle As hi no
vastness rind the great worth pa rnnen t of. the Ash:a:id-'pia a L
my crop, the
Among the outztandine improve- 'Colditels. a Class D tear
of an industry such a.,
dients Armco has made at. life Ash- Mounteen Statee'profesdanal le
my farn- The American Rolling ArmcoCress- land
plant are lived the follewing:
Popular anteing Eastern Kentucky'
Pahr purchased the Ashland Iron
I
and Munns.Companythpijingt 04 Corotructe3 the bar and Jobbing sportsmen are the Armco seed an* •
mar and te41 first secc_reful three- trio shooting'fields. fu:naces end prop^r th 1922
. elph cont
will consider spent mations of dollars in
out min an 1923; in. ;, These and hundreds of o
found- stalled anneatine fur aces:
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number
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To the Yotãsot4l.way
On August 2 you
nate me and I will
best of my ability.

•

w•

nominate someo

for your Jailer. Nomioffice to the

avor to fulfill the /ditties of this

y past record of hon. I make no rash promises, as you all know
esty, integrity, and hard 'work.
I.__,
Mends I wish to eltgress m appreciation for your
many kind words, support, and eneouragement hich voirfilVe given
me in this campaign.-To the people--of-the-eett 'whom I have failed
•
to see, I will appreciate yetwvote.
Respectfully yours,

CHARLIE G. JONES

.An Appeal to the Vote
of Ciiioway County:

Def—tho e necessity of tending
and thereby, providing a livlihood for
I have failed to see all the voters. trust.
Se whom I have failed to see
is a personal appeal for your
uence.
• •
gratitude-to, -my many.undying
- I owe
spread
my
friends who by word of mouth have
Lud4,0 simm0,3,-Miis i meciure wereila=101=7-1111turBelle,_
The 'revival me.ettni .sf71°Tffir,
'
‘•
appeal-antl qualifications among their friencli- LoiS
Idence Christian ChureK caritUti3- a
"Lasillter, Miss Anderson, Clyde day.
Hos.? Sunday morning with three
anti canniniblackberries
and acquaintances. 1.-aak.each of my friends to and Piece& Mitchell end Jessie Mc- ci Picking
additions. They were Mrs. Bueis the order eif -the day around.SatClurco
shopped
al
'Tieddville
'
hanan, Mrs. Joe Hamp Curd, and.
come.to the polls on Auguat 2 and'- ast their trrday.
Macedonliotrs. Genneth Wise- Sue Simmons.
„ Mr. and Mrs. Truman- 011' r strid hart has
p "100 cans .of bervotsaan,my behalf and Isissure you that every .daughter..
John Williams; Hubert Dick of r
Mrs.,
Ail!, rise. Kentucky Belle has only 44 Detroit, clinic' in Sunday morning
vote or word in my behalf will be deeply ap- Stubblefield Mr.andanda:laughter,
Mile cans of beet:les but she has sev- for a feel days' visit with homeMarie Allbritten. Mrs. Jilin Sinn- eral cans of jam and jelly and a folk''Airoand Cedar Knob, NeW..
preciated:
mons. Aylon •McClure and Clarelthluter utgana of bther fruits.
or
John 11.--Cliitg 'and W. D.- LandFate again if I am elected railer o
ter. who have been in Detroit for
Way County I will strive to the utmost of my,
a few weeks, returned_toMacedonia Sunday.
.- ability to rricet the obligations and duties'of the- —THE-BEST TRADITIONS OF ,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willis of near
THE
OLD
KENTUCKY
Blood River were Sunday guests
- said.officer. I also promise to work with any orr
of his sister, Miss Annie Willis and
RONK 1,,
ganization in behalf of a modern jail and other
attended church services at Macedonia Sunday morning
modern equipments in keeping _with the--01-Vi-are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
Bro. Blakely gilled his appointMacedonia Sunday. ;puny._
and Convenienca—of—tha—_____,,
.gress of-Calloway County- r
.
ing.
Mr.'and Mrs. Toy Williams and
1111! My place on heiiillot iis Minter 1 1—at
son of Blood River. Mr. and Mrs.
Tip Williams and daughters, Jeane
the-bottom..of the, ballot. I trust this will,be
and Dorothy of Cedar Knob, were
old
wherethe
"adage
may
prove
one instance
Sunda?' -guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Williams of Frog Creek.
true ... that the last\shall be firat,
Mr. and. Mrs. Sims Garner and
son were 'Sunday guests Of Mr.
and Mrs. Wiley .Parks of near
you,I, ren*in,
• 'Thanking
,
-.Now Providence
,
011
.
.
1 W.

...
John R. Hutchens

-LCANDIDATE FOR JAILER
:
'
,
-Printary'Ebert, Saar& Auguit 2, 1941

KENTUCK
HOTEL

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date In All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Manaker
for Reseryagons

Miss Mary Mitchell was the
guest of Miss Lucille_ Simmona
eunday afternoon.-Ky. Belle.

Railroideoperating in entusky paid a total of more than
$5,300,000 in taxes to the State, counties, cities and towns last year.
Of this amount, at least $2,645,000 went into School Funds; approximately $960,000 went to build and maintain county roads and city
streets, and the remainin $1,695,000 wept.into General Funds.

• Thus the railroads paid a generous share of ali the-money required
co • State, co'n-inty antfioCal business. Thiriikludii
cation, streets and ,highways, public health work, police and fire'protee.
tion, mental and tuberculosis hospitals, penal institutions, public charis,y,
administration, and all the other services that you and other citileas
require of your State and local governments.
You can readily see by these figures that every section of our Commonwealth shares in the prosperity and earnings of Kentucky railrokds.
-90 it is to your interest, as'a regressive citizen and taxpayer—
/.. 719 OPPOSE unfair national or state subsist* to conspeting faitstransportation.
, of
2. TO SUPPORTfair and reasonable measures to put all other carriers
under regulations similar to those prescribed for railroads—which
hire
for
bear so large a part of timEgeneral tax burden and carry over their own
roadways the bulk of the transportation load in peace and in war.
Id driIOW eadlid es
•The railrogois stss
kr!! Prf,rnert* lef•led in tale eeeel e.
A large part of tbs.. Slats 10811•111 meat la use eseenee fee saboots •tid other State orer•too.
r

-READ 1WR
•
linftitratit **OBI,
DAILY and SUNDAY
15e per week • eSe per month
WOODROW BEALE, Agent
ilagethelethaemmilita

KENTUCKY- RAILROAD ASSOCIAT101-
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- her dollars care so long.
New Coiieord Notesj1-1,...e
The Worisen'a SoceetEr.lot„,

_
•

exchants to start Wes.
write across the wall, -All cit_poAi witness chair presenting every
A tragedy occurred on the oilier have been weighed in the bushelocuse in the world to keep himself
I side of Dover.last va.vk when a
,from life imprisonment.
and are founa wanting."
yoiag •wran. Dew, by name came
sin are death"
Boys and 'girls were -61-'11111R - "The wages of
'home from training camp_ and comwhen it
mitted suicide rather than return. tavern that night whose mothers That's as true today asIntelligent
tig Del.. 11/
and fathers were asleep at home, was written, and why
read
we
thing
awful
Another
Wistfully, unconscious of their boys and girls will risk having to
Tetanus cr lockjaw is a disease about in the Nashville paper was children's whereabouts Parents are •pay the piper, (if that is a little
it
one
cars,
two
of
collision
the
a
by
caused
germ
lives
that
•that is
the ones to be pitied, but they are mixed) for a few 'hours of wild
' the soil end' bar itlitter,-.-7That--way-.-to Pavia- and the couple going the ones whose hearts must be hilarity, Instead of trying to be
germ enters the animal's body by to Paris was burned to death -in squeezed dry when the wandering somebody and trying to be the sort
in the soil and barn littee----This- -Their- ear. Still- aueli
-do' ones are brought home bleeding of person their motherthinks they
splinters or injuries from farm im- not impress reckless drivers.
and gasping or when their hand- are is beyond my comprehensien.
plements. Mules and horses have
We attaimed court at Dover one some, curly haired son sits in a
-Chatterbox
tetaiius more often than any of the day last week to hear the trial of
farm animals. hogs less , often and the young man charged with stabcattl..• still less often.
bing to death William Nunn last
The disease may show Op two to October in the tavern near' Ft.
three weeks after the wound oc- Donelson Park.
curs. At fltst there is .a' gradual
My thoughts were a jumble as
stiffness which may exist over the I listened tic those testimonies, and
entire body, inpre often the .lower as those young men descirbed the
Primal is Weal for the resole family. Children, expectant slathers
jaw and the hind tithed are most rollicking time the crowd was
and elderly people like its pleasant "prone whip" taste and easy
marked. In 24 hours after the having on that night as they
action-as gripiag or irritation. Primal is an emulsion of mineral
animal becomes easily excited or drank Isger and danced judt before
oil and prime juice fortified a ith phenolphthalein. Prunol performs
frightened. Death usually follows the murder.
three actions, softens body wastes, evenly lubricates intestinal canal
in two tirfive days. No treatment
I thought of Belshazzar's feast
and gently stimulated action. Just try Prunol. If its taste and effect
has proved real effective after the and I even wished that at every
do not please you ask your druggist for your money bark.
syrtiptoms become marked.
road house in the country when
Prunol comes in 60c or $1.00 sizes. Sold and guaraateed by
boys and girls assemble on such
DALE as STUBBLEFIELD, MURRAY. KENTUCKY
witd tweastens that *a herid would

•
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The: Veefitinarian
Seri- .

!

.
.- Mettdar fee
,..Service rat
_. • • -- •Illiace.
-. ILLSIKIC-'
,
.4111reettl,-ceciA•kineglent +Ih .."Pit)'1
4kieefable Pradzana and
bar Mee- or no news be report, i social hair at the home of Mrs.
'Lloyd Ratterrec in New Concord.
Children. lust blame It nu
es "Montgomery of New
. _limathet.,1611M+ rrevettts ow We _....
and Jim ER Ditlele0 of
Wig-around to catch up on our ,t-cme'rd, are expected
to return ,
gosap. -11e.-e are • few sniall-tMkirray
"nE -saca"-1-ftetra. however. nib:Ashaii. laafj"est week Stvws-4'" ""'
win spent traveling in Colorado,
.114in, Erin leentS•eiteree . has --reel o•
--Canip at l'u
turntid froiu. 1-Umernakees
wro
. (4-CliPad4in
PTP°t
sing on
de
-TI"
Columbus. Ky. and r• ports a very
Lovins aud
Noble
Mrs.
*rid
pleasant and restful .acation. :Mimi - Mre
rettiseed to their home
• Montgomerl: also has some inter- i son have
all-too-short
,..it ,,_,,after an .
,ro
t
eating pieces of handicraft to show r-11_ ,„-,-13e.
with their Parents
' Mr' and
- for ter vacation: some woven Work. vl-'"
11. T. Lovins and ,Mr. and
Nirs_ .._...
g i ....._
and a smart and useful looting
licIt intricately knotted of heavy'•"'!"• Perry ". b-rdisSi
Little Miss Mary: Boma; Nance
cord. Just the thing for. your
.• epOrts a haS . torn herself away from _her
shirt maker. deescee iiiid
' _ tgranSmother Nance tarni in New
• •outtits;• ladlea! _Jong. enough to spend a
Mr. and Mrs. L E. Hart are I Concord
her mother's parent*.
spending r,et.,0„ia - days with mrd week with
Mr. and Mr'''. M. M Cayce,. neat
Hurtes peoge near Bowling Green.'
We wereeO.X.ad_to knew that Mrs.' le•pkinsville.
•
„Hurt has aro far- recreeered from her 1 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hendon.
- recent illness. as to be able • to two of- New Concord's mast pop- tear. young people, event the wiekteed - here.- • Mr. •eleedon - is- ern_-.7-..*-1
1 pl.iyee in iffitiohe'Nebere the - - •
Iteeir—flie ten-Bile pem andlanaldv-* /alb- -tissdr: Sinsea; •
.4
discarnfart of PILES try- Nash's 1 Hendon was until quite recently
•
. Herneeigl. Centmest at once. Your Miss •Audrie .1dee Smith. daughter
wise-cracking
and
humorous
a
portrays
Mr. and Mrs- Kelly Smith.
tl
' Glamour' girl Join Blondell
nieragYe back if -you are_ not fullyof
The rains have made corn and
glad to hear that spirit who materializes at will in Hal Roach's -Tupper Returns," the weeds•grow luxuriantly and. tho
were -v
• We -ery
-- sartiefied:Lfeafre-Suffer-ranothee
Varsity
the
at
showing
first
its
for
slated
mystery-comedy
-packed
laugh
. Without sering_This acandrnele_preeilbe REA Peel* at lee% see_ seine.
some corn was drowned, more
paratioia a triae-You'll 'tie glad you I chance of bringing_ electricity in Theatre on Tuesday and Wednesday.
good than harrn-was done.
course.
of
Not,
Concord.
New
i
i
.
•
'
----.
•
it.
tried
Health seems good around -here
t your correspondent is evcorii- our modern inconveniences that we
- 'l
tho Miss Evelyn Jones was under
-'- wAllas il3R1.70 STORE adv. _ -,•,, ,eirae-. we've grown so .1.1.sed to
_
4316---IMIENHASI
-rarely notice them.---bet is- the • light
doctor's treatment last week for
„..
TaiteitrprtE-eigitertr-to
a-a•
•Ciaaaa...4•10..a.4MO•da.
something
malaria.
like
No! A -Thousand RESOLUTIONS re' Bea.".43. Meeker
by at night'
tles town
Mrs. Gertrude Spiceland attend-"/ aes people
jaws. not Seriously, w
-Whereas-It hag seemed wise, that ed church first Suriday for the
-very well
know
when I
the people who are pulling for an God in His infinite goodness, has firts time since her hip was broken'
as Marvels
eleculheation unit in New Con- taken one .of our number in the a year ago.
much
as
twice
taiesld sifford
cord succeed in bringing it •abput. person of Joe Q. Baker who served
Bio. Pogue began a revival at
Marvelsbecalm.
just
t
'
isn
cosc.V.Ais itThen, when we finish apologizing on the Board of Education from Poplar Spring Christian Church
to our. guests -for the roads ,theeye January 1941 to The time of his last Sunday.
-412a „you
-Asti
because
The office will be kept open until aim
'as4t:_
driven- reef-Pfelion and Outith In lime.
The Revier
o'clock on this date to accomodate those
brighter( up nu pun iptended) and
Whereas. -Mr. Baker gave, so fd will .centueLreylval services
at • With pride W our ,lighpa...aad freely
whose jobs will not allow these to get to
of his time and strength 10 ,at Revile Creek beginning 4th
that office earlier.
wr'-a tar- service of the-'wheels WI this gerriday: And wet- that the timeISZ,L
Dobr
rank conun
laet
back,A.
city. during the brief time allotted also for revival at Sulphur Spring?
Some of the children of the late
him. this Board regrets keenly the
WITH
COMPLY
PLEASE
WE URGE YOU
. TO
:
_R•G-.11LLYPUELAM-taraer-lasiussotta
We.win now .cwse with the_hinal-lawie-ot-ainei _whoThough_ilLiggee,„_e_taree Spice:lead, _namely
Dreg Store. Providence, Kentucky
THE LAW AND- AV-01D TROUBLE.
-----"Brighten - the Corner Where You so generously at his husinesa abil- Ethel_Teague and Mrs. Lucile and . •
00Witia
kit, and experience. -and
Mrs Cassie Weitueger and husee• bummed very fatly by.
The Farmer's ThogIstee .-'
Whereas, the public needs such band from Detroit have been in
smoked
ever
ifyon
yourself
Ask
Marvels.
RY
sincere servants at all times, it is Stewart Co. and Murray -recer.tly
przeuliarly - distressing to this Board i,isiting relatives. L,oyd - Spiceland
Ia better cigarette at any price. Marvels are
that we -Should be deprived of the ref-named in Detroit in his cousin
whose
ecri
to
one
hopes
and
house
Of
labors
Ca,sie's
beneficial
mild, really mild. Marvels are smootk But
brief service gave such promise ,tinue working until school in TuCircuit Court Clerk.
begins in ;September
tor cit-tc -.gaud. therefore be it
- Mildness and smoothness, they
with all their
Wilburn Cook recently wept _to
eaeliaaaIs.
a Is''oE/F-Nea -e.allad
That we express our UMW* far- Aknetr-Cr. -and obtefeed ernplo!.-ship." members of 15 homemakers'
.have a rich, round, satisfying taste.that
who intent tinder the same- boss and at
clubs in Henderson Ceuety. Ken- row at the departure
tucky.e repOre-the foliowing ac- labored so cheerfully with-tin OW -the same rubber plant where he
reaches,deep down to let-you know you're
complialunents: Six clubs sewed for with such fine Interest in the had worked 14 years previous.`His
and
city,
in
this
working
been
have
in
broth!rs
education
the -PRA crow two clubs- made cause.of
smoking... and make you glad you are!
•
Be it further resotvell, that we Akron for years.
comforters and gave showers for
wife
his.
to
spent
Avec
sympathy
Amos.
Mrs.
Mr..and
oui.
express
burned;
homes
Iwo (undies whose
dub improved their communi- and children for the lass of a• lov- a -few wee . in Florida reeently
STEPHAN() BlierTIUJISI. ritaaauziok,, PA.
ty hall, painting the exterior and ing husbararand a tender-and wise visiting their suns, -Cecil and Amos
Jr Ague,. Jr.. teaches there.
ititegiur and selling- shrubs: one father.
Mr. and Mrst
The Board directs that JAW copy
B. Kirks of,
club wired a chuerh anti made
to
seot
be
Dallas, Tex., weite enthusiastically
otiaer_e improveraentrk, one ' club, of these • resolutions
one
family.
haifie•In I
come
copy
tii
bereaved
plans
their
..f
the
spread. iirnestope and-iliPerphosphew and-wired chiirch and school stpread 'Am "The minutes of the week- Or two 4or their vacation.
grounds: One dub improved driee-, Board -.of Education and copies be edacionsider I wizen a vacation all
er
-Se.i_iiverLateette_
Hree1.
Committee:
hotels they stop at while R B.
tao clubs visited the, county farm.
W. J. Caplinger
. travels fur_ Hess &- ciara,
taking quilt .serape. _magazines and
,
We hear that Mrs. Ethel Blalock
.
A. B. Austin
testaments. hqldina services aia4
is at hothe freirn Detroit tuitil probstyling refresh:bents
ably
September. - •
We call our rich relatives the
Mr and -Mrs. Otis Lovins and
touch
to
love
we
kin
. It" pays to read the claisineds.
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Lin- US Spiceland last Sunday
Ni doubt the schools lone and
two room , have begun in Calloway.
Simple little schools where children go barefooted and make playhouses in the woods and carry tin
hutch boxes, but where they lay
fourdat.uni, lor-their
Parents. Rive the children theft
,opportunity to go Ito wheel. You
— .•
may be poor,- you mai need them
-TO_ALL_ VOTEAS_IN CAI-LOWAY COUNTY - ,
_g_ten___LiceLreiL
. let hOhi'('. YoU
simples of boys and girls who have
. I, want to 'urge upon you, first of- all.,BEWARE of Wa..ted their opportunities until.
yob are disgusted. But just hope
ail Ili Ise rumors-and itinda..1-tinderstand that.some your childrefl are made of differdo
-RIEMEMBER.,
of, them are ..ilreadk.flikinditg
around.
tot enetal. You won't hamto push
.....
_ _...
• not believe hDY- *LA-Bern. asy race Aeas-stlefiSared wily by them always Al. They're made Of
my-friendsi•and- my own totstbition to. serve .you in the of- haedY, mated. tie-me/wine stuff
"They'll be able -tu. find -their way
.
.
flee which I skeit if-your • itan dB.
••
weed if y(,a he.)13,11.bern - to tievelop a noble character. Will awls
1n brineig ta• you -Mit, ply_Apte,41, I fully realize
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MARVELS

The Cigarette of Quality
for Less Money

A Few Words from
Lubie F. Thurmond-the
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MOTORISTS!

tlity
tiutil.117114.tto give them tenough trespons
to aastop
k bone. If
yOil--do they will betibme- spineless.
creature& easily fed 'into themptahon., whiners who will ernige on
their failures
self pity and bla
. prompted to again call upon the good people of Calloway On - to you with that old wail "You
to give unto me the opportunity of serving you as your didn't help -me long enough."
.
Remember .that Mile poem: . NEXT County, Co,urt Clerk. We all remember the old say--.**tf-Tititgal-rfer-INSferlillFrffeek-Inkeiey-11-37-;,s-A-link--elagLa-----alaqle
-'
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. - • i_
. '
hill.'
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--- - Really: I have always felt that MANY of you
e
-,Ife LI theit--t-/le bPtt''m still.
_other-one said, 'Watch. me.. i
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at
. .but due ":ilf•
. for me in the former
.heart,
•
s a man now at the top of. the
'
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and 'Mr reasons sufficient tä yquraeives, yeitr-weret drawn-I mu.- --....S.Tirritr,
.
. -.N...•Ti--i 7 -Izi-44
:- - you
, •
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The difference in people's lots' is
glad to state that. I am
awlq--TlrolO me-But I am indeed
il. ,
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•
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-not so much luck' as .pluck. I 'bethi;
. FWIt Ct
e, ._ if they've ..had the same
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,,,-..the-,intinry-i•io4fiesse: ent ,caputalgii. and theretpre I have EVERY reason
I
tou
rk.ttilloyu Ille. I 134Vf'. . : ,,,ci.Itit•atielik. eL.i.1 e nil -believe and expect that you will stay with we THIS rime'
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.
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JO tht -polls to cast their. ballots, Saturday, August 2.
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TIME?

MONEY!

ROBERTSON

LUBIE F. THURMOND

INSPECTIONS:
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"With a minimum of
skilled attention now,
we can keep performance of your car at top
-peak. We ow greatly
reduce chances of future repairs when
tprices may be higher.
We can insure longer
life. We can help you
avoid unnecessary tire
wear. We tan aid you
in keeping trade-in
value high. Bring in
your car soon.'
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SERVICE
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1. Adjust Brakes,
2. Rearrang• Tiros if necessary.
• •
3. Clean Fuel Pump and adjust Carburetor for summer driving.
4. Adjust Steering Gear and Front
Wheel ”Too-in".
5. Adjust and clean Spark Plugs.
6. Adjust Fan B•lt,
7. Inspect lottery and clean Terminals
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TER LEDGER &Tarn, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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EVERYBODY WILL PR

In The Ledger & Times
Profit Sharing Circulation and-Free Gift Campaign

Cash Prizes, Cash Commissions, given away FREE to ambitious men and women, boys and girls, throughout
The Ledger & Times. Everyone who enters and participates will profit. Costs noting to enter and share in
Wins - - Come In and Let Us Explain This Great Campaign.
r .1.

THE CAMPAIGN PLAN IN BRMP
Become A Candidatn

HOW

•

-the hest etep in order to become a candidatd-‘41 1111MISCHPete in -thls Free Gift Campaign is to clip the NOMINATION BLANK appearingot's-this announcement. Fill In your name or that of a friend whom
you wish to nominate arid bring or mail to the Csmpaign Department
of the Ledger & Times. Thia coupon entitles you or the parson whom
you welt to nominate to 10,000- PREE VOTES. These- eotes- erre-- givert•
rati eis a starter and speeds you on your way to win. Only one of three
coupons will be accepted from any one candidate.
Upon receipt of your nomination you will be supplied with the.
aseassary endues outfit. consisting of a receipt boot - and all other ,
necessary supplies sad information as will be heipful la 'Making your
campaign a complete 'access
a
adww
Let It be hilly uaderstood that this is not a beauty eionl&fbe conducted on a atrietly compeUtive basis from start to finish.
- - Everyone Has An Equal Chance
Everyone. regardless of where they may reside, has an equal chance
at all the prizes There will be no handicap for one that will not *slid
for all There are ne required member of subscriptions • candidate Must
mum te be efigible for any of the prizes. Should one find subscriptions
hard to secure then others will find them the same way Then, too,
&made votes are allowed for all new eubeeriptions.
- head -every word ad leer aiiiii0WEIC5illeili.carefulle•.and then cut out,.
the Ncenination Blank, fill in your name or that of ;sortie friend or relative and bring or send to the Campaign Department of the Ledger &
Times today. If not convenient for you to cult at the Cempaign Department personally, write a card and a representative will gladly dealt at
your home and explain hist how easy you 111107 gin about winnitig the
.prize of your cheice. This will not place you under any obligationyou are to be the sole judge.
Does Mosey Mose Anything To Yee?
.The Ledger & Times extant& an invitation to the residents of Murray Nod surrounding territory to enter and participate in the mammoth
Free pin Canipalicn. ThAs is entirely different from anything ever attempted is ttais vichaty before.
Just a few spate minutes a day is en that is'actatesory. It costs
enter.end yee are ihillaiMeell•rue er emit commence.

II

•

The winners of prizes will be decided by. their accreditid voter,
2.
said 'votes being represented by ballots issolid on subscriptions, opportunity coupons, clipped from papers.
3. Candidates are not confined to their particular town or Community in which to secure votes and subscriptions but may take orders
anywhere in this section; or for that matter In the-Mite or Irfuted Slat

IN

4 Cash must accompany all orders where votes are desired. There_
_- will be no exception to this rule. Candidates are allowed to collect renewals as well as entirely new subscriptions- and votes will be issued on
both.
5. Votes are free. It Costs the subscriber nothing extra, to vote for
his favorite. Subscribers should as* for votes when paying their sub-,
scrIption. Votes cannot be purchased..Every cent accepted through the
Campaign Departmen; must represent subscriptions.
.
.,

SECOND PRIZE .
THIRD PRIZE.

-

,

PK".
8. Any ballots issued on subscriptions
$50.00 IN
. _ voted at the discretion.of the candidates
, .
f.

1 • it

-

- . .r--! coupons appearing in Wititifper must be
'of the date thereon.

-

FOURTH PRIZE

iv • .•.414

U0111141 CASH

00000 oo

a typographical error it is understood that neither the
. publisher nor the campeign.manager will be responsible except for the
necessary corrections upon the same.
11. No statement. assertion or promise, either v.-iitten or verbal,
by any, of the soliettors. agents or candidates will be recognized
by the pubisher or campaign manager.

NOTICE

12. Every Candidate is a"?' authorized agent of the Ledger & Tiro('
and may collect subscription payments from the present as well as ilea
subscribers.
13. Eeitension of subscriptions will receive votes according to vote
schedule in effect when the first subscription was given, except that no
extension votes will be given-in the final period.

Campaign
All candidates who have remained active according to the rules of the
Commisand who failed to win one of the prissier will he paid a 20 per cent Cash

14. It is distinctly understood and agreed that candidates will be senoriey collected and that they will remit such amountsponsiblatemalri- in full at,frequent intervals or on demand to the Campaign Department

fund of
sion on each dollar they have terne40111 during the Campaign. A special
non-prize winners in the form of salaries and
$475.00 has boon set aside to pey.alli,
• si.•
commissions ... 20 per cent on every dollar they have secured and turned in. -

15. There will be several big prizes awarded besides 20'per cent
asfi Commission to all'ACTIVE non-prize winners, but it is distinctly
understood that in the event ANY candidate beeorites INACTIVE, failing to make a semi-Weekly coati report, he or she will, at the discretion
of the management. become disqualified and thereby forfeit all rights to
a prize or commission.

""

UNDER THIS PLAN THERE WILL POSITIVELY BE...
4.L'•
1
•"/

EVERYBODY WINS.

NO LOSERS •-

1

••••• ..411#

theadgesOf........wwiesenetliesessnissnesoteineowsnsimwhessuss•wwanese

100,000 EXTRA VOTES
coupos will entitle Gin ellinaidnie to 100.008 extra votes
If earned is the first asp tit•candidate's entry, accompanied by
are
five ill yearty subscriptioas or their equivalent value There
candise reetriettegui placed on the isagiber of these coupons a
date may use.

411•14111M1.1•••.mmr

NOMINATION BLANK

flubecriber's Name

may be held in reserve and
this newspapet. The printed
led on or beforethhot. natation

-identiiiid in
9. In the event of a tie for any one of lb* prises il.prtre
value will bs.shreamsalyleceontestant

•••••••••••••••••••

••••••..M••••••••

Votef gte- riortaanifferabTeTtIntlittatens- raMmt withdraw'try-favor
of another candidate.- Votes on such transferred subseriptions will be
subject to disqualification at the discretion of the management.,
7. Any collusion on the part of the candidates to nullify competition
or any other combination or effort to detriment of candidates or this
newspaper will not be tolerated. Any candidate entering into or taking
part in such an agreement, or effort, will forfeit all right to a prize or
commission.

$150.00 IN CASH

.-•

FIRST DAYiENTRY COUPON

-

1. Any reputable woman, man or child 'living hi"Calloway County
• • 'or surrounding territory who is not a salaried employee or blood relation of any employee (this does not include.correspondents) of the Ledger & Times, is eligible to enter and compete for a prize. Nominations
"N---4- may be made at any time during the campaign. The management re- serval* SO right to reject any and all norninallOas.

•

,-"
AIMMIIIrr
• ft Vibe slncece she ef this toollgaper te esedeet this campaign
from start to finish in a fair. hescrehle and inepertial manner to all
condenset litylitir precaution has his. taken to sszteguani the interests
of all participants and absolute hseosty In all eteateo le assisted. However. not afl wisdom lies with say one nun or institution. and for that
reason an advisOry board has been decided upon whose functions shall
-be Se deo* any question of sufficient moment that might happen to
arise during the competition and from whit* a committee shall be seFected to act es Judaea and count the votes the last night of the eam'Win. The 0111114n will bo supplied later.
How The prises Will Be Awarded
The Grand Extraordinary Prize of $30000 will be awarded the candidate having the highest score over all.
The candidate having the second highest vote score will be awarded $15000 In cash
The 3rd highest candidate will receive MOOD in cash
The 4th highest candidate will receive $25.00 in cash
ALL On= CANDIDATES who have remained active according
to the rules of the campaign, who fail to Win one of the prizes will be
paid a 20 per cent commission on each dollar they have' turned in during the entire campaign EVERYBODY IVINS-THERE WILL DE NO
LOOM&

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE
LEDGER & TIMES' CAMPAIGN

GRAND CAPITAL PR
EXTRAORDINARY

,

circulating ternlory_ of
these awards. Everybody

7111.

10. To insure absolute fairness in awarding the prizes, the race will
be brought to a close under a "sealed ballot box." and will be under the
personal supervision of two or more of the judges. The last few day,
of the' Campaign, the box. locked and sealed, will repose in the vault
of a local., bank where cahdidates and their friends will deposit their
final collections and reserve votes. And not until the race has been declared closed will the seals be broken, the box unlocked, and the judges
begin the final count. In this way no one, not even the campaign manaYetpective candidates,
ger, can possibly know the voting strength of
which precludes any possibility of favoritism and insures fairness to
the minutest degree.

p.

17. The right is reserved to increase or add to the list of prizes.
18. The Ledger & Times guarantees fair and impartial treatment to
all candidates, but should any question arise, the decision-et inaction- --:agement shall be absolute and final.

GOOD FOR 10,000 VOTES!

^

Subscriber's ?tarn,

•

Subscribers Name

19. 40,000 extra votes will be given on each new yearly subscription
during the first period of the campaign: 30.000 during the second period:
20,000 during the third period. and 10.000 (lilting 'the final period; 200.008
extra, votes will be accredited to every candidate who turns in ten one--year subscriptions or their equivalent durir,F the first week after candidate accepts nomination.

Please Eater (Name) M

../

••.•

Street Address

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
smome ExiitA VOTES

Peet Olihier__
es-a eastildshe in THE LEDGER & TIMES FREE GIFT DISTRIBUTION.
by the rules and regulations of the campaign. (You may nominate
.111401,110e hp
- 1
be accepted from
YelOilisii eft ear aide penmen. Only woe of these coupons will

yearly subeeriptions
This miaow when saccerriparoed by 10
900.009 estra votes
of door ogiown.ioni. *Ladies the Contestant to
restriction is placof booed in during the first week of entry No
of thaw coupons a contestant may use.
ed onths.
.
.

«Taliinimildste.)

Subscriber's Name

-,20. Campaign officially- opens Monday, 1.2l, and closes on September 20, 1941. •..
.
In accepting nomination candidates agree tie-abide by above cona', ,
ditions.

40,000 EXTRA VOTES
40,000 Extra Votes Free for Etiery New,

YearTir-Sicription Secured Duringjf: ie
First Period

Subseriber's Name
Subscriber's Name

100,000 CLUB VOTES FREE!
With every club of $10.00 in subasriptions turned in

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
yearly subscriptions
This coupon when lisecornpoatecl by 10 100.8011 estra vcites
contestant to
the
entitles
equivalent,
or Weir
week of entry No restriction Is
If Weed is dame use second
a contestant may tab.
Sneed co the moitur of these orapors
Suiecriber's. Name

_

SCHEDULE OF VOTES

Price of The LEDGER & TIMES

100.000 EXTRA VOTES

1
2
3

_

4

subscription
Price
.•
yr.
Ina
101.110
s
_
‘ra
yrs.
• $5-09
yrs.

sew

1
2
3
4
5

Phut
lip to
cluding
yr
yes
yrs
yrs
yrs

Period
and InAug 23
111,000
.
30.000
111 000
125,080
2410/I•

I
2
3
4
$

ik

Third Period
litcond Period
Aug. 25-Sept. 8
I Sept. 8-Sept. 13
Inclusive
Inclusive
I
5.000
7,000 1.yr.
yr.
15.000
20,00q It gra
yes.
34.000
Iva
45,40,
rm. ______ MORN 4 irre. ........ 80.000
100,000yrs. ,
200,00015 yri

ri. -_,___

FREE VOTING COUPON
'

"in The Big Prize Winning Campaign
Good For 100'Votes

SUBSCRIPTION

1
2
3
4
5

final PeOled
Sept. 15-Sept, 20
Inclusiae3.000
yr. o
10.000
yrs.
20.000
yrs,
00.000
yrs.
- 120,000--e,
yrs.

5
lba campaign. A
Tyre above sebedole f vanes. wind% in en a declining basis, positive y will not e nesse during
'brought in-dff=
SUSIcriptions
ó
"Club"
Wcd
00
of
emery
for
issued
he
votes,
will
900.000
special ballot, g•sal for
ing this campaign.

Subetelber's ,Nathe
o

Subscriber's Nesse

_

-alio, Ur. or Fri.

Address
This coupon. neatly clipped out, name and address of the
candidates•filled in.'Und mailed or delivered to the Campaign Department of the Ledger & Times, will count as100 FREE VCYITS.
It does not cost anythihg to cast these coupons for oiotif favorite
candidate and youcrtnot restricted in stny sense in votinetheni.
Do not roll or fold.Deltver ,in flat -5011ektigit:Gef all you can stnd
eel% thenrier-they all count.
'
(NOTE-This coupon must be voted on or before August 23)
•
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LIVING FROM THE FARM

Mrs. Pearl (Todd) Klino of ChiRev. W. T. M. Jones conducted
:Ind
funeral services at Union Ridge cago- is visiting her mother
'Since
family. Mrs. Pernecie
brother's
infant
for-the
I,
and Mrs. Hugh White were
at
p.
317.
•
COCHRAlst,
:Dy 3710. T.
By RACHEL ROWLAND.'
up in her fine new dress on the sidled to Hazel last week h,,use
e.
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jones of Todd and Mr. and .Mrs. Arthur
.Calloway County Agent
Home Demonstration Agent
rea,
front page of each section• Todd, this week.
itIness and do.ith
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A well-balanted diet, containing plenty
Of milkris your best safeguticl, We will
deliver-rattlrto myshop'or factivrrim-the
vicinity at sink specified time. We recommend SUNBURST milk to fill your every
requirement.
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SHOP and SAVE
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MURRAY!

SHOPPING

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING CO_MPANY;PUBLISHERS OF THE LEDGER & TIMES
arrassooNir

ICE CREAM SUPPER

It Paysi4tReadi_tite—Classified CQIumnl

There will be an ice cream supper at Pottertown School Saturday"
night. July 26. Everyone come!

_PUBLIC SALE
WILL OFFER FOR SALE AT PUBLIC AUCTION

SATURDAY, JULY 26
at the Nix Building, next door to
H. I. Neely, Hazel, Kentucky

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
—
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDW ARE
-•

all my household and kitchen furniture—dressers,
beds, tables oilstove, heater, etc., and many other •
16110f4li

TERMS OF THIS SALE WILL BE_LASH

P. PHELPS

A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.

Mk)Big-Days Left
MID-SUMMER

Swann's Grocery
24—PHONES-25
20c
Nice lemons, dozen
25c
Calif. oranges, dozen
25c
Grapefruit. 6 for
Texas Grapefruit Juice.
' Sc
No. 2 can
'
Cranberry Sawa
eas _ 10€
17-oz. can _30;
20c
Gallon Vinegar
25e
Gallon Jug of Vinegar
_
Plain fruit jar.
69c
Ball or Kerr, qt,
Saccharine. package _____,
10c
Mct.ormacks spices
25€ Oxydol & 2 bars Laws !kap 26c
25c
3 10c pkges Oxydol
20c
3 bars t'amay Soap
Call for blanks on Oxydol and Camay contest. 'Write one line.
24c
Kreys Picnics, 4-6 lbs.
23c
Strip Bacon. streaked
25c
Oleo. Lily, 2 lbs. for
27e
Longhorn cheese
24c
Veal Chops, lb.
23c
Luncheon loaf, lb.
15c
PiCon. sliced. rile' on
30c
Bacon. sliced, 'Indies.
We also have mutton., pork,/ Iamb,
veal, dressed fryers, smoked- tongue,
all cuts of branded beef, sliced bags:
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DRESSES

$2.88

$3.88
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Out they go! All sizes and newest
styles! We must sell them regardless
of Wee. See'them—you'll want two!
• -

NIGHTS- SUNDAYS - HOLIDAY!' -

-:-- SCIENTIFICALLY AIR COOLED

OAK.
the I re•mfori
SCZENIA, Prickle Nest. denbero, Itching Skin, Chigger or Mosquito bin%
Slab at Jacky Ugh. Tired Sweaty
' Feet. A cooling, soothing lotton. Gee
sayslier• Alke •r by =sit. St•tts
- Laborateetes.

One Lot pf $4.95 to $5.95 Values

Beautiful Crepes, Sheers, and Bernbergs. These
saes are real bargains yours!
—Hurry

VARSITY

SATURDAY ONLY •

We are really etearing our floor*_pflill &Mawr
bandies...• price
18 no object . . . Come in and see for-youtiadt- what draille-priee'ritn we have made! The savings are yours ... hurry!
-Our Entire Stock of $3.16
SPRING A SUMMER_
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11111,1MEM

ALE -

M
•

Murray, Ky., Thulyday, July 24, 1941.

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S BUYING GUIDE
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SATISFY THAT
BUYING URGE
NOW!

youve,ftel.

lOPPER
CAPABLE HANDS
HOLD THE REINS:

& JONI BLONDE
XIE'S wheels Of defense are
turning at a tempo- never before
Up -to 19
.c.villues.
SPECIAL- PRICES
equalled. To the numerous fac38 inches wide.
in oLir famous 2 and
tories, military bases, and the
thread to !su.ry Per
public at large, quick, dependable telephone service was never
$1 quality
more important dun- now;
•••
0Providing and safewarding
service in these fast changthis
79c quailty
BEMBERG
ing times is a tremendous task.
SHEERS
Southern Bell of necessity is a
TO THE VOTERS OF CAbLOWAY COUNTY:
69c quality
_big organization with thousands
' A true 79c Value-!
In this, my last appeal through the papers, I am askof highly trained telephone vet- ,
Pee
to
you
erans who have met and masWhy nail:Ty tweet three pair while you can save
Yard
days
few
a
and-within
over,about
Adge7 In king this of you, I am not sayis
County.
campaign
your
The
higher"
—they are bound to-go
otred many emergentiea.
ing that am the only man tliat'possesses the qualifica-44
About 10,000 new, telephon' you will select your SHERIFF..
tions to make you a Judge, butt do gay that I feel that
recruits, added during the past
. I want to Cake this opportunity to thank_everY man,belly experience as your- County Tudge has placed me in
ALL LADIES' HATS TO GO
-7-see being trained by 'woman and child
tiro yeers
cotitft-f0r13L9--ThA1y kindnesses position to learn the office so well that my qualifications
;this experienced army for im- you have shown me. I have enjoyed meeting you and are as good as anyone who is asking for the office at
portant positions on the tele- talking to you. Your interesioand my interests are the this-time.
NOVHtY
CLEARANCE OF -.AIL
AND SA VI.: --_
phone firing !lir, and more are
the'
maintain
we
choice,
that
I will devote my
your
most
desire
me
make
each
Should you
Esmond's Famous ''Slumberest"
same, in that we
'being added daily.
highest standards at morality and citizenship all oyer.the entire time to the administration of -the office. Building
FLUFFY —
In all, a combined force of county. The ptI‘
much to do roads is a very impo. rtant thing, but .the County judge
itude of your Sheriff will
cig
'WARM —
workers is rushing tele- with maintain' such a standard.
OUT
25,000
_THEY
GOI
has many•duties that are of just as much importance.
• the
meet
to
expansion
phone
$2.95 (itIALlTY SHOES
I have workeit hard in this campaign, and if you
This is your office and you should select a man that
South's ever-increasing demands. elect me. I will work hard in office. It will be mY pur- -will be of most kelp to the county.
Speeding up the delivery of sup- pose and- pleasure to come to your aid when you need
SALE PRICE—
, •I served•as your County'-Judge from 1930 to 1934 and
or_how .far you live
._,_
plies are four huge _telephone fram
me, 71.124
how di!rk_the_iirt
atter jiausc
o mzaurt
11
(
ES 1.316- wool,
rayon, 46 2-37",, cotton
the county in good condition so far as rovls, bridges,
left
over-..
within
Incased
supply bases
were-conertnekifintd--novr; with the help
night reach of every major inare fair, and I be- WPA, Rural Highway money; and other akencies that we
county
this
of
people
the
know
I
Ilustrial and military center in lieve in aTI fairness I am entftled to your VOte'this time. have-, I feel that muck maze should be accomplished than._
•_
_•
. _
This is probibly-The_last time I will have a right to ask we were able to' accomplish during my -time as your
the South.
—$3.ss QUALITY SHOES
We have a large selection of wanted colors in
you for your. vote. Four years from now my age will be Judge.
telephone
loyal
of
army
This
monotones or reversible ^ combinations,
but. at this time my age and the condition of
againat.-,me,
SALE PRICE—
men and women is'working in
I have tried to see and talk with each individual durluxuriously bound In wicie Celanese Reran..
my health is such that I can make you the best officer
safeto
and
harmony to expand
_apipaign but should j fail to_see you' in person,
this
ing
Satin. Full double bed size, 72x84 inches. ila.
t
vote.
your
earnestly
I
request
I ever could in- life, and
this as an appeal for your. support on the'
lake
complease
telephone
of
lines
the
guard
tractively. boxed.
•
Let me thank you again, and I leave you with the second day. -of August. You will find my name No. 2
munication throughout the South.
-hope that you will permit me to serve you the next Sour under Count/ Judge, - • •. .
ears as your sheriff.
YOurifi feet-servieei—
SINCERELY,

titiaL- ADMIRATION HOSE--

ATT

L. Robertson Makes C.-A. HALE FOR
An Appeal to All the COUNTY JUDGE
People of the County

Ii
19/acYrd

79c
69c
59c

49`

HATS

WHITE SHOES •

have

BLANKETS

$4.98

la/

4andthrientee

.99

$2.95

ETON 11 CO.

••-•te- •

-SoiMpirkaTaftinv
all TELSAIPS .CIIIIPARY
1.411114,02 ATI

A. HALE
C.A.

L. ROBERTSON

CANDIDATE FOR JUDGE
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IFIAY FEVER
akillrelfferis

- rtlk.,I

flay LFever

WALTER F. RAKER, D. CtI
Wank of aturrs) Budding

,

•

now 1214
,
Ve47, .1.1)On now you will elect your Coupfiii
Attorney. I shall miss some of the pleasure of
t'ampaigning. Calloway style. when it is over.
There-is-nothing that quite talies-the--ilace of the-,
hearty, assuring haiid clasp of a Mend to a candidate.

-MA VW!44111.

oid
Stabs She Wilt Not Make
- Sympathy Appeal

GHO

A Look At The Record,and A
t
Promise For the Future

Hall hod Makes Final Appeal

one 01 the mm-t elective methods of

BANK

Fellow Citizens and
Voters of Cailoway
County-Y.-

So many _things enter into the forming of our
jedamentS.atat I am sure nothing I could say
would serve to aid you any in selecting- the. person r
to whom you will give your vote.1 an very much Alf
prejudiced in favor of Hall Hood, and wouldn't
be _fair wiWeie:•___any_way,„14y platform and,prom-_,
ises have been written over a period of years of
serving .41t1, and I couldn't change that record if
wanted to. Frankly, I wish I could erase some
A
of that which has bees written, and be permitted
to re-write it in the light of after-OCRiardt
edge.
The office of Coenty Attorney is one of the moat important to every one.
Some have said to me.,“1 don't need a County Attorney, I never get hatyeolict..!•__---;
Bid.- if a County Attorney earns the salary you flay'dm out of your own pock-0:4The is Mere than a prooecuting officer. Your tax dollar is Spent under hig.J-;
supervision and guidance as to legality. The law requires him to advise evei'.
other officer of the county on all legal matters affecting their °Theist duties..
Not lawyer is quite good enough, because the best lawyers do not know all the -1
but lie -ehould. ba The.bettattwyer obtainable—honest. fair, and fearless— who
the evunty and,its problems. and approaches thoele problems sympathetically.

PA

When I announced my
candidacy f o r Sheriff I
stated that .1 expected to
make the race strictly upon
my record and qualifications. I have not departed
from that. plan of campaign and I expect to
elose tire-- final -hotres--of
solicitations for votes in
steadfast adherence to my
policy of making the race,
upon my own merits with
no consideration whatever
of any demerits or shortcomings of persons who
might oppose me.

mmo,

The high character and
gentlemanly -conduct o
the fine citizens who are ."
my opponents in this race
has made it easy to carry
out my desires in waging
a campaign um:lir a- high
level.

FINE
BRA

c-91

`r•r".

•Me NEWEST is Not ALWAYS the BEST
_•___%___

4.-

-It is-tew hope that I have so lived ae to -justify you oiing for me.
am
grateful to you for so charitably panning over my error. -Thank you'll:- a trite fe.vpressioh.
. . bat it means a lot when - R .1k spoken sincerely, and- I' DO •
SINCERELV •

I believe, however,:that
it is only fair to invite the
attention of voters to the
record,let. .service upon
Which I base my claim for
again, being elected yciiir
Sheriff.

MIL

LET'S LOOK—AT-THEAECOR

Of,the several hundred thousand dollars t a • matey_ collected by me as
Sheriff, I„turned or to the proper authorities every cent for which I was held
accountable. No delay ina confusion or doubt was ever attached to any settlement.
. • -1-Cooperated with- other, officers of the cou.nty in maintaining law Ind order
and I kept enough efficient deputies to be in 'poi-Moil-to answer any and all calls for law enforcement on-an and all occasions.
E1ELIA 411ART CRAWFORO With the ttshcouragement and heti, of the good citizens of the town and •
_county we-were able to indict and force every road house in Calloway County to
THE VOTERS-OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
quit busineas. They have remained closed-In-Mil this date and there is not a road
FELLOW
house operating under permit in Callow ay County.
CITIZENS OF
' -Wheel firSt anneunced itA a csnelidate for.the OfficC
I conducted a vigorous program of stamping out moonshine whiskey in Calof Cnitnt:'k: Court-Clerk.I Intended ylk-ere,every tiger in- tht
CALLOWAY
loway County and I submit to you the open record- that I caught and destroyed
itiore moonshine stifle_ in „Call-away County than any other -Sheriff it the history -c
-otiete befOre the Augnet
.
printery bet. oinee,-election day
COUNTY:
of the county. It is only fair-and just to acknowledge that this was made easier by
near,I find that It will be impoMible to vhdt
the_ver4 fine eoundatio_e_laiditir_aia work by my wortAY: Predecessors in office,
severatweeka
apol
an---eAutpilvotne--Ared-in--hee every perm* as were illy plans.
nounced to you my -e-detWe
and it us gratifying te me as a private citizen to note that the good work has been
Therefore I tan 'taking, this •Opportunity to. again "toilet :4.16 be- elected to the-office
_carried on by my successor.
youif Coto.%Thiene*:hied help.*that-tinay van tbbs,sow
-Jailer. of Ca o.
•I administered- the duties of my office with all t h e kindness possible to
Count)*---NtUndr renrcisnt
the*.o..- nitli;a-Lthe--eietelter of
--thoete-iftr,ititirard--cne-insforettuate-teoNeW
lily tarot'• of-office -that
tile Law. There *not- a wanner'or-etaprit of
.
atairtt 1111141S,
ifiemy Rime& riiir7enr. Mtassured me I coadd_win.
Alinds Or harsh languhge
4s recall .any._.unkiad'ot %considerate treatment nly
Sebody -teld Me I cool
•.
•
from my lips.
joulagement •Ift thik race and I hes of you to p1it
jiest Jiikithat
-7
-kale-the
etintinuange
review- of my_ four yeareas SherSpace will not permit
.v-vetv- hied ,effort ie my -behalf anti4.4he i:artipaign.lackver.A_
&old be found..., in the
iff. However, in this conneetion I wdeld-lika---tieaubnuit_ier4our sincere, teasonFor that favor and ytit
- tr 1o3a1atesistance. I shall ever be r
Countv. My enW_.,:ring this
able_ezaniination in your-own mind as a-voter,some basis for my. being entitled to
gnitefi
- race is my'own Ideaand
•
election for another term- as Sheriff, or "ENDORSEMENT", as so many call it.
result of my ownis
With the exception of a very few instanires, you Will
When I made the campaign for Sheriff before. I thought I knew about.:
iintial desire.
I made my plans to that effect. I made some obliga.lehat the salary would
agree u Ito me that it hale not been the custom to cndork
liovarrer
'
did tellAny
'--tionawrethe basis of what the rriff's office had been paying my predecessors.
a t-outely c•turt Clerk...Taub-ice -shown a wieingnens an
f .•nct.: that I wanted to
I was'disappointed. For, soon fter beih'g sworn into office, the Legislature of
pas_ning, this office - iftiund so that
.a
h Jailer and they enKentucky; vented -certain 'legislation which cut $3000 off of.my. four year term.
in ins_ _r,-14:t have the opportunity of sharing the profits,
-aired me at the verr
Since that time this. legialatron has been adjusted: Isn't it only fair and just that I
or tete
should be givetian 'optoetunity to gain-hack some cut the losses of the other term?
-ling. I Want to thane
1
Please recall that I-kept up the duties of the office just the same-and kept every
. and,every one_ who
1 xon',.s• , if I am elected cleat cirCalltiway County
.
en;
uty:_eweesaary or hiw.f.11(Prt _eltigilt„.-44112-.4gla_111.14,1.1t--eadoisement. ofColin., 1 It...11
ever--------effor to --ive eti-the- kind- 4f.
indnekor
Er eriff in -this colinty:-'Seaves Ciiiinty,.Marshall County, Trigg County, all adservue L.., sou Av ii appreciate when ytti have tsin . - '..,
ciouri4t)ve-.,tRraegv.11:;d.
4
7
joining'Ciiuntiee, Jiavg ersed their Sheriff.- W try should. Calloway be an ex- -in that _tiffic. Hy manT Yiain-,expeilence is a teacher In '' -o
ufer
fnethas
is
ception? Incidentally; the Sheiittof Henry County is serving- his third term, and . term This is mentioned, not to
the Sheriff of Stesion County ialk__C.,111_ his.fo.
'-,
ZietAY.,4-4_44 1134_1_144-:arcittaiid---tddl-,Trtar--Ig,
.
..
tllX.i, -14y4 of She results of this'
.-,.-__---__-_--: _Th-li,
113-1101111 out That endorsement-of
.election I shall alwa0 retugger* tlipt I would expect a third-Urm,.
- lenw sild iir:-. (idalrfied -to ..ierv-e-.3'ou and tooperaie with
Sheriff
not a violation of,euitom
goverement„in- this part of the
member with the greatest
'
•
nt
country.
eore- *y coacts
....
' ---- -. . of plas
•• . . .
s .
.
with the good people :et
l
r, pi...Enke that. if elected.. I will not
the '•
-Nliw, if I ask yon for your vote and confidencel--if ask you'to oonsider
otrIrlebrnmupity.
'
my past record—yOu-aa citizensare yet-entitled-tONSOME DEFINITE P-ROmists
would
deny
-atated_thait
I
the
f..iir
years.
'having
end-ot
.
.
•1
•
FOR THE FUTURE
not rut loAre--,.
ftect neither will I nay thatl meant
,
I have made an effort to see every one. I hayi triermy best to tisk you
_ SHERIFF!
. FROM YOUR
.
I
r
.,r the office four times.
that
I will keep a sufficienkritimber of good depyou
faithfully
promise
as
little
your
I
support,
M
.e.
and
have
taken
of
in the Aleapiteet way Iknow how.to-''''--.; •
utiss in my office to serve the needs of the office- ,.
:'
• '
'.
time as pteasible
.•
eats h•-ld this ofRee theough a Oeniod of
live- id Murray and that I will
will
I
I.
promise
yeti
that
available to
My
personal
roe.that for a - long timA. it has been
•
far Ss thE4:iiasakuow—couitcitizen
.nightany
or
gIsr
'botioeand1701
.edged 141 !..:ou that 4his sincere desire
.
sec;'
V-.'A. act ivit
I promise to cooperate with.every good civic movement that is ,eaKried on'
'ilikeekyne*AttMfOisleteritiirred to _Take good and
• i3t4ste_i_aaLlsfacI tT
respect-for-iew-ond=esden-r-•.--,
VOfitruzetroptelr
lirtIr
tic
.
If
tIleireorifidence
•
n
me.-fa
,..
'
-I-I----m='.
I
I Promise to keep out of entangling commitjnentl in State a nd
I have i4ee:r bean in the- limelight of public liie. On this-account I am sure
hip-o
politics.
'
and .hor.immetlia"te
that hhave missed the plesastire of many 'happy a•qtaintainces- a -nd personal
through this
• .bee'ef•t therel
to
every
one—rich
kindness
or-poor„.-saint
or sin.promise
courlese
and
I
friends': 1 have hialo work to make living. I hare tried tio-- stay reasonably
stil say on
you 't
-1,.
_net...freeman or Culprit or prisoners
necessitcex
home
and
look
after
the
of
life
for-arr'close
to
femily,-1-tnive-noJ'
:vrneone 4. .1e stmuld
41
tist,p,
I promise to use every oTince of Pin y energy'to,,, peevent a xlot machine; a
machinrto worklor•me. I havii- no money with willeh to periiit
art
-• -it .7... t" reOnt.:,_ityiee--*.rf 3r
an part of Calloway Ceunty.
roall house, a liquor dive, or hotuWill repute
organization: I have no appeal-to; make-to_theArnipathy of any-one. I am ableto erciA-iiiidlo
•
ha,,work. am in good physi•al con-ditro—
promise To-ao everything in my powei'foleeP .caltarini Covidy a titan,ii. I can
,
- wholesome place to live and tear our children.
sweet of my brow and eajdy livine -among my friends and neighthIc
tr: itn honest /knit
itor'
ncet I am elected to sine- public .offlee. -.1- deserve' no speehrr
These prouninas lead me to mare a definite stitemenflit this SRO
tilt
merits for haviey raised a family or foe- any- service I have rentered to lity
,art:..„.;
:.I an: rit,aking r.t) jot
•
I re;lize that both myself lind_my ..boRwrable Iplonents will heire a com.colfintnitte
. .
IP(1 1;1;er that it is
• ..,...•plimentare vege--Of the very beet citizens hi this eeeete. • -__
,
.
•
2,011 • ,„
•••••••
I know full well, however, that I will not yet the vote of the **Jogger, 4
, I- am:- 1 lryirse to aeetire you: in tire simp' and plainest. way-1.1tnow.
F. if
. the gambler. or any -peiv.oa.who expects to,violate, or haw violated, the tubes of
- ' •••tere. I hirve"-tri
average eitizen. --, 1..an and upright in my pera,i
to.he
a
normal.
'
•'•
••
nd at .....I
•;-• 71.
decent eoCtroy in this county. I expect the-e felloWs to be whispering Any kind of
-,---• --conaidef-the honor of being...14'4er and the salary of the of'ial
' life'• that
- ,.• .-•
' fr.
I ATiteriest i
:§ropaganda against me: I even expect them to talte time out to work against'me.
frt.. ii.- better than 1-ifilnir I have yet-attained:: and that I will thank yOli
I WANT TO SERVE NOTICE HERE AND NOW THAT AlcrPERSON WHO
i from the bottom Of nie-heart if you give me just one chance to serve you,
EXPECIS--1'0 SELL LIQUOK, TO OPERATE -A ROM)HOHSPI Oft- STILL, OR
.1 Eive no specific- -pro
s as- to •shat I will or will- not dos,for realize110TE Ji,_LITTLE UNDERWoRt.p IN CALLO WAY
WHO EXPECTS.Ta.X110,
-.'
-thet -t}le -Egfinrtklif-publitr- office
teatimes dependent upon circumstances
• _COUNTY-Waar ace expect-any 4Thligation_lrom me for their votel If-I eanfigt be !.1.,
t
na= Ylu;derr-fr-T -114r -`4vere• _,.▪ ..-Whkh they have-not reseen in
eampaigne.
elected by the vote of the God-fearing law-abiding majority of voters in this
county, I have'no compromise with lawlessness, and I had rather go down in
I just want to ho
y.
--ineeraely promise you £11 do
defeat with a minority vote theta to be obligatedline iota to any citizen of ques•to. this
hi.
rev eery '„oist ta do the
t thing at it-tFtin
and
-WORK AT THIC--.10B'
_
tionable character. term.
•
-..„ le_ tiosite. i.tn I 4141 -• ttft the-very, last day. of
• So,. Mr: ifocinaliiner,'.Mr. jawbreaker, if you want to edOperate with the
yOu'Jcbos' me and believe inese I arregrateful for your
-.Sheriff in Making • Calloway_ County --a clean•.Place to live, and keeping, it that --,i-olfid• rice ,knd-friendship. If you have never knowil•ttie-persiiittily or intiway, I.solicit your vote and'your cooperation.'If • yon--6o •not feel this way about
mately. plta-e take a chake osowatiegi-this time'for
.and-I-sm elected Slieriff--mith,the-backttig of the best people of the county •
it,
1. „
1
wk.) tioted for , all canciklatiek•1143 BE AFTER YOU-!
closing. may I my to One and all, please leoli-at my recorcL-rhase raid
-i •
'1.1r `.
' 1•:•Av.
cLiA,A
_for,tliaigoOd of Calloway County„ I'll be sour friend.
ml proznes. Then vote
_ •
•- • r •
•
_Sineerag..
•

..

HALL HOOD

---------

•
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GHOLSON REALTY COMPANY
BANK OF MURRAY BLDG.
Murray, Kentucky

PHONE 494-J

SALES AND RENTALS
Farms and City Property
FARM LOANS • CITY LOANS
Quick Service

FARM FOR SALE
Fine farm will be sold at COURT
HOUSE DOOR. Paris, Tenn., August 11, at 1 p. in. to highest and
best bidder. W H. Finney 640 acre
farm on PARIS-MAYFIELD HIGHWAY, In Henry County, Tenn., 2
miles from Kentucky-Tennessee
line. RICH SOIL, GOOD TIMBER,
TWO-STORY DWELLING, 4 tenant houses, big new stock barn, tobacco barn, fine well. An ideal
stock farm. Ask tenant on farm to
show you this property any day.

DEFENDING
NATIONAL

HET_

GUARANTEED FOODS

AVONDALE
BRAND

"

In these days of booming industrial production we need to guard against the
fatigue that may resulttom overwork.
-A well-balaneed II1, -coitaining plenty
of milk, is your best safeguiird. We will
deliver milk to any shop or factory in the
windy at any specified time. We recommend SUNBURST milk to fill your every
requirement.

No. 2 can

-ASK FOR SUNBURST MILK —
FLOUR

sk
alc
-ikasn
C
24

83e

ORANCIE JUICE

Large—
46-on. son
_.

Murray Milk Products

23o-

COMPANY
Murray, Ky..

Telephone 191

ICED TEA
Standard sliced
PINEAPPLE

Max. House or Folgers, 1-lb. can 29c
MUSTARD or
VINEGAR

2 No. 2 cans

es
Ciltulb
u-notzliy bo
2C1o4

C

25.

Country Club

Heinz Ketchup, large 141-on. bot 20c
c

Heinz Soups, 2 pint cans

2 us:

18c

right now

When I entered this race I assured you .that it would never be my
to sling any mud "or to say any unkind things about,the good
people who run against me Again L say-to You—that even in the-last
minute eagerness to be your choice for Ike County Court Clerk's offi
0.r.,,undirtnor aik tacakz. to-run Wine—I will not resort*to unfair.
other two candidates 'have intentionally_ misrepresented the facts, but
they are honestly confusing what they term a sympathetic appeal with
my statement of facts. For instance: None of my appeal for your support
is or has been based upon a plea for your sympathy However.. I am
deeply grateful to know that. T do live in the midst of a county of people
who have a human understanding of each other's problems
policy

29c

Woodb4uri3:a'srsFacial

White Rock Salad Style
2 7-oz. cans
TUNA FISH

25c

Armour's Star
POTTED MEAT

26e

MUTTON ROAST

FOREQUARTER

BEEF ROAST

CHUCK CUTS

HICKORY

10c

scit.
3-LB. CAN
1-lb. can -101r--AJIVO

CRISCO
or SPRY

SMOKED

Qoart

PORK & BEANS eP •
3 28-oz. cans

ATSUP

SOAP

TO ALL THE VOTERS IN C
/
.
It has come to be quiArtn unde;taking to conduct the Connty Clerk's
office and a campaign at e same time—and because I have not neglected the dutjes in the office--now, as the campaign nears the close, I can
think of many of you whom I have been Untlibistli? see However, the
last few days as / have had an opportunity to get -out in the county I
have deeply annreciateci hearing so many of you say: "Weil. we've been
wianderini atatit -ycTU:TtiirivThcolil,yrit-re busy and-we meanUto v e
for you anyhow." This kind of friendship is worth more to me-thiin 1
rim able to explain: and I believe those of you whom I. QII be unable
to see will have the same understanding as so ropy hive already expressed and that you will know that I am just as intereatedi in your
vote and support as if I were in your home talking to you about' it

WM vale PAW
nu IMP MIMES

5 -oz. can
81Ac
POUND

CUTS

My race is being run strictly uptin nly, own merits and qualifieations.
which contist of 19 years of actual office experience, 12 years of which
have been spent dealing with matters of a legal nature which gave me
a wonderful experience and deep understanding of the duties in the
Clerk's office The last 314 years have been spent building a rectird in
the Calloway County Comet Clerk's office which noon. has dared
question or attack.

SATURDAY/AND SUNDAY
- ROY ROGERS
GEORGE -Q444 HAYE5

To review-jolt-what I have heretofore .saht faIl-WTsbich has boon
nid in order IC get the facts clearly hermit., the voters'). T haVe Mated:
that I am the only candidate in this race offering any actual legal orflee experience. I have stated that I am the only person in this race who
Is the sole support of their immediate family and that !'have no one
on whom T can depend for a living and that-I have two rogottle ,dependent upon me Also I have stated that the other two candidates have a
v. that 1 do_ not be.
rood business and a good position waiting for q.
grudge them any of this and am glad they Ave these things. and Smother.
that I am the only Candidate in this race who, if not elected, will, of
necessity, have to look for work. In view of all this I have stressed my
qualifications and have asked that a comparison of the qualifications of
all the candidates in this race be made by the voters.

BACON
JOAN WOODBURY
SALLY PAYNE
J. FARRELL MacDONALD

Eatmore Brand
2 pounds
Yearling
LAMB CHOPS

Pound

VEAL STEAK
Chuck cuts

Red Perch
Pound

Pound

PEANUT BUTTER
2 pounds
Bulk

Lb. 17c
MARGARIN, Wondernut
Premium coupon in each carton

CALIFORNIA LEMONS
B AILIA A S
LETTUCE'''ge
JAR RINGS

heads

POUND

. _

Country Club
CORN FLAKES

SOU

6`

Se
CELERY
10: JAR TOPS gte.7." 19e
Michigan
Stalk

i
p
Q
NAR
u
TsTs
Ball
Genuine
PAPER NAPKINS
80 count

tracts have actually been closed on which there has been a recording
fee for the Clerk: and thoso that have and will be clbsed are fighred
on a close government rate which, after emPloying additionat clerical
help, at the expense of the Clerk, falls far short of the actual profit as
seems to-be the Idea of the ether two candidates.

DOZEN

10c

z
daoso
3Mdozen

Mary *orb has been done at the expense of the Federal government
with no expense to the county or fee for the Clerk. comparatively few

LARGE 360 SIZE

LARGE-YELLOW

ec
S

I. CRACKERS

.1 et •
Gerber's
--BABY-(
MOW
2 large boxes Lel

2-lb. box

r-- shall continue making diligent eftorts to visit every home in
Calloway County ,,and to personally
see each voter during my prOsent
campaign for the office of County
tealize that I have
Attorney.
probably' trAirloolted an. occasional
some or individual, and I wish to
assure any and all persons that any
omission of that nature has been
pu'rel'y an oversight and unintentional on my part. I beg your indulgence under all
thecircumstances, and hereby solicit the support
of each and every citizen of Calloway County in
my efforts to secure only the Opportunity yoil
clierish for your own sons —the opportunity of
establishing myself in my chosen community and
- ,'profession. My appreciation will be reflected in
my earnest efforts so serve you well.
This is my /Ina!'appeal, as I do not care to
take advantage of the last issue before election
"day, and I trust that my opponellte-sense of fair
play will guide them likewise.
Respectfully,

Can

The T V.A. activities in the Calloway County Court Clerk's -office
is not the producer of such a great income er the Clerk as has been
';:eVirs own abstrartors
,Ae United States government
.
played utx
.B.M1.1.3roMMIlit de all the.prelhriinsirx:«atk_for_tht TY A_,which _proim,

ALVIN H. KOPPERUD

- Through a contract negotiated by the T.V.A. afficials and myself,
which has the approval of the-Calloway County Attorney and the:Cal-

loway County Fiscal Courti. as County Court Clerk. 'lave rearranged
typ.
the office and managed
tats in the Clerk's office for $20.00 per mohth: all of whioh has teen or
will be ipent for paint on the walls of the Clerk's office. new window
shades, screens on the•windows ñni doors and in' letterel for the re,.
newel and repair in thit Clerk's office which actually mean* a =win
of taxpayers money for you.
, •

•

. articles In this paper I have outlined to you the approvpeVIOtla
al which my work has from the TVA. officials, all of whom are experts In their field, and from the State Auditors and Examiners Also.

In

have outlined to you how I have opeerated the office on a nye-and-letlive-plasi.'Upon ell this and upon my quillfteations I earnestly gotiett

your vote for County Court Clerk, believing that you will see as T do
that a vote to endorse this kind of service is a vote to *bide by the
form of -government we have come to know_ and love in Calloway
County.
With kindest personal.rAgards. and nosOb gratitude to all of you. I am
Most itinerrely ,

roue Vend,

Mary-Russell Willi
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DR,
WALTER F. MILLER

HERMAN .1014E.S. _
Service Dept. Manager
Generals, we ft•el. will carry
out the "Pryor tradition" of
Service Plus!

aget.rtstion

,If you don't think we'll trade.
Just -conk in. and give us a
thanee
Used cars that are right! .

, You'll find "Generals" will
give you the same good service our organization gives!,

ligradgishigg Oar 'Organization .
'AT YOUR 'SERVICE!"

FRANKIE WILIAAMS
Bookkeeper

The Fai

It will be a pleasure for me
to "bill" you for a set of these
fine General Tires!

•

I take thi
in Callow
patronage
givd you t
In conch':
the round
won't cart
South Brii

L..

I.

IT,LEP,HC

OUR NEW TIRE LINE
A VALUE GIVING

a

Facts
or Ta
"-mar. MYERS
Mechanic & Gyulai"( Dept.

J. R. WILLIAMS
-

Floor Man Says:
hot posing as Mae West. but I do wish
you'd come up a n d see me

I'll make your old bus ride like
a "1942" model—well find it,
no matter what's -wrong with

arnpt,ns.4V

.1 •

WE ARE SMASHING EVERY ARGUMENT
ofPRICE vs QUALITY

_•••••

Sensational Savings on
VI

••"•,'

• '

•

-

EMANtEL

•

*ow COMPLETE

nowt:err

Dopartgliest
In charge of Used Tire Dep:,•
merit See me for a good cu..,
• Oat Itst;C1

GENERAL TIRES
To acquaint everyone with our appointment as distributor
of the famous General Tire we offer this great tire buying
-2
opportunity.
-.
Come in awl. osio how much you save.

GENERAL LINE INCLUDED

20% to 331/3%

of reclaimed rubber in carcass or tread. Evan
at full price Generals are the cheapest to own
because of their matchless mileage and safety.
During this sale you can buy Generals for less
than you expect to pay for ordinary tires.

STATION NO. 2

1111

as2,5/16..

6.50/16, *IMF

7.00/16
Sale

net Ilsts4—all

$2.35 to $3.65
2.80 to 4.20
3.05 to 4.55
• 3.40 to 4.90
4.25 to 5.50
• 4.60 t 7.90
.55 to 9.90

THE cn
Mtty
al
each and eve
lied to talk 4,4
encouragemel
not seen or In
I %lint you t(
. your vote. NI
•gliral
TO

MINIMUM AMOUNT YOU SAVE PER TIRE

5.25/18.
5.50/17

•

I'm .,o.st singing praises f.
Generals! You will, too, when
you see 'ern and use 'em!

,

Remember we have just .the type of TIRE to fit
your needs--and every tire top quality. Only
General gives you this guarantee—not an ounce

,

DWIGHT STONE
Service Man

STATION NO.

-

Your Tax

COT
I III Wirt'triei

in the count;
blanketiraise
Your Tax Co
- Uwe,blanket
44.7 tree*
we old/ -hid
the four.yea
thrduifi the.1
ing 3,wo years
blanket raise
W4 received
amounts to a
I have al

proportionately big trade in sale discounts.

•.•••••••.' -•••

.. •
•

411.1.111.4A111M1111.

.

GET RID OF THE BLOWOUTS IN YOU OLD TIRES

.I'm ,Out 'in the "Hush League:
but Mare** nothing

?rad* in yew doobthil tires before they blow. Drive in today or torootrow. Loam
bow roach you can nava You: quotation will by given tornsdiately
without ill
slightest obligation to yes.

EAST

Payment. on our convenient Credit Plan reduce
citeamadi
TERMS our drastic trads-ia
Jimisimist reductions.

A NEW CISTONER IS WORTH inEAST $10.06 TO NS!

DUFF ERWIN
got the "owl' station
out bere--"wide awake" service tall 11 p. rn. every day
and Sunday, 1.00!
WV.Ve

without that feature of quality leadership which only General can give, the
Trade-in Sale would not pay us.

We can afford it only because of the assur-

s* that car owners who take advantage of this sale will "roll

taw.

with us" kr

cotinty assess
all in my, pc
raise. The tir

Our one big object is new customers by the hundrodo

It

MOTOR
Co.

TEXACO

PONTIAC

•

GAS and 01
•

1

STATIOPILNO.
206 E. MAIN .111%). MURRAY, PHONE 21

SALES and SERVICE

_STATION,NO. 2

'USED CARS

calloway Coi
Arcant-rte
lizethat it
'the election,
fairs. Many -1
brothers that
to be called 1
to every--fat
broTherf tl
At ill Brims t
.what
weft
meanvirtO a flf
ing my. ebunl
ele

1412 W. MAIN ST., MURRAY, PHONE 77
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Water
aterfwATER

• CALL—

COAL CONDITIONS AT PRESENT
25c Advance Alsaifalt ref, MI Standard Coat-

*

ELVIN MORTON
• THROUGH—
HARRIS GROVE
for pure drinking water!

11111111111111111111111111111111111

\\ ill take your-ortier'Ithy-tittlein MIX and deliver
iii August—this.will save you any advance.

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

DR. EARL ADAMS
VETERINARIAN-The Farmers' Friend
Coldwater, Ky.
I take this method of thanking my 'Many friends
in Calloway and adjacent countied for the nice
patronage I an receiving now. I will at all times_
give you the very best service in my power.
In conclusion I'd like to remark on reports going
the rounds that the boy raised in South Brinkleywon't carry same. I say to you, if he DON'T carry
South.Brinkley there shore aint no caws Aft Texas!
•
• - cry respectfully yours,

DR. EARL ADAMSTELEPHONE: FA R M I NGTON EXCHkPIGE "".
•

IPPM ARM

Few Words from
Lubie F. Thurmond

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S
ROAD ALLOTMENT

•

Calloway's read -allotment from t h e .Statei
TO ALL VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
•PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING CLOSELY:
Highway Department has been practically nil for
want to urge upon you, first of all, BEWARE of
1940 and 1941 because we have no contact, Val.
We have bought different kinds ant sites of eoar to meet the demand for differeet kinds or heating plants 'all false rumors and propaganda: I understand that some
lOway has had less than any other county in-the
of them are already -floating around. REMEMBER, clp
district. We have allocated to our rural highway
*saki Kind and Size for Grats,_
not believe any of them. My race was sponsored only by
regram41600, but this is bee4filie the law, set-Easy to Kindle — No Clinkers
y Triendi-aq my ownlifibition iiiierve you-it th-C6fting
aside $2,000,000, said it had to be divided be.;
lice
which
I
seek
at
your
hands.
SpeeiM Kind and Size for Circulating Heateri,.. '• ,
tween the counties of .,he state. Our supervisor
.1.9 bringing to you this, my appeal, I fully realize
Special Kind and Size for Furnaces
lacked $1750 spending this amount and it was re_
thearTa most of you I am in no way a .stranger, having
turned to the general road,fuud this year, and
Special Kind and Size for Cooking and Hot Water Stoves tade the race for this office on two previous occasions,
$750 last year. We lost this amount. What is the
and on both, though unsuccessful, I did, nevertheless;-re- matter with this-department? Not a single road • • We have' a coal in 8x5 Egg that is neat to Jelltco in heat, extra low- ceive- a large alid-eTitetitagrnirvote.SO- ent-Otitafibf
in ash, no clinkers. We guarantee this coal not to cause any stringy
started has been completed, and there is a lack of
the support given me in these former campaigns, I was
soot," even though you have long pipes with elbows. Will not form
surface bridges. What excuse has Mr. Curd, our
sow...an your furnace flues. This coal costs 50c more per ton than prompted to-again call upon the good people of Calloway
supervisor, for this neglect—with the btst weather
standard coal.
to give unto -the the opportunity of serving you as your
in
history for work?
the
old
sayCounty
Court
Clerk.
We
all
remember
that
NEXT
coal
kindles
easy,
is
low
above
block
in
ash
and
have
an
8x4
We
,the average in heat. No clinkers.
ing: "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again." I was
We can not blame thpcentaal office for not
reared not to be a "Quitter." SO, I am deeply in earnest,
We know we have what you want if you will tell us what you went
giving us more money, if we cap not use it.
to aura it in.
and possessed with 'a tithing desire to' serve you in the
We have, for ,the ensuing year, $16,500, and
WE KNOW- ITS TIME TO BUY! Don't get mislead on low grade
Officet0--14igh I aspire.
coal that is peddled out at what seems to be a low price. The /TEAT
have spent $4000, leaving-412,500 in the pot.
Reltirt, I haVt always felt that'14ANY--ef-got issrre,
will cost you more; it just hasn't the quality.
Shall we sit idly'by and allow much, of this to be
at heart, or.me in the former camaigüsJ made, but due
turned back, with eft much need for rural mark in
Trust- Us With Your Needs and You Will Get --Them!t to certain circumstanced ant-conditions then prevalent,
Calloway Cottntyl
and for reasons sufficient to yourseives:4,
• ou wete drawn
away from me. But I ant indeed glad to state that I am
•
Will
i We not protest the neglect of the State
fully persuaded those conditions do not exist In-this pres.
Hjghway.Department in not giving us a reason' repaign,_and
have EVERY
son. to
MURRAY,
TE.I.EPHONE 3able,pc:,11.on of that money,? Shall we- allow the'
believe and expect
yrtl e TH time
Rural Highway Department of the county to turn
.-- ________
to the end-ef the WAY--percentage of that -money?
In days gone by it may have_be_en,sustomary, Ina N.. back sueb,--alarge
There is no.excusV for such negligence.
'
even in order, to give an -endorsement to this office-when some 20 to 30 years ago it paid from $1200 to $1500 The'Meal 'Court shiCuld "take hold of;. this per, year—but in these present days, when it -pays somepiefter and save the liñs If 16. Curd cannot do
."'
six taeightlimesIbtitainaiiiciria-s4fogether Tte hope Of - the irah,., they.ishi0A depland_a 0:Ans.!. 44. the s&La different color." As I see it, no national, state, or *ken
_.]
PerVisTOP:
.
.
a county emergency exists to justify such endoeteinent.
take
P
O
Seasare
in
publishing
.-'
these
facts, Therefore L for one, believe that favors at the hands of
but they are public records and show the slid
our people'should be passed.on to others who are qualiplight of'our Papresentative -and Supervisor in
fie& and 'Worthy 16 serve thmn and fhist, .have.-every
k
tare 6111ii slaty.
reason to belie*, they will.sureiy do when next they go \ ,tang
to de polls to cast their ballots, Saturday, August 2.
Being a candidate, I can milt bring the voters
..There are three of us in, this race for County Court
the* facts- by paying for the printing:
Clerk, one of them having served yott during four years
of the best income pay in the history of this office; while
the other is making Ijie rave :for the-firsi_time. This being
Well, you can Save by making purchases of
my third time to make the race,I trust you Will do me the
merchandise now as the advance continues
to come.,
_
honor of eleethtiriiii--14 title-Office this OffIrtitne, that at
Corse
in
hive
Qs-coolest
trade.
We
place
to
its close I may stfp:down and cive some other a Phance
to'aerveyaw.

-

,

FRANK POOL COAL COMPANY

JOHN R. HUTCHENS

Facts Regarding the Race
or Tax Commissioler

RESPECTFULLY,

$

,.T. O. TURNER

LUBIE F. THURMOND

_

18-POINT PROGRAM MEETS
WITH APPROVAL
"s•.,

-

An Appeal to the Voters
f Calloway County:

_.7

•

TO:-THE CITIZENS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
May-rat this Lime take the opportunity of tharlItitii
Due to the ,necessity of tending my crop,
each and'everyone whom it has been my pleasure to-see,
my fart"and. to talk with 'for the cOurtesy,shown me. ancijor the ancUthereby providing a livlihood for
encouragemenLyeu have given me. To- those 'whotil I have ily, I have failed to see all the voters. I trust
not seen or may not be.able to see, owing_to lack of time, those whom I have failed to see will consider
I want you to know that I surely do want your help and
:a this a personal appeal for your vote and in.your vote. No one will try harder than I to make you.
. fluence.
elected:
official
if
'Kbiid
••tuy past racertl'
-Sinst--of-yen--twirpasysra.know.
I owe unifying ;gratitude to my many
your Tax Commissioner, but I just want ta say this: That •
I always tried to be fair and honest with every taxpayer friends who by word of mouth have spread My
in the county. I have had. many to ask die about the appeal and qualifications am &i then- friends
• blanket,raise that the state puts on the county-ast!essment,
Your Tits Commissioner .an be of grant belP•in keeping and acquaintances. I ask each of my friends to
t-blanket raisescort
__--••
'
corny_ to the polls on-August 2 and cast their
.My record fronts1•224-to-.1-937,- inclusive, shows. that votes in my behalf:and I assure,,You-that every
we-onty had one aq 'blanket raise on real estate' through
the four years, -which is only. One-fifth as intich raise vote or word in rny behalf iU be, deeply appreciated.
-thrdu-gl this:four yearterm as wë1iVed 1h -the
Ina two years. On the 038 assessment we received a 40%
I state again if I am elected Jailer of Calloblanket raise on real estate,'and on the -1939: assessment
%%4! received a 15"
, blanket raise on real estate, which., way County I will styive to the utmost of my
This is my final pre-election statement to the good people of Cello. •
amounts to a 25% raise in two years.the
duties
of
and
tray county who have been so kind to me throughout this campaign.
obligations
ability
to
meet
the
our
• I have always been opposed to a blanket raise of
This Is entry a repetition of the things that I have told' you in my'
orhumble way in your Most hospitable homes.
county assessment and I promise, you; if elected, I- will do said office. I also promise to work with any
, I have conducted this, any first politteat-Canpsign in the7WIty - I"
all in my power to keep us from receiviog a blanket ganization in behalf of a modern jail and other
The Democratic primary is nearing its conclusion. believed would meet the approval of every men,'Woman and child in
raise. The time is drawing near, when you, the voters of modern equipments in keeping with the pro- Its final outcoMe will mark the financinl, admi,pintrative, the
county, It has been a pleasure to ert age in this contest with my
42allowny.County, will go to the polls and cast your vote.
and_moral.welfare of Calloway-County for Abet: xt four -opponents,-who have in turn eendee4e the- eitrapaigia
County.
Calloway
of
'consideration.
gress
careful
me_a.
give
ant-tnask.you_tit
_
.
manly manner.
years.
lize that -Many of'yoii hive not-thought so much about•
With years of service in the State Patrol, ray work has engaged
ainpaign,-t
look
back
weeks
of
my
In
the
-final
two
.
1—at
Number
1
is
ballot
the
place
on
My
b.
me in most trying circumstancesa, basptte the thousangs of people
dhe election, owing to the critical- conditio'ns of world afupon the hard work and the joy Of meeting feee to face with whproul have attempted to deal fairly and squarely in patrol
fairs. Many -of yeti are thinking of your boys and your the bottom of the ballot. I trust this will be the-people of Calloway_County. I h eZlady receive work,
I have tried my level best to be a representative and courteous
brothers that are in camps, or the ones that are waiting O-ne instance where the old adage may prove a kindly reward ,for my efforts, howev I would grate- son of old Calloway- county. For the last two months. I have .enjoyed
say
to be called to the defense-4A' Our .country. I want to
the quiet of your-homes, tile personal joy of private conversation upon,
'fully appreciate a final stamp of apptSva1 upon my 18- sin"-entirely
different mission than that which demanded of me as a
to evert-lather and mother, and to every sister and true . . . that the last shall be first.
1941.
•
August
,
Saturday.
on
Program
Point
state patrolman. •The sharp contrast, has brought happiness to me
brother, of the ttoys'Ahat are registerett thit I want yog
forward
to
the
re.As in the evening of day, I lo
that I am a Son of the Good Earth of Calloway County. For two
Thanking you, I remain,
at Till Hines to feel that you have a frknd in me.- I know
wards of honest, sober, and just fárts. I am most thank- months I hav.e attempted to personally contact every one of you..and
.What rit means tO•be a soldier-, and flow .what war
inyTilith in 'the fairness, in the honesty, in the character, in the faith
ful,- mere than these printed wutds could ever covey., of
Calloway county has been 'strengthened. You have been good to me.
.meanirtO a soldier I give my very liistwitilel was servCalloway
people
of
of
the
of theapontineou.4 response
Yoy have given me words of encouragement.'
ing my. ebuntrY, just as I- will still give my best if you
- ,. ,
County to an 18-Point Program.
• -- houid you jive, to the. your vote. I in thin will give' you the
Tax Commissioner on August2.
twe'fit-to elect me. your
- . I thank you for IL the Icindnesses ifILd You. WWI' hesi that I can in way of:appreciation. Not only, yesterday, today.
JAILER
FOR
CANDIDATE
but
'forever I am ttitiriktul tO,you ha own Calloway county people for
RegpectfulltLyidirs,
estowed nom me
me.
115-k1ncliMITOVI
eseectfully,
. lave_shown
.
2, 1941

•
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*John R. Hutchens

Claude Anderson

Primary Election, Saturday, August

'Sincerely,

J. R. SCOTT -
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U. S. Gills For Halving Production
Of Electric Ref
rs
• —Raw Materials
Shortage Blamed
WashingtOrt.
- 19.-A .ten
tie program cutting production of
mechanical refrigerators and household laundry equipment as much'
as SO per cent during the next 12
sasnths- was announced Saturday
_Arc_ Leon Henderson. _Administrator
Qt Prices Said Civilian Supply.
AA

The Ledger & Times Is authorized to announce the following
candidates, subject to the action
of the Democratic primary, Saturday, August 2. 1941:

IN VIEW OF THE FOREGOING; MAY..
WE URGE YOU TO—PLACE YOUR
GENUINE

-

REFRIGERATORS and RANGES

-

TAX COMMISSIONER
U. D. CRASS
CLAUDE ANDERSON

11111CRIFF
L. ROBERTSON
CHARLIE ADAMS
WENDELL B. PATTERSON
CARL B. KINGINS

We cannot guarantee present low prices Irmnd our present

stock on hand, nor
these we now have on our floor and

in our own warehouse.
JAILER
PRENTIS W KART
NOBY T WEST
R. H (ROB) LAMB
*
JOHN R. HUTCHENS
CHARLIE G. JONES
JIM McDAN1EL
EDD C. RICKMAN
Wm H "JAKE" DUNN
MAGISTRATE
Concord District
-.1 W. -STUBBLEFIELD-

•

Today's Low Prices:
GENUINiIMIGIDAIRE
$114:7
4

From

THEBIG 6.9 FOOT GENUINE'
Only $134•75

- OTHER SIZES AND MODELS IN PROPORTION —

BUY NOW WHILE AVAILABIZ
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For Sale

For Rent
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Notices

FOR SALE to settle estate: 5 room FOR SALE OR RENT: One 7 room FOR RENT: New-4 room furnished GOING TO CHICAGO on or about
bungalow like new, $2,000, $500 house, located near college. Furnage apartment, hot water, bath. July 30. Can take 2 passengers,
down. Also 7 room house, good ace heated. Good condition. Will
Mr& Wilburn Farris, 513 So. share expenses. See Jimmie Jones
Ile
condition, near court house, $4,500. rent or sell.
4th 114.. phone 497.
ltp at Kroger store, Murray.
Phone 299.
ltp One 12 room house, furnace heated.
Facing college campus. In good FOR
RENT-Furnished
garage UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes cFOR SALE: Farm at Bargain! 170 shape. Will rent or sell.
vailable fine Rawleigh Route in
acres 2 miles north of college cam- One 10 room house, facing college apartment, furnace heat., also furn- Trigg County. Good business seished efficiency apartment. See cure.d in this district for severe
pus, well improved. Known as the campus. For rent.
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, 711 W. Main years. Exceptional opportunity fo
C. W. Drinkard home place. Price 30 acres farm land one mile from
square. All land good St. Phone 157-W.
tfc right man. See Marion Bennet
reduced from $10,000 to $8,750 for court house
tillable soil, located in bottom. I
Ilsley, Ky.. or write Rawleigh's,
quick sale. See J. D Hamilton.
HU494A-Freepost.-11*--REN'Tr-A 3 room apartment Geo&
-Murray. phone 440J, or see Mr- Se
- iwiliseichetACK
turri
July 24-31, Aug 7-14
linois.
Drinkard at the farm.
tf-c lege.
ltc with private entrance and bath.
See Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 N. 5th
FOR DETROPT July 31.
FOR SALE: A beautiful building FOR SALE: 1831 coupe, good rub- St., Phone 73.
tfc LEAVING
want 3 or 4 passengers. Leave
lot, well located. See Mrs. H: P. ber. runs good, is good. $50. W. 0.
Wallis Drug Store not
word
at
ltp FREE MOVIES: By presenting this later than Saturday night, July 26,
Wear. 200 N. 5th St.. phone 73. tic Vaughn, Five Points
coupon at the box office of the or write L
Miller, Bob' 222.
FOR SALE: 8 room modern home, FOR SALE-Good as new 1938 Varsity Theatre next ThoradaY-WP Hazel, Ky.
-Itp
2 porches. lot 85x140, garage. Very and 1939 Chevrolet and
Ford
reasonable. 500 No 6th St., Mur- ,cars. All models and prices. W. Friday, Mrs. Wells Overby, 51g
South 6th Street, will receive-two
tf
ray, Phone 511J, Jim Bucy.
C. Butterworth Used Car Lot, next free passes to see "Billy the Kid",
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this to Gilbert FUSIN* Horne, S. 5th compliments of the Ledger &
coupon at the box office of the St., Murray. _
tfc Times.
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
Varsity Theatre Tuesday or WedFOR
SALE:
One
girl's
bicycle,
in FOR RENT: 6 room house, close in. coupon at the box office of the
nesday. A. Y Yancey. College Addition, will receive two free passes good condition. Call 419-J or 401 Apply to Reubie Wear. 208 No. 5th Capitol Theatre Saturday or SunW. 16th Street.
ltp St. •
Ky. ,
to see "Topper Returns" compliltp day. W. S. Russell, Brandon,
will receive two free passes to
ment of tbe Ledger, & Times. FOR SALE: 1934 Chevrolet coupe
compliCheyenne",
Old
see
"In
In good shape. Will sell cheap. S.
ments of the Ledger & Times.
1136E9CS • REDUCED SUMMER L. Key, 1312' W. Main.
Ito
PRICES. Heavies $6.45 up. Official- FOR
SALE:
Peaches,grapes and
ly pullorum tested. Government
Roomers and boarders.
damsons. See R. L. Williams, No. STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER WANTED:
No: 15th St. beyond Duvall Drug
approved. Our champion hen laid 8th Street.
ltp SERVICE. New equipment. 24- Store. Reasonable rates. Mrs. M.
175 points past 181 days. Hatching
ltp
Thomas.
hour,
fast,
dependable
G.
Wrecker
FOR
all year. Helpful bulletin.s. Helm's
SALE: Gladiolas. Prices right.
See Mrs. R. L. Williams, No 8th Service. Charges reasonable. Day WANT 3 passengers to DetroitHatchery. Paducah, Ky.
Street
lip phone 97, Night phone 424.- leaving Saturday. Call 532,1. Hp
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
FOR SALE: Ripe tomatoes for canning or makin juice. Green to- FOR SALE: Two -store or restau- and Service.
_
if
rant
counters,
and
8
stools.
See
toes .for_catsup. Very
reasonable. Call A. G. Outland & them at Zol Swors, in East Hazel, STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
JULY 'HEATH
tf
Co., Railroad Ave.
ltc Kentucky
Cleaners. Plain garments in lots'
PIANOS
of two or more 30c each; single
GOATS FOR SALE: 2 doe kids,
milk stock. Euel Donohoe, Route We have a good stock of both new garments 35c
cash every day.
and
used
pianos.
New pianos $180 Phone 234, South Side Square. tic
I. Benton, Ky.
24-31 Up
up,
used
pianos
$25
up.
McLaughlin
— Are Pitm-Ready-At
& Smiley. "The Home of the Baldwin", 1618 Broadway, Paducah,
Ky.
July 31-Sip
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Services Offered

PEACHES

W. K BROACH
E. L. HOUSDEN
CECIL HOLLAND
Wadesboro District
R. L. ELLISON
W. C. ROBINSON
swam District
SPECIAL: Had you ever thought
:GEORGE W JONES
HELP WANTED: Responsible busi- the money you pay for rent is In Memory of Mrs. Ellen Johnson
ness wants uoung woman, high forever gone I'll sell you cheap a
'---Brinkley District
school education in general sci- nice building lot between town Dear mother, you are not forgotH. "HARVEY" DIXON
Near Burnett's Chapel
ence, ability to sew Apply in and the college, on monthly pay- ten, though on earth you are no
OPAL HOUSDEN
_writing. stating age. etc_ Address ments. You can build you a house more. Still in memory you' are
Church
O J. "OW BAZZELL---=--'
Box 191. care of Ledger & Times, just like rent. Fred McClure. So. with us. as you always were be.
Liberty District •
- -- - - MuFray. Ky.
. itp 14th Street.ltp fore -- Helen and Sisters..
. .
....0.-11111101.1010110011M111.111
.
111111 1
--CLARENCE McDANIEL
•
4M111111111111111,
WANTED: -Experienced-for Store in Paris. Tenn Ittyel etin
REPRESENTATIVE
ltp
care of Ledger & Times
T. 0. TURNER `PINK G CURD

$42
.95
up

From

AT TODAY'S LOW PRICES!.

Johnson - Fain Appliance Co.
South Side Court Square

WITH A LONG RECORD Of
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES —

-

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
WASHING MACHINES

,
Classified
Ads

,r

CITY JUDGE
ETHAN IRYAN
P. F. WATERFIELD
J. H. COLEMAN
_,
. HUB MIJRRELL

ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC RANGES

Ing

-- COUNTY JUDGE
J R. SCOTT
C A. HALE
GARLAND NEALE
AM DENHAM

COUNTY ATTORNEY
NAT RYAN HUGHES
R. HALL HOOD
ALVIN H. EOPPERUD

FRIGIDAIRE

BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

PHONE 55 elcouPnEt

COUNTY COURT CLERK
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
CELIA HART CRAWFORD LUBIE THURMOND

ORDER NOW FOR

can we promise any deliveries other. than

I

Announcement

Services Wanted 1

LOST -- Rubber pillow belonging
to bassinet,'taken by mistake front
Keys-Houston Clinic. Please return to L. A. Dilday at Clinic.

NOTICE

PILES

TO THOSE WHO MAY
If you suffer the terrible pain and
WANT SAW DUSTdiscomfort of PILES -try NaaWs
-44.1.11111.-T-i—
an_furnish some/tt
i
11s0s-Ald Ointment at once. Your
dust at a special
filalbey bock if you lire not. fully
bought before August 1. witisfiecr-Don't suffer :antther day
without giVing this grand new pre-

GREETINGS FROM
A HOSPITAL BED

See C. R. BROACH
143 W. Main Street

paration a trial. You'll be glad yog
tried it.
WALLIS DRUG STORE adv•

14ymOnd Hargrove
Candidate For

JAILER
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY

When I. began the campaign for election 'ass,your Sheriff
fully _planned to see'every besson and to wiait every
the eoun

Demitinratia ?fleecy. Aagest 2. 1941
I NOON

•

dise-walleerwt-idk"es."'"7
•=11....•••• •••••• ••••

Itave worked ligently toward this end and have had
the pleasure of being in a large percentage of your homes.
On Tuesday night I was the victim of kin automobile accident. My physician advises me that I will not be able to
beAtp for several days. It i probable that I will, not be
able to-be among you much _before election day. My biggest jot) now is to ritover rnyhialth,

FOR
DEFENSE- =

Today, as I he,in bed: with my plans for a personally con,.
ducted active: campaign all suddenly and unexpectedly
'brought to a halt, I realize as never bOore how one must
• deimind un9nlisiiends
-1 still want to be your Sheriff. I'm going to try to cet well
just as-fast as I can. I have been assured by my physician
that my condition is not of a serious or permanent rm.. _tare, and tfiata. week or so of care and rest wilt put me
again in vigorous health:Ltrust4 can be up by election
day, but forthe time being'I leave my case with you,-my
friends, and the voters of the county who have-seen me
tried before, as a ptiblic officer. .
After a- narrcrwescape from:death- it/it...If I thank God-that
I am able.and conscious to send to you these greetings
from rni hospital bed.
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—7:BUY A SHARE
IN AMERICA
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Member Federal Miami& insurance Corporation
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In last. week's papers, a statentant was aids_
concerning my residence of thirty years in the .
State of Arkansas, when with the slightest bit if
investigation, Mr: Kopperud, you'could have easily ascertained that I was born in lturray, Calloway County. Kentucky. on the 30th day of September. 1006. After I attained school age, I went
to 'a kindergarten conducted by Miss Eunice Cury,
now deceased, and throughout my early schooling
in Murray. which the records will reveal, I received -instruction under Miss Erie Keys. Mrs. Numa
Wear, Miss Lula Holland arid many other fine native Calloway Gun-tians. I believe even you will admit that a legal educatiiire&nnot
had in Calloway County, or in West Kentucky. and for that reason I'
did attend the University of Arkansas, where received. trerde
of
Bachelor of Laws and Bachelor of Arts the 10th day of one. 1930.
Shortly after, I returned to the home of my parents and grandparents;
MY HOME, and opened an office and began the 'Practice of law in
my own humble way, liote min* you. Mr. Kopperud. I didn't LEAVE
MY HOME, I returned to it, because there_was--nothing that I knew
about to pent me eForh carrying on my profeselon among my dear
-and cherished people.
•
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It hos now been eleven years since that humble berinning and I
have stuck strictly to the practice of law and have not deviated from'
one- Profession to another. Neither did come in to Calloway County
In a boom era full of Government projects. but I started when this lit-,
tie-community was Calloway County as my forefathers knew it and
had helped .to make it. Since then T have contributa Tz.1 my small way
to Its welfare. Can you say as much?

A :

"An
heart.
can w
"An
neigh!
"Or
you?
"If
it?

So- yOtisee, Mr. Kopperud. thatesince T am only thirty-tout years
- f--eld-and have practiced law in Murray for the-past -eleven yesm.-that .
-- I vould not have poseibly spent thirty years anywhere except in my-,----native county' of Callaway and state of Kentucky. I will be a little
fairer.to you than you were to me. for the reason that the recOilds are
open to back up any statement that I have made in this column, when
you took NW the slightest interest in seeing whether' your statements
-__.wars true or false..1.1nfortunately for you, those statementaxere
..-

heart
are
How^

---71:14s-ii-matter of public inoviledse that I Was in

Stor United Stains Detense-lavings
Bonds and Stamps: This is the Amerit:alt.-way to provide the billions so
..urgently netlike" for national defense
-H4-,yeur-cpuntry to heWebuip
0

LIGON'S
ORCHARD

Facts About The _County
y's Race

Lost and Found

For Mayer
GEORGE HART
PAR WIN N BLALOCK

WM-TriiiiiiKewbadikr

Phone 56

Miscellaneous

favor ofMaking a series
of speeehes, not for the reasorEthat I felt-like the good piffuje of Calloway
County wantetrto hear my Voice, or that my powers of speech a r e so.overwheffning, but for the simple reason that there has been a whispering campaign conducted againa me which I could not combat other than in that way.
never made the' statement that I hint- not been guilty of committing
the errors associated with early manhood, for the reason that I have made
many mistakes, but not_ as recently as the people have been led to believe. In
other words, I simply ask the voters of Calloway County to giver me the privjlege of proving to them that my moral code is adequate and that any mistakes of the past have been rectified and that in the future, none will be repeated. Every yobng man is entitled to an opportunity, for that is the Christian. way,
-and Lurge the people of this good county to -give me my chance- to
prove to them that - tailsnd
will be -conscientious, God-fearing, official.
In conclusion, I wish to state that I have never in my campaign been guilty of besmirching the character of either of my opponents for I believe both
of them to be gettlemen in every sense of the word; but if you,' the' people
who will decide this race, will consider carefully the facts and circumstances
surrounding each candidate, I cannot help Wit-Weave that you will give me
your consideration, your, vote and your influence, and I humbly beseech, you
to do that very thing.-
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Respectfully submitted,
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Nat. Ryan FlUglieS- •
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